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ERmCl
0 reat Britain though a victorious Allied power at the end of 

World War lls was in the midst of an ©conomie and political decline<,

Before she was compelled to reduce her commitments abroad^ however^ ah 

important political change occurred at home<, In the general elections

of July3 1945@ the Labor party obtained a. sizable majority and installed
1 ,

a government that placed emphasis on security and welfare0 The Eabor 

Party had been in office twice before (1924 and 1929=31)^ but this was 

the first time it had a substantial majority which freed it from depend-® 
ence upon an influential Liberal minority and supposedly permitted it to 
implement its Socialist policies in domestic and foreign affairs# Brit

ish leftists had a fleeting vision of a regenerated Europea freed from 

the ills of Fascism,, capitalism, and power polities# For, supposedly, 

a Socialist government would not be motivated by considerations of power 

and international strategy# Adherents of the Left contended that the 

Labor government»s foreign policy would be something novel in the world,

and most Important of ally it would be a divergence from ’’the continuity
- Z. :of British Foreign Policy”’# Labor’s foreign policy would be non-aggres

sive and dedicated to the party’s pre-war policy of collective security# 

For many, the Labor victory also seemed to assure continued good relations 

with Britain’s war-time ally, the Soviet Union, since it was believed that

; x  .' ; / , : _ ’ , _ " .  _' /  _ ; ;
MoAo Fitzsimmons, The Foreign policy of the'British Labour 

Sovemmentg 1945-1951 (lotre lame, Indiana, iS’EF), p# 23, • ,

Ibid#, p# 24#

%



a gooialist government in London wowld be able to mderstand a Coimaunist 

government in Hosoor0.
These expeetationsg tiowevera did hot materaliee® This belief in 

a departmre from, Kthe ©ontiniaity of British Foreign policy” m s  the imp- 

practical product of naive politioal theoristso Both Attlee and Bevin 

had been members of GhurehillCoalition Government and shared the res® 

ponsibility for decisions on, foreign policy$ B®vin himself admitted that 

he had accepted continuity and Churchillian-Conservative policy in the 

first parliamentary debate on foreign policy on August ZQP 194% when he 

agreed with Anthony EdeaAs statement that in the Coalition Cabinet, Bevin 

and he had never differed on any significant issue of foreign policy6 

Bevin8s difficulties in managing foreign policy would not come from the
aOpposition so much as from his own party0 Furthermore, party theorists 

overlooked the evident territorial ambitions of the soviet union in east® 

era and central Europe# These two interacting realities, that of the 

Labor Government«s pursuance of ’’the continuity of British foreign policy’8 

and Russian territorial ambitions, were best shown in Germany where re® 

lations between the two Governments were the most direct, the most pro® 

longed, and.the most difficulto

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate British policy and 

opinion toward Soviet Russia during the blockade of Berlin (June, 1948=

May, 1949)# This evaluation was done primarily through the use of official

sAbram Bergson^ James Blackman, and Alexander Erlich, ’’postwar 
Economic Reconstruction end Development in the UoSoSaRo88, Annals of the 
American Academy of political and Social Science. (CCLXI11'-lSd'S1 )J^
"8-0 ; ■; V. . ; . .



: . ■ ±11 

Parliamentary records (ToHo Hansard8s parliamentary Debates) sspd leading 
British newspapers including the'Dondon Timesg the Bconomist0 the Spectator  ̂

the Manchester Gmrdian Weekly^ the Hews Qhronielea the Hew Statesman and 

Hations and the Daily Telegraphs The Times0 Boonomist and Spectator usual=> 

ly express a moderate Sonsermtire iri.ew point while the Manchester gnardi^ 

an Weekly and the Hews Chronicle are Liberal ne?/spaper8e .The Hew States*’ 

man and Hation is a moderate Socialist newspaper and the Daily Telegraph 
is usually staunchly conservative in its outlook® The Telegraph and 

Chronicle were used very rarely while*#he Timesa Bconcmist and Guardian^ 

whiehp along with, the Spectator might be termed wthe moderate press'  ̂were 

used most frequently®



. ABSmCT
Great Britain after the second World war encountered a number of 

difficulties in foreign affairs® one of the most significant of these' 
was in Germany where a number of disputes arose in the former capital 

(Berlin) between the three. Western Powers (Britain* France and the United 
States) and the Soviet Union* As a result the city was blockaded by the 
Russians for a ten and a half month period0

fhe purpose of this thesis is to determine the reaction of the 

British G©vernment and press to this action* Careful use of the official 
parli amen tars'" debates (Tolo Hansard) and several British newspapers re

vealed a definitely unfavorable reaction to the Soviet maneuver in parti

cular and Soviet postwar activities in general® A hardened attitude in

duced the British Labor Government to reject any illusions they might 

have had concerning hamonious Anglo-soviet relations in the postwar world 

and committed the country to a policy of closer economic and military co

operation with the United States and western Europe®

xiii



OH&Fra I
gemany^ in 1945a lay divided among the Allied Powerso Just 

prior tog and shortly after the fall of the Iasi regime5 the three great 
powers made several agreements relating to the postwar occupation of (Jer<= 

m n y  o

The purpose of this introductory chapter will he primarily to

trace Ahglo^Soviet discord in germany from its inception to the beginning

of the blockadeo This task will necessitate a detailed study of soviet

and Western policy in that area during the immediate postwar period0

At Moscow*, in ©ctober^Bovember* 1943, the British, American and
Soviet governments inaugurated their efforts to treat cooperatively the

4problems arising out of the projected defeat of Hitler*s Germanyo About 

a year later, the three powers signed agreements providing for the divi= 

sion of Germany into three sones of occupation and "greater Berlin" into
gthree corresponding sectorso

An Allied Control Council, composed of the Military governors of 
the three occupation sones, was to be the supreme governing body in Ger

many, and a subordinate Inter-Allied governing Authority or Komaandatura 

composed of three Allied sector commandants was to be established for 

Berlin, with a Technical Staff of three-power representatives as a

4 Go!o Yon Ber gablentz (edo), Documents on the Status of Berlin,
1944-1959, "Forsohungs-institut des Deutschen ges^lsohaft^Fur"Auswartige 
pbi,itxK̂ rr(3iunich, 1959), p, 2e .

Beate Ruhni von Qppen (edo). Documents on Germany Under Occupation,
1945-1954 (Royal Institute of International A^i^rsJ London, 1955), p0 3®



supervisory body for the local municipal organs of "Greater BerliUe"

At Yalta, Britains the TOited States and Soviet Eussia drew up 
a final agreement for Germany's surrender« This agreement dealt with 

the defeat^ dismemberment, occupation, and control of Germany, as well 
as the proposal of German-Pelish frontier adjustments and the exaction 

of reparations to be carried out under the auspices of the Allied Control 

Council# in addition, the French, were invited to participate in the pro*= 

posed occupation of Germany, and the three.Bowers agreed to place a cer

tain undefined amount of eastern German territory under polish jurisdic- 

tiono - '

.She Allied leaders also agreed upon the nature and amount of re

parations , fixing the total figure at twenty billion dollars, with 50 per

cent of this earmarked for the soviet Union, and established a tripartite 

inter-Allied Separations Commission in Moscow to work out the details o 

Separations soon proved to be a major symptom of Allied, discord0

A week before the unconditional surrender of the German armed 
forces on May 8 , 1945, Britain, the .u0CoS„B», and the .United. States 

agreed to include prance in the occupation of Germanyo Britain gave 

France an occupation zone in Germany and a sector in Berlin from her own 

occupation areas, and received- territorial compensations, in turn, from 

those of the United States o one month later, the Western forces, in com
pliance with the inter-Allied agreements, withdrew from an area of approxi=

mately 42,740 square kilometers, including a population of 8,770,000,
' . . ' ' ' ■ ' ' 6 : '■ ' ■ ' 

east of the Wismar-Magdeburg-lorgau-Oresden lineo Early in July, 1945,



the Angle-Aiaeriean £orcesa operating under the same lnten*Allied. agree-
mentss moved into the Western sectors of Berlin, which the Red Army had

7 ■occupied since the capture of the city two months earliere
Meanwhile, the Allies signed final agreements for the establish

ment of the Allied Control Council for Germany and the Allied Eommanda”
"a ........    ' ‘tura for Berlino They also held another conference on Germany in the 

Berlin suburb of Potsdam (July 17 to August 2, 1945) to implement the 

Yalta agreemento (Labor1 s . election, which led to the substitution of 

Attlee and gevin for Churchill and Eden, occurred during the meeting) 0 

Despite the unilateral soviet action of transferring a large 

portion of German territory to Poland, the Potsdam Conference was rela

tively suecessfulo Stalin was accomodating in a number of respectso 

To Western protests over the transfer of large areas of eastern Germany 

to Poland, he replied that the question of Germany’s eastern boundary 

was still open, that it was not necessary to insist upon the Qder-Heiss© 

line as a final settlemente The -#hree Powers decided to defer further

discussions G ; The annexed territory in the meantime was to remain under
'  ':-v 9 , ' '

polish admini strati on o

Since the Soviets had already taken large amounts of goods from 

the regions of Germany under their control, the Allies reached a compro

mise on the subject of reparationsa They agreed that each occupying 

power would satisfy its reparation requirements within its own seme,

7 : . " •lbidos Po 1 o

®Ibido, pp* 10-11, 45*6„

WoPo Davison, The Berlin Blockade (Princeton, Hew Jersey, 1958), 
P i )  S o  .. '



provided sufficient resources remained to enable the Germans to subsist
10without outside helpQ ,The Soviets consented after the British and 

Afliericaas promised them. 25 percent of all industrial plants that were to 

be dismantled in west Germany^ in retuma they agreed to deliver raw 

materials and manufactured goods to the western zones from east Germany 
and to meet Poland9s needs from the Soviet share of reparations goods*

Stalin personally withdrew the proposal for international control of the
11R uhr when Bevia objected to it*

General principles on Germany*s occupation were also agreed upon 

at Potsdam but these* for the most part* were extentlons of the earlier 

three=Power conversations held at Teheran and Yalta0 The Allies estab

lished a permanent Council of Foreign Ministers during this conference 

to consider questions arising from the War* ineludihg preparation of a 

German peace treatyo .

Besides the negative provisions of demilitarisation* denazi

fication* and reparations* the general principles established at Potsdam 

included a number of positive ones*

.. *1* in accordance with the Agreement on Control Machinery in 
Germany* supreme authority in Germany is exercised on instructions 
from their respective Governments * by the Commanders -in#0hl ef of 
the armed forces of the United gtates of America* the United King
dom* the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republic* and the preach 
Republic* each in his own zone of occupation* and also jointly* 
in matters affecting Germany* as a whole* in their capacity as 
members of the Goatrol Council„

■̂ ibido-fl p» So



2e go far as is pracbieatoeg "bhere shall 'be xmi.formity of treat® 
ment ef the Geman population throughout Germany0

1 0 o gubjeet to the necessity for maintaining military seeurity0 
freedom of .speeoh0 press and religion shall be respectedo gubjeet 
likewise to the maintenance of military securityj, the formation of 
free*brade unions shall be permittedo
140 -During the period of occupation Germany shall be treated as

a single economic units $© this end common policies shall be estab®
lished in regard to«  ̂ T ' ' : r

a) mining and industrial production and allocation?
b) agriculture, forestry and fishing?
e) wagesg prices and rationing?
d) import and export progrms for Germany as a whole?
e) currency and bankingj, central tamtion and customs?
f) reparation and removal of industrial war potential?
g) transportation and communications .

She establishment of the 4llied Control Gounoil in Germany and 
the Allied Kommandatura for Berlin in July of MIS marked the commence® 
ment of the quadripartite administration in Berlin© Under Allied direct 

tionj, a new administrative structure was gradually built up=> After the
dissolution of the Prussian state8 Berlin became a land (state) comparable

' -14 - T ™ "  .to the other laeader of Germany©

During this early period of quadripartite administration^ the 

Allied authorities solved several vital problems such as the communication 

links between Berlin and the western sones of Germany and the city's food 

and coal supply© fhese questions were settled in a conference of Allied 

representatives on June 2901945s by a number of Control Council agree® 

-meats,, both oral and written© owing to the large amount of Allied air 

traffic flown to and from the Berlin airfields© and the difficulties

1 2 Gablentz© Documents on the Status of Berlin© 1944-19S9»pp©#@#5$<
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that had arisen from extremely haphazard flying procedures,, the four

Powers concluded two unpublished* but very important, agreements a few
months after the commencement of the quadripartite government in Ger-

15 . 'manya . The first, signed on Hovember 30, 1945, specified that Allied

aircraft had the right to use three air corridors at any time, each of 

which had a width of twenty, English miles0 The corridors branched out 

from Berlin in a westerly direction, towards Hamburg, Buckelburg, and 

Frankfurt, (see map). The second agreement, concluded early in 1946, 
established, an Air Safety Center„ .

Germany soon presented difficulties of both an economic and 

political nature. The mpst pressing problem was that of Germany*s 
economic distress. Although the Western', authorities had repaired the 

communications systems in their respective zones, and had begun the 

rehabilitation of industrial facilities/ the more serious problems of 

impediments to interzonal trade and theVtremendously inflated Geraan 

currency were left unresolved, The Western authorities wished to pre

serve the wartime alliance and, in absence of joint four-power action, 

refused to take unilateral actions in their own zones to put an end to 

the economic napathy and stagnation0*n
The most alarming aspect of the west German economic situation 

was the scarcity of food. Although the most productive industrial areas 

of Germany were in the western zones, the bulk of the agricultural

l0Ibidi , , . ■

^^bavlson. The Berlin Blockade, p, 10,



produce came from the Soviet zone of occupation^ When the Soviets failed 

to deliver the required shipments of food as specified in the Potsdam.

Agreement,, Britain and the United States were forced to import food for
■ 1 7Germany o v.. , '

Britain>s difficulties in Germany were eonsiderable<, She held 

the most heavily imdustriali zed areas^ iheluding the EQhrs which were 

also the most devastated and; the most dependent» The jgohr presented its 
own peculiar preblemso Even though Britain was herself hard pressed for 

foods the coal mines of the Huhr could not be operated without the im« 

portation of foodstuffs from Britain and the Comaomwealtho The British 

Government was soon convinced that Germany's economy should be regener-

atedss not so much for the sake of Germany as for that of Europe 0 Britain,
■■ ■ ' -18however, could not discover the means of achieving this vital end alone# 

pour^pewer differences of a political nature soon emergedo The 

Preneh proved to be one of the obstructionists in the quadripartite ad* 

ministration of Germany since they had not been represented at the pots* 
dam Conference and French officials^ therefore, did not feel that the 

Agreement was binding upon them* Thus, efforts by the Anglo#Amerlcan

powers to establish German central administrative bodies were vetoed by
• '' 19 ■ . : . ■ the French Military Goveraoro prance also objected to the formation

of central agencies for Germany, since she wished the primary arrangement

Fitzsimmons, Foreign policy of the British Labour Government, 
1945-1951, po 41* i..— —  —  —  —  —  —  — —  .

l8Ibid0 ■ ■
 ̂ - - * " *Davison, The Berlin Blockade, p,.6*



of the Ruhr and Rhineland to be done to her own satisfaction The ques= 

tion of Ruhr control was to remain a bone of contention among the Western 
Allies until the end of 19480

Th® real impediment to quadripartite unity lay in the series of 

differences that arose between the goiriet union on the one hand and the 
Western powers on the othero gowiet Russia took the first step down the 

road of disunity by a series of unilateral actions which tended to promote 

discord and division and which displayed the ulterior motives of the grero* 

lin leaderso The first unilateral action by the Soviets was the previously 

mentioned detachment of Germany east of the Oder=Heisse line and its sur» 

render to polish administration in May of 1945 0 Another unilateral move 

came on June 10* 19450 when Marshal Zhtikov, Supreme Commander of the soviet

Amsy, * approved the establishment in eastern. Germany of “anti-fascist^ demo-*
: . . . .  .. . . . ..... .. ...... .. .. .... • ... . ■ ' . 2 1

c ratio parties t?s “free# trade unions^ and other labor organi sat ions o

The Soviets also established a German Communist Party in Berlin 

almost immediately after Germany*s surrender, and reinstated the old ®er*.- 

man Communist leaders who had returned from the Soviet union in the wake 

of the Red Armyp organisation of the old pre»sitlerite German parties~ 
the social Democrats^ the Christian Democrats* the Christian Democratic 

Union* and the Liberal Democratic Party# as well as that of a centralized* 

Oommunist^control!ed trade union* followed in rapid order* other uni

lateral actions of the Soviets involved wholesale removals of machinery 

from Germany and the govietisatien of their zone*

^Fitzsimmons* Foreign policy of the British Labour Government* 
1945^1951* p * 40*

9% ' . . .■TJavison* The Berlin Blbakade*. p* 4@



Early in 1946@ the Soviet military authorities foreed a merger 

of the Gommunist and Social Democratic Parties in their genec apparently 

in order to obtain a large bloc of votes for the Communistso They dubbed 

this subsequent combination the Socialist Unity Party (SoE*J>e)$ although 

the Soviets vigorously supported the SoE0Dos. its together mth a f@w9 

small Coimaunist”Controlled faraer^s organ!satiohs9 received scarcely 

more than half of the votes east in the sonal elections held in the 

autumn of 1946o ihisa howeverp permitted the SoEoDo legally to assume 

effective control of all the Eaender in the Soviet gone*

The Soviets placed even more emphasis on political organization 

during 1947# in December of that yeary.the Soviet military authorities 

announced the establishment of a paramilitary $8people9s pellee*, although 

actual formation of the police units had begun several months earlier*

At approximately the same timea the last true opposition to Communist 
policy in the east German branches of the Christian Democratic union 

and the liberal Democratic Party m s  purged9 and these parties continued 

to function mainly as ^democratic "window dressing o’9 At the same time*
Soviet economic experts were reconstructing a portion of east German in

dustry* Most of the major industrial enterprises were converted into 

Soviet^owhed corporation#, whichp along with many smaller privately owned 

firmss produced reparations goods for the Soviet Union*, Although the 

Russians later transferred some of the sei&ed enterprises to German com” 

munist officialŝ , they still exacted reparations from durrent production* 

They also established a German Eeonomie Commission (D*1foE*) 'in the. summer 

of 1947 to mobilise resources and re-establish the gone9s economic potential,



Other German administrative ageneiess working oa the goaal level under

the eareful supervision of the Soviet Zilitary i.dmiaistration (SoHoAo **

The Soviet Military Government controlled the Communist«rum land ad- 
22 •ministrations»

While the Russians were carrying out the Soviet!sation of their 

3ones they employed a variety of tactics to oppose the Western powers8 
policies in Gemanyo These tactic s included obstru6tionfi del ay @ and 

vituperation in both the Council of Foreign Ministers and the Allied 

Control Councils use of the press for propaganda attacks6 appeals to 

German natiomlismi, ohjeetions of the east European satellite states, 
and finally, pressure on west Berlin0 By the end of 1946, it was evi

dent that the Allied representatives in the Control Council could not 

agree to any constructive measures, and during 194? the atmosphere in 

Council meetings grew steadily worse® The soviet representatives used 

the meetings to launch an increasing number of vicious, baseless pro

paganda attacks against the Western Powers® The Soviet Military Gover

nor, Marshal Sokolovsky, claimed that the British and Americans were 

militarizing their genes, that the Western Allies had disrupted the re
parations program, that they were exploiting western Germany, were re

juvenating lazi and other criminal elements in their zones, and were op

pressing the SoEope and other "democratic" groups® - He also claimed that 
the recent fusion of the British and American zones (January 1, 1947) was 

designed to destroy four-Power government and divide Germany



The Soviets used delay as the main form ©f obstruct;!©a in the 

Couneil of Foreign Miaistersd la sueeessiw zaeetiags of the Come 11 

held ia the two years after the war, .jgplotev*. the soviet Foreign zinis- 
'ter# persistently deferred disoussioB of important questions on Semany 
smeh as the preparation of a .german .peace treaty and the establishment of 
central economic agenciesfl just as Sokolovsky had put off discussion of 

the important question of a currency reform f or Germany in the Control 

Council o Zolotov also used the Foreign Ministers Conference as a plat*
.form for Soviet propaganda and in the last two conferences held prior to 
the blockade (in Moscow-# April# 1947 and Zphdon# December# 1947# respee<= 

tively)# he insisted upon the payment of tea billion dollars ia repara* 
tions# to be taken from current german production# yet refused to give 

his Western colleagues an accounting of the reparations taken in the 

Soviet zone0 Furthermore# the Soviet Foreign Minister demanded that 

each zonal commander be allowed to overrule decisions of german central 

agencies when these decisions affected that particular zone# but# at the 

same time# accused the Western Powers of promoting a schism in geraanyo 

By insisting upon these proposals# Molotov was able effectively to block 
any action on the serious German problems=

A third method for obstructing Allied policies was by vigorously 

agitating for german unifieation under conditions that were unacceptable 

to the Western Powers o Moscow thus endeavored to use german nationalism 

in order to block any plans for improving conditions in west germany while



opposing any quadripartite unification:plaa whieh did not guarantee a 
GomzauBist-controlled Germanyo one of the main factors in this campaign 

was the ^people* 8 Congress'* movemento The first "German people's Con® 
gress*^ completely Ooamunist#domimated and claiming to represent all 

democratic interests in the Soviet zoneg met in Berlin on the 6th and 7th 

of Dee ember a 1947» On December, 15th9 Molotov showed official Soviet in

terest in the project by attempting to have a Congressional delegation 

appear before the Council of Foreign Ministers„ meeting in London at that 

timeo The Western powers, however, refused to receive such a delegation^ 

This ’’People's Congress" was later to take steps that would widen the 

political schism in Germany&

A fourth method of obstruction used by the Soviets was to organ® 

iae pressure from the east European satellite s t a t e s T h e  most notable 

example of this was the Warsaw conference of east European Foreign Minis

ters .'held during the first week of the blockade in June of 19480 The 

need for economic remedies in Germany induced the United States to offer 
a fusion of its sone with that of any of the other three Governmentse 
The British Government accepted the offer since it was spending approxi

mately S 8 G,000,000 a year on Germany and, as levin had stated in July,

1946 at Paris, His Majesty's Government had to take steps to protect the 

British taxpayer and relieve the financial strain on the nation's economy® 

The French Government did not act upon the .American offer of sonal fusion, 

while the Soviets flatly rejected it# The British and American Govern

ments also had their differences in Germany, despite the zonal mergerc



One of the chief polioy differences was in regard to dismantling and 

reparations a The Briti sh did not oommenoe dismantling of German heavy 

industry in their zone until after the first year of.occupation, when 

the Americans had already stoppedo Britain maintained this dismantling 
policy after the United States had ceased, in order to aid British in

dustry by replacement through reparations and to satisfy French demands 

at the same time®, The most industrialized area of Germany was included 

in the British zone, however, and of the 1,198,000 tons of material col

lected as reparations, 989,000 tens came from therea Britain*® commence

ment of dismantling at a moment of great economic distress naturally dis

pleased the American authorities (and Germans in general) since this 

policy "added both economic and psychological obstacles to productiono"

Anglo-American differences also arose over the prospective poli

tical organization of Germanyo British plans, had envisioned a socialist 

Germany with a centralized form of government "and nationalized industry* 

The Americans, on the other hand, had visions of a more moderate, demo

cratic Germany with a federal form of government and all of industry in 

private hands* The British thus tended to favor the centralist views of 
the Social Democratic Party of Kurt Schumacher while the Americans favored 

the federalist views of the Christian Democratic party, led by Dr* Konrad 

Adenauer* Economic and political exigencies, however, resolved these 

differences by 1948» The British had greatly reduced the amount of dis

mantling by the spring of 1948, since they had realized the necessity for 

a revitalized German industry in western Europe, while plans for the

26 - • Fitzsimmons, Foreign Policy of the Labour Government, 1945-1951,
Po 44e . ™ — — - — —  -  ' —



matioaaligatioa of industry. and the whole concept of a centralized German 

government were scrapped in the face of Britain?s economic weakness and 

the subsequent assumption by the United states of nearly all financial
gg

responsibility for the hizone0s trade and fuel in the autumn of 19470

At the same time that the British and Americans were forming the 

bizonal economic administration^ Secretary of State Marshall^ in his his«=> 

torie Harvard Commencement address of June* 1947s introduced the idea of 

the European Recovery program or "Marshall Plan'% which constituted an 

offer, on behalf of the United states, of massive economic aid to Europeo 
After the Russian rejection of this proposed joint aid program on grounds 
that it interf erred with the economies and governments of recipient nations, 
the United States moved ahead with the plan® Representatives of partiei** 

patihg countries (including all of those in Europe not under Soviet doml- 
nation and excluding Spain) met in Faris on. July 12th, 1947 to set up a 

Committee of European Economic Cooperation (CoEsEoOo 68 later called the 

Organization for European Economic Cooperation) which m s  to prepare a 

report showing European needs over a four year periods American aid 
under the "Marshall plan" m s  not intended so much to furnish supplies 

necessary for re-equipment as it was to provide consumer goods and materi= 

ale for making such goods in order to maintain a decent living standard 

during the four years of the program® Each participating country was re

quired to compose its own production program from these essential com

modities and servicesg food and agriculture, fuel and power, steel.

g7Xbido, pp0 44»7o
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timber and transport0 Of the |4B875^000^000 of Marshall aid finally 

agreed upon, by the American Congress in June of 19488 Britain received 
the lion$s share of 01 $ 2dSj,000^000s This figure® in addition to the 

immediate postwar loan of iŜ TSOg.OOÔ OOOj, amounted to §5sOl5s000*000 

in direct American aid to Britain between 1945 and 1952» Another im* 

portant instance of Anglo-American cooperation was the formulation of a 

separate currency reform for western Germany« (This action# an ostensible
. gg

cause of the Berlin blockade,, will be disoussed shortly) 0

The failure of the London conference of Foreign Ministers in 
Deeembers 1947s greatly reduced the possibility of a quadripartite settle

ment of the vital issues in Gemany6 Bovin# along with the other Foreign 

Ministers,, expressed' the hope that they could all meet again in a happier :
atmosphere# but wondered whether the four Ministers would ever be able to . 

settle the problems, of Germany and Europe„ The British press admittedly 
could not fathom the Soviet motives for insisting upon the same reparations 

figure of 01GSOOOSOOO#OOO and blamed Molotov for causing the failure of 

the conference by his intransigence with regard to reparations and other 

Issues% The Times noted that the London conference of Foreign Ministers 

had actually accomplished less than the previous one held in April, since 

the Ministers made no arrangements for another meeting® It seemed certain 

to The Times that Mthe separatist tendencies in Germany51 would be develop
ed s The Manchester Guardian Weekly also prognosticated such a development 

and urged the speedy unification of western Germany, with French participation,)

28PeterCalvocoressi (ed0). Survey of International Affairs# 1947- 
1948 (Royal institute of international Af?e-̂ rss London0 195’B-), pp* 70-72$

The Times (London)# December 16, 1947# p# 4, and January 1#. 1948,
' p« 4*
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fh@ Gmrdian^s Berlin correspondent noted increased apprehension in Ber
lin over the failure of the conferencee The failure in London had coins* 

elded with a period of mounting pressure on Berlin and tt a more truculent 

Russian attitude^ in the, Control Council0 Berliners began to speak of

%  probable division of Berlin* of the 8starving out® of the capital by
' . ■ - 4 3©the Russians and of the prospects of flight to the West©

The Soviet press and its controlled German organs were more pr@= 

occupied with causes than effects of the failure of the conference® Pr&Y= 

dag the official newspaper of the Soviet Comraunist party9 reiterating 

Molotov5s viewsc blamed the Western powers for the failure©
Bevin0 in a foreign affairs debate on January ZZD 19480 stated 

that in view of the Soviet efforts to subjugate eastern Europe and evi
dent lack of interest in reaching a four-power accord (amply illustrated 
by the recent Russian tactics in the London conference)^ the time was 

ripe for the consolidation of western Europe# He then proceeded to give 

the broad outlines of his plan of “western union = “ The Government was to 

work for ever closer unity with Frances and Bevin hoped that Britain would 

make treaties with the Benelux countries© (Holland* Belgium, and the 
Netherlands)© This western organisation had to be economically supported 

and .would involve the closest cooperation with the Commonwealths French 

overseas territories, and other such areas© The Foreign secretary in

sisted, however, that this organisation would in no way be antagonistic 

to the Soviet Union, nor did he exclude that nation from eventual parti

cipation© This proposed plan for a “western union” constituted a major

■ ̂ Manchester Guardian Weekly, December 18s 1947, pp® 8-9®



change in British foreign policya which had traditionally maintained 
Britain8 s defensive,, and much of her eoonomiep arrangements within the 

Empire and Commonwealthe
Some criticism of Bevin»s plan came from both political extremes 

in Commonso The far right* represented by such individuals as Beverly 

Baxter* rejected the plan on the grounds that Britain could still fulfill 
all of her economic and military commitments within the Empire and Common** 
wealth* while the far left* led by the habbrite Zilli&eus and his Coamun=» 

ist associates* Gallacker and piratin* objected to the scheme since it 

supposedly constituted an aggressive military arrangement to further 

imperialistic aims at the expense of Europe and the peace-loving Soviet 

Wuions (British leftists were to use this Communist-inspired line re

peatedly* with few variations* in their objections to future Western 

.political* economic* and military arrangements)o These voices of dissent 

were in the vast minority* however* and Commons eathuisi&stieally endorsed 

the piano The British and American press lauded Bevin8® announcement*

while the Soviet press and its news affiliates denounced it as being
- ■ ■ - : ' . glmerely the furtherance of imperialist schemeso

Meanwhile* the British and American Governments had been making 

efforts to induce France to join the bizonal effort to reconstruct the 

west German economy* but misunderstandings and extreme reluctance on the 

part of the preach to aid in the creation of a central German government 

delayed trizonal fusion until the eve of the blockade* Delegates of 

three east European powers * CseehoslovBkia* Yugoslavia and Poland* met

•®*The Times* January 23* 1948* pps 4-5*
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ia Prague on February 17th in an effort to ©all another meeting of the

Council of Foreign Ministerss and to object to; the preference given to

Germany under the Marshall Plano Glementis£ the Communist Deputy Foreign

Minister of Chechoslovakia^ said that many "doubtful oeourenoes,f in west

Germany had directly influenced the states that had been the primary

victims of German aggressiozio The British,, American and French Govern#

meats rejected the declaration issued at the meeting which had attacked

their policies in Germany a CM February 25rds British, American and
French representatives met in London to begin discussion of plans for a

west German governmente Shortly thereafter, the three power#:: invited

the Benelux countriesto participates on March 8 th, the six powers is#
sued am initial communique Indicating their continued desire to reach an

accord with the Soviet Union on the question of Germany, but making it

clear that they would tolerate no more delay on this important matter#

The six-power conference continued intermittently until June 2nd, when

the tripartite plans for west Germany would be published in a series of
"53documents known as the London recommendations o

Shortly after these discussions began, the Communists staged a 

coup d ’etat in Prague which snuffed out die last democratic elements in 

Cseehoslovakiae This overt act of Soviet-inspired aggression greatly 

alarmed the leaders and general populace of war-torn western Europe, who 
saw the imminent threat of another armed conflict in the massed Soviet 

forces in eastern Europe and in the scarcely concealed Russian machination

^Davison, The Berlin Blockade, p@ 18$
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in the Czech capital0 On, March 20th3 three days after the signing of the 
five=?ower Brussels Treaty (which was to last fifty years and had set for 

those signatory powers * Britain^ prance3 and the Benelux countries *» the 
principal tasks of cooperation in military affairs and the joint lowering 

of tariff harriers)D Marshal Sokolovsky3 the Soviet Military Governor for 

eastern Germany» walked out of the Allied Control Councilo just prior to 

the termination of the meeting that day0 Sokolovs3qr8 on behalf of the 

three European nations which had met in Prague the month before^ had 

suddenly complained of recent meetings held by the Western powers on 
Germany# and had then accused Britain# America and Prance of keeping 

I"secret" the "decisions" of the "conference"* General Robertson# the 

British Military Governor# retorted that there had been no conference# 
but merely discussions to produce recommendations and that the soviet 

and east German authorities had taken many unilateral actions in their 

own zone which were not reported to the Control Council 0 At that point# 
Sokolovsky# in the chair# declared the meeting adjourned and left abrupt=

ly* / ' ' ; : " ':. , :' / '' ' ■ ' :
The Soviet action created great uneasiness in Germany and the 

Western capitals# and there was evidence to indicate that the Russians 

had premediated their walkout# -Several British newspapers thought# for 

instance# that Sokolovsky was probably acting on precise instructions 

from the Kremlin since he himself had requested the Council meeting to 

consider two topics which# by their nature and treatment# could only 

have produced refusals from the western A l l i e s T h e y  also noticed

; The Times# March 2£#. 1948# • p«, 4; see also Manchester Guardian 
Weekly# MarcE %5%"T948# p# g# and Economist# March 2"?# !lCW4B#""p6"We" ™



that after the Western Military Governors had made their refusalss goko™ 
l©vsky had read his final aeeusation (that the Western powers had de

stroyed the Control Council) from, a typewritten statement® other evi
dences of a soviet prearrangestent were pointed out by persons present at

the meeting* who had seen a look of great uneasiness on the Marshal»s
...fae© as he read his statement and noted that he had not bothered to 

prepare an after-meeting buffet, which was the custom for the Allied 

representative in the c h a i r T h e  British press began* at that time* 

to speculate on the possible reasons for the Russian tactics in Berlin 

and on the possibility ©f an effort by them to force the Western Allies 

from Berlin© • •
On April 1st* the Soviet authorities in Germany, with no previous 

warning, imposed new travel restrictions upon Allied military and civil

ian personnel traveling to arid from Berlin by road and rail© This re

sulted in the temporary halting of all passenger train service for the 

Western Allies in Berlin# Qffieial -Soviet news sources stated that the 

Bussiam military authorities had introduced these new regulations in 

order to regulate the increased flow of interzonal traffic which had 

placed greater demands on the eastern zone1s transportation system and

to stem the springtime flood of Germans who were seeking illegally to
36

cross over into the Soviet zone in search of food and work© The

. ^The Times*. March. 22s 1948* p© 4% and Manchester Guardian . 
Weefely* March1 "1948* p0 3®

^̂ ffianehester Guardian Weekly* M&rch 25* 1948* p# 3j and Econo-

. . « ..........Daily Beport Foreign Radio Broadcasts* CCLXXXII* April 7*
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British and î nsrican military authorities refused to allow Russian fron

tier officials to board and search their sealed, military trains, and 

retaliated by substituting air and bus transportation for military pas*- 

senger train service<, They also began flying in food and supplies for 

the Western military personnel in Berlin® This was the start of the 

"little airlift" which was to give the Anglo-American air forces valuable
experience in air transport and enable them to handle a much harder task

37of provisioning later on* The British Foreign Office did not issue a 
formal protest against the new soviet restrictions since British diplo® 

matic officials felt, as did.their American and French counterparts, that 

ample machinery for settling the dispute existed on the spot® The Foreign

Office did emphasize again, however, that the Government would not abandon
38Berlin, where it had just as much right to be as in west Germany®

While the Soviet and Soviet«*licensed press in eastern Germany e*»

pressed satisfaction with the new regulations, the British moderate press

viewed them with alarm® The Times saw the Ahglo^jynerican airlift as

merely a primary reaction to the new Soviet restrictions and thought that

it could be "no more than makeshift®"’ The newspaper was not certain of

Russian intentions but said that they were pursuing "a carefully pre- .

pared plan" and expressed surprise that the Western Powers did not heed :
the warnings of violent Soviet propaganda and at least prepare a formal

reply® It noted, however, that the community of the Western Allies in
Berlin was "in good heart"' and that Berliners had put their trust in the

39pledges of the Western powers to remain in the city® The Manchester

$7 ' .. - ■ ■ - ■ - • v  ’ ; -Davison, The Berlin Blockade, p<? 640 

®8The Times, April 2, 1948, p* 4®

5 9 Ibid»
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Guardian Weekly saw the latest soviet restrictions as nothing more than 

"a-crude piece of tail^twisting,i and “an attempt to weaken the Allied 

position before the Germans (and Italians)Ks (The Guardian was refer* 

ring to the approaching Italian elections in which a Sooi&list-Qommunist 
alliance could have assumed power by legal means)@ According to the 
Guardian̂  the responsibility of having to feed two million additional 
Germans was good reason for the Soviets not to have sought to force the 

Allies out of Berlin at that time© The journal also noted that the new
' : ■ • •   AQrestrictions did not pertain to freight traffic» Both the Guardian 

and the Economist stressed the necessity for the Western Allies to stand 

by their rights in Berlin for the sake of the west Berliners and west 

Germans who depended upon them for protection and for their democratic

developmenta The Economist was as uncertain of Russian intentions as
' " 41■She Times and offered little hope of settlement of the situation©

Although the Russian authorities relaxed the restrictions on 

Western military trains after ten days®: the amount of new restrictions 

increased rapidly after that time© During May and Junes the Berlin press 

reported new restrictions upon the movement of persons and goods almost 

daily© Although the Russian authorities eased many of these restrictions 
shortly after they had imposed them,, their total effect was progressiifely 

to sever Berlinrs ties with the Westo Interference was usually justified 

by “technical reasonsor by reason of improperly labeled shipments of

4,0 'Manchester Guardian Weekly* April 8  ̂1948, p@ 2*

^Economists April Sg 1948s ' ppe*-̂ l-sS©
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goods while Germans were prevented, from journeying through the Soviet

sone since their interzonal passes were supposedly irregular or they were
'48 ■participating in Mspeculationwo The Soviets also attempted to restrict 

air traffic between Berlih and the western zoneso Ever since the end of 
1946$ soviet fighter aircraft had occasionally been making close passes 

at Western, transports in the air corridors $ but these had not been fre
quent .enough to cause serious tensionso Early in 1948$ however6 the 
Russians began to advance proposals intended to restrict air travel in 

the corridorso Four of these proposals$ for instance$ called for the 

elimination of instrument flights$ the banning of night-flying in the 

corridors$ a requirement for prior clearance with the Soviet air au

thorities of all flights going into Berlim$ and a restriction of air

craft to those directly servicing the Western Allied forces in the city#

The implications of these proposals were obvious and the Western repre-
' 43sentatives refused to change the existing agreemente

Ob ' April 5th$ 1948$ an, incident occurred which may have affected 

East-West policies on air travel to and from Berlins and which was an

other instance of the evident deterioration of quadripartite relations 

in Germanyo A Soviet fighter aircraft$ which according to the British 

authorities and American and German witnesses$ had been performing 

aerial acrobatics over Berlin® suddenly collided with a scheduled Brit
ish transport* as the latter was preparing to land at Gatov/ airfield in 

the British sectoro Both aircraft crashed* killing the Russian pilot and

—  . .
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all fourteen persons in the British airplane as well® General Robert son 

immediately ordered fighter esoorts for all British passenger aircraft 

and General Cl&ys the jgneriean Military Governor, immediately did the 

same thing# Robertson also delivered a. vigorous, personal protest to 

Marshal Sokblo^hy, who in turn expressed deep regret and assured the 

British Commander that no interferenee with British aircraft in the air

corridors was "or is" intendedo. When the British Military Governor re=- -
eeived this apology and reassurance, both he and his j&merioan counter**

- 44 -part cancelled their order for fighter escorts# Within twenty«four
hours, however, the Marshal reversed his position and in a note to

Robertson (published simultaneously in the Taegliohe Rundschau) laid all
45blame for the accident upon the pilot of the British transport. The

note also contained this implicit threat§ wl hope you will issue the

necessary order to British planes for the strict following of air safety

directives outlined by the Allied Control Councile This will forestall

me from the necessity of taking measures for the protection and security
46

of traffic over the Soviet occupation gone of Germany"V

Robertson also altered his position and dropped his former de<= 

mand for written guarantees for the safety of Western aircraft, in ad» 

dition, he assured the Russian Military Governor that British airplanes. 

had been ordered strictly to observe the quadripartite safety rules0

1 1  .. -I— .......... ...........

^The Times, April 7, 1948s pe .4*
^®Radio Moscow transmissions AoM» April. 7, 1948, Daily Report, 

Foreign Radio Broadcasts, Central Intelligence Agency, CCLXXXIY, ApfH 7,
w B r m r " —  . : '    a

^®The Times, April 8 , 1948, p0 4o
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• press storiesi, suggesting a possible motive for the British retr@ata said
that they may have committed a technical violation by neglecting to sub*
mit a detailed report of the transport's arrival and departure times to
Soviet officials at the Berlin Air Safety Centere. A subsequent British
investigation found the stunting Russian flier to be responsible for the
crash, but found no evidence to prove that the collision had been any*
thing more than an accidento The Soviets, after refusing to agree to

anything other than an Anglo«=Sovieh inquiry into, the air eollisidaH&nd
flatly rejecting the testimony of American and German eye-witnesses on
the sole basis ©f nationality, published an official report on the Gatow
incident, in which they accused the British of fabrications and of tarn*
perimg with the aircraft wreckage in am attempt to make the Russian
flier appear responsible for the accidents The Russians also pressed
their earlier proposals to curb air travel between Berlin and west Ger*
nmmya and suggested such new restrictions as the elimination of all com*
mereial flights in the Corridorss prohibition of night flights, limit*

ations on instrument flying, and soviet approval of all corridor flights
twenty*four hours in advancee The Russian report even suggested that

there never had been an agreement on flying regulations g "The (soviet)
Commission likewise calls attention to the absence to this day of precise
rules approved by the Control council for air traffic along routes over
the Soviet zoneV". The report also questioned the existence of the quad*
ripartite agreements defining the air corridors themselves when it re*
ferred to the corridors as having been ’’designated by the Soviet author*

47itieso”. .

4 7 ' -Ibidfeg April 23, 1948, p® 4e
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Meanwhile^ the Soviet“lieeased press eontinued its attacks

against Western fliers and claimed that they had violated numerous four»

power flight rules® The. Anglo-American authoritiesB however^ firmly
stood hy the previous agreemeato When the Russians ecaaplained again of

British breaches of air corridor rules„ for instance^ and invited the
British Military Government to enter into bilateral discussions on air-

s.e@urityfl the British rejected the allegations, and stated that only quad®-
48ripartite discussions on air security would be permissible® This pat

tern of Soviet pressure and Western resistance continued until the time 

of the airlift®

While the Soviets persisted in their “creeping blockadeof the 

land and water routes between Berlin and the West„ and surreptitiously 

prepared a satellite regime in east Germany„ the British Government of# 

fically took a firm stand on the question of west German unification and 

the British status in Berlin® On April 7tha Robertson delivered an ad# 
dress before the Landtag (state parliament) of forth Rhine « Westphalia 

in Busseldorfe In his speech, regarded as “ a. highly significant state

ment” of the Western powers1 policy in west Germany, the British Military 

Governor urged his audience, which included most of west Germany8s non- 

Communist political leaders, to do their utmost to support plans for the 

formation of a west German government® He frankly admitted that Germany 

would probably not be re-united in the foreseeable future, but pointed 

out that an achievable unity of two-thirds of a democratic Germany was 

far better them a completely united Germany under the domination of a

^Ibide, June 18, 1948, p® 4®



foreign power^ and was worth the fight in fa©e of the threats of "mischief- 

makers” who screamed Collaborator cy and those "gentlemen whOg with demo

cracy on their lips and truncheons behind their backs ” 8 would deprive 

Germans of their freedomo Eobertson declared the prime objective of Brit

ish policy to be peace and prosperity in Europe and offered British "good 
willo^oando©©cooperation*” He held up the "Marshall plan” as one great 

factor in west European recovery which offered two things of great import

ance to Germany in particular* 1) The prospect of an increased amount 

of supplies and raw materials for her Industries; and 8 ) the prospect of 

bringing west Germany back into the family of western European nations 

whose economies were so closely related® He urged the west German leaders 
to end their petty squabbles and to work for the recovery of their nation 

and all of western Europe© Eobertson concluded his address with the as

surance of a constructive Ruhr settlement since international control was
■ - • ■ 49Important for the industry of all Europe and not just west Germany©

West German leaders were generally satisfied with Robertson ?s address©

Ernest Bevias in a House of Common's foreign affairs debate on
lay 4th, referred to the situation in Berlin and asserted that the Brit**

ish Government had a right to be there by virtue of the agreements made

in the European Advisory Commission during the War and those made between
the four Allied Governments at the time of Germany’s surrender» These
were "reinforced by agreements and understandings"- made between the four

- 49Ibid©g April 8a 1948g pe 4#
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Coimanders^in^CMef sine© the eosBneneement @£ quadripartite oeempationo 
Without doubta the Foreign Secretary added,, these agreements and under
standings were R&s equally valid and binding upon all the four Powers 

coneerned18 at that time ,$as when they were entered into» 51 'We are in 

Berlin as of right,1° he declared, and it "is our intention to stay there® 

The Foreign Seeretary also hoped that attempts to settle those problems 

nby a war of nerves ̂ would be brought to an end and pointed out that the 

use of common sense in many instances had wrought solutions# He warned 

that the British attitude of calmness should not be regarded as a sign 

of weakness and expressed the belief that Britain*s "steadfastness of 00a 

; attitude11 would be "clearly shown if put to the test®" He hoped however, 

that discussions would replace the recent provocations® Bevin6s brief 

comment on western Germany was a general reiteration of Robertson®s re

marks of the previous montho Although Britain had hoped to achieve Ger

man unity, East-West differences made that a present impossibility and 

the Western Allies were formulating steps for west Germanyts political 

and economic development and were giving particular attention to the

development of plans for the integration of west Germany»s economy with
SO -that of western Europe®

Later that month, in the annual conference of the Labor Party at 
Scarborough, Bevin3s foreign policy received the overwhelming support of 
4^097,000 votes to 224̂ 000, thus illustrating the greatly increased in
fluence of the foreign secretary and his right-wing adherents, and the

Hansard, parliamentary Debates (Commons), 00CLI (1948),
112*4® ' •



corresponding deeline of the party*s pro-Soviet* left-wingo $he leftists 

suffered an additional setbaek with the expulsion of Platts-Mills (an out

spoken critic-of Bevin and the Government«s foreign policy in generality 
the Hatiomi Executive o ■

The negotiations during April between the British Chief of staff* 
Field' Marshal Montgomerya and Sokolovsky eonoerning the transportation 

restrictions did net result in a solution to the problem* On June 2nd* 

as was previously mentioned* the six Western powers* Britain* the United 

States* France and the Benelux countries* completed their discussions, on 

west. Germany and published their conclusions in a series of documents 

known as the London recommendations o /The Western Allies were to eo* 

ordinate the economic policies of their respective zones* west Germany 

would be able to play a full role in the European Recovery Program* and 

German state officials were authorized to initiate steps to draft a 

constitution for a German 'Federal. Republic» Another major decision pro

vided for the control of the Ruhr by an international body which would 

include the six Powers gathered in London and the west Germans o The 
proposed International Ruhr Authority* which was to direct and allocate 

industrial production in that area* largely abated the French fear of an 

Anglo-American stress of German industrial development over her own and 

the general dread of renewed German aggfessiono (Further assurances for 

France on the question of security were to appear later in the north 

Atlantic Treaty) o Although the Americans had their way on most of the 

decisions* such as the plan for the creation of a federal* rather than a 

central* German government and the deferment of the nationalization 

question for the Germans themselves to decide^ the British* with French



support^ persuaded the iMerieans to eontiau© the former poliey of dis=>
■ - - 51 'mantling for reparations and seeuritye Furthermore^ without the per™

sistent efforts of the British at mediations the Amerieans and French

might never have resolved their differences^ and the necessary French
participation in the politieal reorganisation and the economic reoOn™
struction of western Germany might never have come to pass0 (Britain

and the United states were thus able to bring France into their plans
' ' . ' ■ " 52

for a long=*overdue currency reform in west Germany)o The Soviets and

many of the west German leaders were opposed to the London recommend™
ationso Many west German politieaas felt that the plan for the formation
of a west German state would permanently split Germanya while the Russians

claimed* as beforea that smeh a split was part of the Western powers® ag™

gressive* military plan to subjugate western Europe under Anglo-American

authority=
That same month* the Soviets appeared to be making final prepar

ations for the blockade of Berlins The Soviet“licensed press in east 

Germany* for instance* claimed that feodstoeks in west Berlin were 

dangerously low and that the city could not be supplied by air® On 

June 11th* the Soviets* for the first time* halted all rail traffic 

between Berlin and the West for two days» A day later* a highway bridge 

on the Helmstedt-Berlin autobahn was temporarily closed for ^repairs*1* 

That same day* a Soviet borough commander assumed direct control of the

Fitssimmoas* The Fbrei^i policy of the British Labour Govern- 
meat* 1945-1951* p* 104 o .. , . —  — ^

^%aaehester Guardian Weekly* June 3* 1948* p® 2»
55 • ■ . " • : - ' '•Radio Moscow transmission* A0Mo June 12* 1948* pally Report

Foreign Radio Broadcasts® GCCXXXX?* June 14* 1948® AAleSo,



Klingenberg power plant in east Berlinfl one of the eityss most important 

eleetrioity sour©ess on the flimsy pretext of an alleged "hooligan aetion86 

eomaitted by the jUneriean Commandant, colonel Eowleyo On June 10th9 the •' 

Russians walked out of the Berlin Koamandaturas thus corroborating the

opinion of The Times expressed two days earlier, that the meeting m s
. ’ ■ - : - . ■ '" .' ; . likely to be "another stage in the Kommandatura *s dissolution̂ )*

On June 18th, the day dfter the French Assembly had ratified the

London six^power agreement by a close vote of 500 to 286, , t#@ western

Allies announced the first of three currency reform laws for western
Germanya Despite their unilateral action to stabilise the inflated
German currency, the three Western Powers declared that the currency
refom and the centralised administration at Frankfurt.were "only pro®
visional" and that quadripartite agreement ©n Germany was still pos«=

55* ■ .sible.o Sokolovsky, ignoring Eobertson^s letter of June 18th which 

explained the necessity of the reform and the desire of the Western 

Allies for a single German currency, declared in an official protest 

on June 19th that the Western Powers were carrying out their reform 

against the wishes and interests of the German people and that it com

pleted the capitalist-inspired division of Germany© The Soviets accord
ingly outlawed the Deutsehemark in their zone and Greater Berlin and 
Sokolovsky warned that the Russian authorities would take "necessary 

steps©octo overcome difficultiess ensure economic progress and consoli

date currency circulation in the Soviet zone of occupation in Germany

■ ■ ■■■ " 5 4  ■ • , . ■ ■ ■The Times,. June 14, 1948, p© 4a and June 18, 1948, p* 4©
65 • *. - vIbido® June 19, 1948, p9 4©...



fhe next day the first etarremey reform law went into effeet in the three 

western zones of Germany (but not in the three western seotors of Berlins 

since the Western Allies still hoped for a last minute settlement)^ and 

the Russian Military Governor addressed letters to Robertson and Clays 

applauding their deoisioa not to extend the reform to the western seetors 

of Berlino Meanwhilea with no further warning other than an announcement 

in Taegliehe Rxmdsohaus the goviet authorities closed their sonal bound=>

aries to a U  traffic except freight trains and barges between Berlin and
- 56 ; ■ . • ' - -

the West© fhe announcement stated that this had been done in order to
prevent the Soviet zone from being flooded with outdated^ worthless cur”

renoy and to fend off currency speculation® on June S3-ste howevers the

Russians did accept the Western offer for eleventh hour discussions on

the introduction of a single currency in Germany and Berlins but̂  after

nearly two days of fruitless conversations between the Allied represent™

ativesa these discussions broke off with no hope of a settlement© on the

evening of June 32nds the Soviets announced currency reform measures for

their, own sone and "Greater Berlin©"
Robertson sent another letter to gokolovsley the next day declare 

ing that he was prepared "to consider any reasonable arrangements for the 

use of a single currency in Berlin under quadripartite control,ls even if 

it were the same currency used in the eastern zone a Re pointed outa how** 
ever̂  that such issues of currency in the city had to be under four-Power 

control and reiterated: the Western claim that Berlin was under "quadripar 

tite jurisdiction"g and that no one Power could "make enactments valid for

®^Ibidoa June 31s 1948s p® 4© and Manchester guardian Weekly*
June Bdthg^HWg p© 1, . ' " . ' . ^ i- ”  ■
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the city as a whole o'* Robertson concluded the letter with the statement 

that the Western Zonal commanders were at that time ^compelled” 1 to issue 

tfseparate instructions and currency in order to protect the interests of 

the german population" in the western sectors of Berlind ̂ shortly after 

IgO© AoMo on June 24th, the Soviet Military Administration issued instruc

tions to halt all railway traffic on the Berlin-Melmstedt line and ordered 

the Berlin Electric Company in east Berlin to stop electricity deliveries 

to the western sectors© The halting of rail traffic was supposedly due 

to a “technical disturbance^'^somewhere between Berlin and Helmstedt, and, 
according to the Soviet transportation authorities, it was not possible

to transfer traffic to another line at that timea The cessation of
5 9electric power was attributed to a coal shortage© Thus, the worst 

fears of the Allied leaders and west Berliners were realised» West Berlin 
lay in a state of virtual seige©

O o M o  Yon per Gabientza Documents on the status of Berlin, 1945- 
1959, po 62, see also theshniaia politifca govets&ogo goivza, 1948, 
Sosudarstvennoe izdatel8stvo© Po'liticheskoi Litera.tury (State publishing 
Rouse of political literature) Moscow, 1950, pp© 233*6o
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' GH&PIBR II
Introduetiori

The second chapter deals chiefly with the futile efforts of the 
four powers to settle the Berlin dispute through local and high-level 

negotiationso ", :



CHAPTER H
The blockade of Berlin brought an immediate British press re** 

actions The Times described the event as ^serious” and said that the 

Soviets seemed determined to compel the Western commanders to acknowledge 

Russian authority over the entire city*, it went on to say that feedstocks 

could not last two million people for longa that not enough supplies could 

be brought in by air* and that whether matters would be "pushed to the 

danger point" rested with: the Russianso Such a move was unlikely, howevera 

since a final break in Berlin would make the soviet-inspired demand for 

resumption of four-power control in Germany appear to be ridiculouse In 

addition, Germans and the rest of the world would blame the Soviet author^ 

ities for "imposing misery and administrative breakdown on the population 
of Berlin<, "It may still be", that the Russians were "coldly calculate

ingly enforcing an agreement with the Wests on their termsg rather than
- l " .. . ; ■risking an upheaval#" Both The Times and Manchester Guardian Weekly

said that the technical explanations were mere propaganda to disguise
' ' ' ■ ' ' gthinly their real intention of showing their mastery over Berlin*

The Economist readily admitted that Germany was divided into two 

separate countries in all bj&t name, and that this was "in outcomeeooun

satisfactory andoo ofraught with danger", but pointed out the sophistry

The Times, June 26s 1948, p» 4»
Manchester Guardian Weekly, July 1^ 1948, p 0 3a
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of the Communists to We stern adherents (and particularly a group of 
Labor members18 who had urged Mr® Bevin "to make one more attempt to secure 
four “power agreement and to work out policies common to the whole Reich”) 
who held the Western powers to blame for quadripartite disunity and the 
creation of two Germanies© The Economist pointed out, first of alls that 
the division they were then accused of creating had actually existed for 
almost three years and Soviet tactics since Potsdam had mad© the split 
“inevitableSecondly, the Western powers had attempted during those 
three years to secure German unity and at any time between Potsdam and 
the London Conference of December, 1941, the Russians could have secured 
it if they had accepted, the Allies8 “reasonable conditionso“ These were« 
“an end to the stripping of the Soviet gone, an end to unagreed and uni
lateral reparations policies, the restoration of German undertakings from 
Soviet ownership, a common export import programme and above all, an end 
to the political tyranny of the Socialist Unity party a” “without these 

conditions8, according to the Economist, . “German unity and democracy a o a
would be a fare©8 and the Western illies could not be blamed” for failing

. . - ’ : : .■ . ; .. 8  
to achieve a unity for which Russia was prepared to pay lip service only?*.
The Hew Statesman and Ration, staunchly supporting the Government, stated
that if the Soviets insisted upon using the argument that the right of the
three Western powers to remain in Berlin rested upon the operation of four-
power government, and that they should .leave because it was defunct, the

^Economist, June 26, 1948, p© .1 o



Western Allies should present the eounter™argxment thats {,if we (the v

Western’Powers),leave Berliha the Russians must hand hack to us Thuringia,

whieh we swapped for the western sector of Berlin at the potsdam. 'Confer*
4enceo11 Host of the British press supported the eurrenoy reform and west 

German economic revival® The Economist, furthermore, claimed that the 
three Allies could have an advantage over the Soviets in Germany, if the 

economy of western Germany was redeveloped, sinoe all of Germany would 

welcomes such a. revival = The HewoStatesman and lation took the minority 

■ view and feared that the currency reform in west Germany would induce an 

uncontrollable spiral of inflation such as occured in the early days of
■ g -the Weimar Republic @

The Soviet and goviet^licensed press in east Germany presented 

the anticipated argument on the derivation of the right of the Western 

Powers to remain in Berlin and continued to castigate the Western powers 

for their separate currency reform and other unilateral actions in west
7 : . - ■■ ■ - ■.■■ ■■ ,Germany® it reiterated, in addition, the Declaration of the recent 

Warsaw Conference of Soviet and east European Foreign Ministers (June 

23*50) which had originally been intended as a reaction to the London 

recommendations but, because of the later turn of events, actually re* 

presented the official soviet position on the whole German question dur* 
ing the initial period of the Berlin blockade® Host of the text dealt

lew' statesman and lation, June 26, 1918, p@ 1®
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with the attaek on the London recommendations» but it eoneluded with the
following demandsg

^^“Iiaplementation of measures ensuring the final demilitari" 
gation of fferaany by agreaaeht- among Great Britain, the U0S0S0Eos 
France and the United States«,
^“"institution for a definite time of control by the four Powers, 
Great Britain, the UoSoSofio® France and the United States, over 
the Euhr industry and preventing the reestablishment .of -Germany. 
war potentials. .
G“tiBstablishment by agreement among the Governments of Great 

Britain, the UoSoSoEeg France and the United States of a pro vis
ional, democratic, peace-loving Government.for the whole of Ger
many composed of representatives of democratic parties and organ
isations of Germany for the purpose of creating a guarantee against 
repetition of German aggression̂ ,
p— Gonclusion of a peace treaty with Germany in accordance with 
the potsdam decisions so that the oeeupation troops of all powers 
should be withdrawn from Germany within one year after conclusion 
of the peace treatyo
, B— Elaboration of measures for the fulfillment by Germany of her

■'reparations obligations toward the States which suffered from
Geman aggressiono
The British Govenment made no immediate, official reaction to 

the blockade and appeared, as did the American and French Governments, to 

be momentarily taken by surprise, despite months of warning0 British 

authorities in Germany, however, reacted swiftly by instituting, along 
with their imerican colleagues, an airlift for west Berlin, and by send
ing a letter of protest from Ebberbsen to Sokolovsky at approximately the
same timed in addition, the British temporarily halted all reparations
deliveries to the soviet sone, forcing the soviet Military Administration 
to import Silesian coal for east Berlin’s commercial and industrial needs# 
Interestingly enough, British officials claimed that technical difficulties

g "Ibid#, CCCXLI, June 25, 1948, AA4»
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prohibited further edal deliveries (Soviet confiscation of railway ears

g
had supposedly eaused their scarcity and prohibited deliveries)® Three 

days after Robertson sent his letter to Sokolovsky (June 27) demanding 

that the soviet Commander lift all traffic restrictions and holding him 
responsible for any suffering by the .Berlin population, the British For” 

eigm Office,, in answer to. the Soviet claims in the Taegliohe Rundschau
' - ' .V ^

that the British were prepaiing the evacuation of the city, issued the 
following statements

Attention has been called to a report in the Taegliohe Rundschau, 
which presumes to define the attitude of his M&jestysg Government on 
recent events in Berlin® This report is completeiy untrue, and very 
far from representing his Majesty *s real attitude® The statement 
that we intend to stay in Berlin holds good® The opinion of the 
whole;world will condemn this ruthless attempt of the Soviet Govern™ 
ment to create a state of seige in Berlin, and so by starving the 
helpless civilian populations to secure political advantages at the 
expense of the Allied powerso^-

Despite the fact that the east German press and radio continued to claim

that the British and her Allies were preparing to evacuate Berlin, The

Times noted that the Foreign Office statement had 18 a heartening effect®
-- . ’ - . 3*2 ^on the population living in the western sectors of the city®

On the day of the Foreign Office Statement, Rector Mcjjeil, the 

Minister of State, spoke in Greenock on the Berlin situation® He said 

that the question in Berlin was whether there would be four=-Fower govern™ 

ment or whether one power would be allowed to impose its views on the

®The Times, June 27, 1948, p® 4®
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©the-r three powers amd the BerliB. population0 leieil pointed out the 

moderate nature of the Allied proposals and said that although the West- 

era Powers did not rule out the possibility of the Soviet mark being the 

currency for all of Berlins this had to be done by quadripartite agrees 

mento "If we concede the principle that one power can impose upon all 

the rest in Berlin we may not know where the concession may end," he
. i ... ■ '' . . - ■ . ■warned* .’When we make bargains",. McMeil concluded, "we make them to keep

them* We expect other powers to do the same, and we will not yield upon
... 15this*" The day before, Winston Churchill, Leader of the Opposition, 

spoke in a Conservative party rally, held in Luton Hoc, Bedfordshire, to 

support the Labor government in the Berlin crisis* He declared that the 

situation in Berlin raised issues as grave as those of Munich ten years 
before, and said that a firm and resolute course was the only chance of 

preventing a third world war# "There can be no doubt", he insisted^ ."that 

the Communist government of lussia has made up its mind to drive tis and 

prance and all other Allies out and turn the Russian zone in Germany into 

one of its satellite states»oa" Concluding his speech with an appeal for 

unity, the Opposition Leader said, "it is our duty to show that whatever 

our party differences may be, that in resistance to foreign tyranny we 

are a united nation*"^
On Jxme 29th,'Marshal Sokolovsky replied to General Roberts on es 

letter sent five days earlier, in which the British Commander had pro

tested the soviet traffic restrictions between Berlin and the West * The
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Harsba.lts letter w s  .oouohed in a surprisingly conciliatory manner and 

■began with a courteous confirmation of Eobertson^s assumptions that the 

restrictions were imposed in order to protect the soviet zone against the 

Deutschemark„ The Marshal expressed regret that he was still obliged to 

prohibit the movement of motor traffic to prevent the smuggling of Western 

zone currency into the eastern zones and Berlin but repeated the claim 
that the restrictions were only temporarye The cessation of railway traf= 
fie was also temporary and repairs to the Berlin-Hslmstedt line were near

ing completions Sokolovsky even went so far as to state that he appreci«= 

ated the efforts of the three Western powers to provision Berlin by air©

This letter̂  along with various hints in the east German press*, encouraged 
Bobertson to attempt to arrange negotiations among the four Military Gov
ernors for the lifting of the blockade and a reasonable settlement of the

is ; .. \ . : .Berlin currency problem# ,
Meanwhileg the Berlin Gity Assembly had voted by a large majority 

to appeal to the united lations to end the crisis (the Socialist Unity 

Party had voted against the motion)# The French took up the appeal and 

responded favorably to Secretary-General Trygve Lie’s suggestion that the 

Berlin question be submitted to the Security Council for consideration un

der .Article 99 of the United nation’s Charterg which states» "the Secretary- 

General may bring to the attention of the security Gounoil any matter which 

in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and 
security© 11 The British and Americansa however^ wished to wait until

^Manchester Guardian lfeekiyfl duly 1* 1948B p0 3© :
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the situation m s  desperate and all possibility of negotiations with the 

Soviets were exhausted before they entrusted the matter to the security 

.Council* especially since the Ukrainian Foreign Ministera Manuilsky/was 

in the president«s chair at that timeo Since it was generally thought to 
be useless for a fifth party to take the action prescribed under Article
99 unless all of the occupying powers welcomed that method* Lie dropped
, ,  . ISthe matter«

While the Western Allies were attempting to negotiate with the 

Russians* they were also continuing in their efforts to supply the be# 

leagured city by strengthening the airbridge (later known as the airlift) 

and had flown in an increased amount of supplies by the end of June*

On June 30th* with the blockade* the Warsaw Conference and Tito * 8  

expulsion from the Cominfom looming in the background* the British gov# 

eraaent* upon the insistence of the Opposition* held a.foreign affairs 

debate in Commons which was devoted almost exclusively to the Berlin 

crisis* Anthony Eden* Deputy Leader of the Opposition* began with a 

short speech in which he praised the airlift and urged that the negotia# 

tions be transferred from Berlin to lioscoWo He also surveyed all of the 
disastrous consequences for Britain if she should display any weakness 

and stressed the need to stand fizm in Beil in* Ah Allied withdrawal from 

Berlin would be a prime display of weakness and would place the dependent 

German democrats of west Berlin in the hands of the Soviets* who would 

immediately arrest them and initiate their whole process of requisitions 

and eonfiscations* The same withdrawal would also have unfortunate eone- 

sequences in Western Europe and the world* It would be especially

^fhe Times* July 1* 1948* p<> 4e
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diseowagingj, Eden eontiiamed̂  to those forces among the eastern European.

satellite states - amongst which they must now perhaps include M&rshal
if . . 'Tito, who had sought to show their dislike for Kremlin controlo

Furthermore, if the Allies deserted west Berlin, plans for build
ing up a Western union would be stillborno Italy and Scandinavia would 

not be brought within its orbit and influential Communist elements in 

both France and Italy "would receive a sweeping accession of strength0n 

Eden went on to say that it would also be "in the interest of ultimate 

good relations between the Soviet Union and the Western Allies" to remain 

firm. "In spite of its numerous provocative acts, I cannot believe that 

the Kremlin today intends war"But",  Eden warned, "any vacillation on 

our (the Western Allies t ) part now would only encourage the rulers of the 

Soviet uniom to believe that further pressure would result in further 

yielding, until at last a stand had to be taken which makes war inevitable® 

Finally, the former Foreign Secretary warned that "if we are determined to 

see this business throughj, as surely we must be, then conciliatory lang

uage ought not to deflect,us o Only deeds shSuld be taken into accounto 

The gentler words of Marshal Sokolovsky, reported in the press this morn

ing, are no comfort to me without action to give effect to the words®!'

He concluded with the remark that« "If ever there was a time; i© stand

firm, it is now; if ever there was a course in which to stand firm, it 
' 18is thise"’ -

Hansard, parliamentary Debates (Commons), CCCCLIX, 2215-6Q

1 8 Ibidd, 1 2 1 6 - 8 6 . . .  :: r



' Br» = Beyia» who was by that time the most influential man in the 
labor PartyD began with a brief review of the.events that had led.up to 
the Berlin crisis and immediately eliminated the Soviet teehnieal and 
currency arguments for the traffic restrictionso Technical difficulties 
did not seem to be a good reaspns since his Majesty’s Government had of
fered assistance in repairing all transportation links between Berlin and 
the West and this was something which Could have been done very quicklyo 
The currency excuse was not a good one either since the old currency was® 
at that time, invalid throughout Germany □ »%f, on the other hand, the
reason is political,” Bevin continued, "and the intention is to make 
trouble for us in Berlin" by causing "chaos and revolt" through "the 
ruthless starvation of two and a half million people,0oohis Majesty’s 
Government cannot submit to that, and I am assured that our American 
and French allies take a similar viewott %e cannot abandon those stoutk
hearted B©?lih democrats", he declared, "Who are refusing to bow to sow
,  , „19let pressure a-"

She foreign Secretary then went on to explain the concerted meas° 
•urea that the Western Governments were taking in Eondon to meet the situ- 
ationo The British Government was keeping the Dominion Governments in
formed and representatives of the united States, the United Kingdom, and 
franco were meeting frequently in the British Capital "in accordance with 
the requirements of the situation",, and were reporting periodically to 
their respective Governmentso Bevin briefly mentioned the combined air
lift which had "gone ahead with great speed0" The Allies, he said, had



orginally isstituted the airiift temporarily to “render ineffeotive the 
imposition of restrictions interrupting the flow of foodstuffs* etc* to 
Berlin15* but added that the results which could be achieved seem likely 
to exceed their first expectations o (secretary of state Marshall made a 
similar statement on the airlift that same day)* Bevin then got to the . 

heart of the matter when he <pietly told the expectant Houseg -“Ee -re
cognize, that as a result of these decisions a grave situation may arise* 
but we shall ask the House to face it© The Government and our Allies\ 
he continued* “can see no alternative between that and surrender, and none 
of us can accept surrendero” The. Foreign Secretary’s first proclamation 
of the Government»s purpose evoked the one loud cheer of his speech® Then
Bevin definitely identified the United States Government with the British
attitude® Like ourselves* he said, the United States Government regarded 
their petition in Berlin as based upon definite agreements* and their in-
tention to remain in Berlin was unchanged©

Bevin answered the suggestions of those who proposed that the con
flict should be referred to the United nations by stating that the United 
nations Charter required that several steps should first be taken© Govern
ments had to deal with the matter amongst themselves as the first step, 
and he assured ideh at this point that the latter$s proposal of a direct, 
three-P@wer approach to Moscow was very much in the minds of the three 
Western Governments, but stressed the point that the feeding of the west



Berliners had. to oaae before all elseo The Foreign Secretary returned 
to the Soviets* technical reasons for their restrictionsa the mention of 

which had earlier incited many smiles in the Housee He referred to Har- 
sMl ? Sokolovsky fs Statement of that morning that some of the technical 
difficulties could be overcome@ . When the mention of that statement 

caused some further amusements Bevin diplomatically turned it aside by 

saying that while he agreed with Mro Eden and was wnot deceived by lang= 

uage,89 neither was he going t© assume that everything that the soviet 

Government said was untrue^ have to keep a balance^ he cautioned, 

but hastily added, ” 1 shall be happier when the first train starts and 

the barges are on the Elbe» 8 He reminded the House that Sokolovsky had 

mentioned that there were a number of other issues effecting the Western 

Allies % general position in Berlin, in regard to currency and other mat" 

hers$ that the four Powers had to settles Bevin, however, urged that 

these might be cleared up at a four-power conference after the restor

ation of the Berliner*s-normal food supply0 !,-ln the meantime”, were his 

final; wordso ’fye must go on with all our plan to meet the situation» If
BjIthe situation is eased so much the better, but we cannot take any riskse8

Mr0 Prank Byers (Liberal) threw the wholehearted support of the
Liberal Party behind Mr, Eden’s declarations and agreed that the time had

' . 
come to stand firm in Berlin and that the airlift operation had made it

quite possible to fulfill that policy6 He also agreed that the three

.liestera powers should make a joint approach to Moscow and that the lifting
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of all ■braffie restrictions between Berlin and. the West should be a neces

sary prerequisite to higher level discussion of the whole German problem0 

Byers agreeds in addition^ that the Berlin situation could not fSb© di
vorced from the general international outlook'*& Britain had to learn the 

hard lessons that appeasement never paid and that aggregate armed might 

was the only deterrent with which to confront potential aggression and 

preserve the peaces "Those nations!V  he said* "which were prepared to 

recognise the Charter of Btiman Eights should keep together in order to 
preserve the peace of the worldBritain stood by the Atlantic charter 
and.sought "no territorial .aggrandisement whatevers" “All we say,Byers

concluded^ "is that we have a common interest in preserving the peaee and
■ ' 22 . 

standing together in the futuree"

The ."'remaining speeches werea for .the most parta reiterations and 

elaborations of the earlier statements on the Berlin crisis# and other 

problems pertaining to Germanyo The Opposition speakers generally sup

ported Eden and the Foreign Secretary and urged the Government to stand 

firm in Berlin* A number of Conservatives# best typified by Harold Mac

millan# a rising figure ih the Party# thought that since the airlift 

could not adequately supply the city# Britain and her Allies must there

fore run the risk of war by demanding right of access to Berlin over the 

closed land and water routes* These gentlemen felt that such a firm 

action would actually lessen the possibility of an armed conflict and 

avoid another policy of appeasement that would make war inevitable6 In

fluential LabOrites# such as Grossman and Bynd (who had been in charge

OQ
Ibido# 2818-20*



of the administration of the British zone of Germany from 1645̂ 47)$,

tended to place greater emphasis on affairs in west Germany.? Grossman

thought that the Berlin crisis was actually an important phase in the

"■ -battle to establish a government in west Germany^ but felt that it was

dangerous since it drew 'attention away from the more vital plans for a

German government in Frankfurt., The Western jLlliesg therefore, should
have moved their staffs from Berlin to Frankfurt and facilitate the

formation of such a governmentBynd said that the situation in

Berlin, made it possible to abandon all reasons against taking unilateral
actions in west Germany, and Britain and her western kllies could quickly

24proceed with their plans for West German reconstruction.? Eden and 

Bevia appeared to be the only Members in the House who placed any faith 
in the airlift effort*

Mr* G&llaeher proved to be Be vims only real critic e He declared 

that the Foreign Secretary$s defense of the Allied right to be in Berlin 

was %  miserable, childish proposition" on which to risk the sacrifice of 

millions of lives and the destruction of Great Britain, which would never 

survive another world wars The outspoken Communist MoPo then proceeded 

to deliver a long speech, the essence of which was a recapitulation of 

the communist view of events in Berlin, Germany and Europe * America, as 

a mighty imperalist nation, was willing to risk war in order to reduce the 

working classes of Europe to a state of destitution and submissivenesso
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The Western Powers had refused to participate in the quadripartite 

governing of Germany, and their separate acts caused the Berlin crisis= 
Since the Western Allies had disrupted the four-power government in 
Berlin* and since the city was within the Soviet, zone and constituted a 
part of it* there was no longer any need for the Allies to remain there®

He held Bevin chiefly responsible for leading Britain into America * 8 ag

gressive* imperalist ©Amp and claimed that the Soviet Union had always
• : " 35 . . . . .wanted peace and a settlement in Germany s

Most of the British press hailed the poreign Secretary®§ stand 

on Berlin and noted the bipartisan support for his policy in commons* 
especially from the conservativeso The Times thought that Bevin®®

Mstrong and solemn wordsM on the decision to sustain blockaded Berlin

expressed "the most fitting mood for the free western peoples" at that
' ■ 26 • - ■■ * ... critical time o Despite several months of warning* the Boohotoist

critically declared* there vrere "unmistakable signs of both Britain and 

America being taken by surprise and compelled to improvise methods of 

supplying Berlino" The newspaper did praise Bevin* however* for his 

"carefully weighted but firm statements to do everything possible to 

provision the city* but felt that it "left some doubt" as to whether the 

Western Allies could in fact accomplish that great undertaking and pointed 

out that "the minimum task" was to feed over two million Germans and the 

three Western garrisons ® That meant the necessary delivery of two thou

sand tons of food daily© The Western Powers* however* in order to carry 

out all of their obligations to the west Berliners* would, also have to

2 5 Ibido* 2.590-7 o
The Times* July 1* 1948* p© 5»



keep them employed, , and provided with power, coal, raw materials and 
medical supplies» “This18- said the Economist, "obviously could not be 

doheo18 nevertheless, the newspaper agreed that the Foreign Secretary*®;'■ 
attitude towards lifting the blockade as a precondition for negotiations

on Germany was. "the right and reaspnable one18 since the Russians were
- : '    ■/:'% "" '   '   ■' ■ '

probably using the blockade to gain concessions in west Germany» The
Manchester Guardian Weekly described lden*s speech on the Berlin crisis

g g  -as "brief but a d m i r a b l e T h e  Soviet press, ignoring the Common6s 

debate on Berlin, continued to state their Government 6 s view on the rights 

of the three Western powers in Berlin and to belittle the airlift, claim#

ing that the Western Allies could not possibly remain in the city much
r 29 ' -longero

On July 1st, the Soviets withdrew the remainder of their staff 

from the Berlin Kommandatura0 Colonel Kalinin, the Russian Chief of 

Staff to that interallied body, stated two reasons for the withdrawal»

1) Colonel Howley»s "defiant behavior at the last meeting of the four 

Commandants on June 16th and the "lack of reaction” from the British 
and French representatives to the soviet authority's protest; 2) intro= 

duetion by the Western powers of a new currency into Berlin, a city, 

which was "part of the economic system of the Soviet sone*" The colonel 

added, however, that the Soviet Military Administration would continue 

to respect all past decisions of the Kommandatura© The British Foreign

91■ • . - - : ‘ „Economist, July 3, 1948, p 0 2©

. Mahehester Guardian Weekly, July 1, 1948, p© 3@
p;Q ■ - ■* Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts, CCGXLI1, July 2,1948, 

FFSe'S© ■
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Office regarded the Soviet walkout as being very serious since it greatly 

reduced the possibility of a settlememt of the Berlin crisis through local 

negotiation^ That same evening (July lst)a the British Government issued 

a statement which disputed the Russian right to repudiate Koamandatura 

membership localise ’’British Military Government", said the note^ could 
not ’’accept a verbal statement by a Soviet staff officer as terminating 

the agreements - on a .four̂ power administration of. Berlin which were con

cluded betvireen the four allied Governments*” The statement also denied 
the Russian contention that the currency reform initiated in the Western 
sectors permitted them to terminate the gommandatura^ especially since 

the Western Allies had agreed to the sole use of Soviet sone currency in 
Berlin arid to quadripartite control# The note concluded by saying that 

the Soviet action ’’must inevitably make more difficult the future work

of the Berlin city authorities %  who# except in minor internal matters,~
H© -had been under Kozsmandatura orders o

The Western Military Governorss despite the soviet walkoutfl did 

not despair of reaching a settlement locally0 They somewhat alleviated 

the confusion caused by the circulation of two rival currencies in the 

same city by allowing payments of east gone currency in the western sect** 

ors,: .and had labeled earlier the Deutschemarks in Berlin with the lettery 

”B” which made it possible to locate them in case of a currency settle- 

mento The three Governors also attempted to initiate negotiations with 

Marshal Sokolovsky on the question of traffic restrictions = On July 2ndp

S0The Timesa July 2® 1948s p@ 4e •

' ̂ ibidop. July 3/ 1948$ pe 4| and Manchester Guardian Weekly9 July 
8/1948, pT~To • ~  ' '
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GeneralvRpberison replied to gokolovsky®s letter of the previous weeko 

In an extremely courteous tones the British Military Governor reguested 

the Soviet Marshal to arrange a meeting immediately to discuss the ques=

■ tion of lifting the traffic ban hetweeh Berlin and the western zonese He 
also asked him the date on which his subordinates would have repaired the 

Berlin-Helmstedt railway, demanded the immediate reopening of the Berlin-* 

Helmstedt autobahn, and requested an explanation as to why there was a 

restriction on canal traffic* Robertson then repeated his offer to nego=» 
ti&te a single Berlin currency under quadripartite control# but insisted

that the first objective of Western Military Governors had to be "the
........ ......  ' ' 32 _restoration of recognized movement facilities®n

She three Governors were finally able to arrange a meeting with

Sokolovsky at his headquarters in Babelsburg (a suburb of Berlin) on

July 3 r d o  Eobertson, acting as spokesman for the Western commanders,

asked the Marshal for an assurance that the Soviet Military Government

would lift the traffic restrictions and received none

The Manchester Guardian Weekly remarked that Sokolovsky*s reply

Mcould not possibly have been satisfactory to the Western Military Govern™

or»s,H and, that newspaper, along with The Times and the Economist, noted

that the Russians had given indications that they desired another meeting

of the Council of Foreign Ministers in which they could discuss the prob*

lem of Germanys fhe Times expressing the view of most British news*

papers, agreed that the possibility of reaching an agreement locally had

■ gS - :. The Times, July 3, 1948^ p» 4*
" ^’\lanchester Guardian 7feekly, July 8 , 1948, po 3| Economist,

July 3, I S M T p r ^ T  fSTflles, July 5, 1948, p0 5*
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54been exhausted and that the next move would be in Moscow itself o The

airlift* said the Economist, was nothing more than a temporary expedient® 
The Western Governments, therefore, should have faced the issue of whether 
they would make concessions in west Germany for the lifting of the block- .

ade by the Soviets, or would present the Soviet Government with an ulti-
 .........  ~ ' ' - 35 : .matum to end the blockade and to use force if it was not met® The Times

urged the Western Powers to continue "their efforts to overcome the block-

adesasprepare for a continuing deadlocks and® o <,be ready® a.®for whatever may

befall,8a since "success and achievementwere possible only when the gov=
. ■ • ■ - sslets had "tested western determination to the full "

Meanwhile, other events were occurring which were both directly

and indirectly connected with the blockade® The airlift, which held the

only hope of sustaining, at least temporarily, a defiant west Berlin

population,: continued to grow In strength# In the twenty-four hour period

ending July 5th, Anglo-American aircraft made almost 350 flights into Ber*=
57lin compared to 196 flights made on June 30th®

Bevin, speaking at Wymondham in lorfolk on July 4th, again de

plored the Soviet use of the blockade as a political weapon and described 

the airlift as " a great example of organization" which would "grow in .

strength"' as the days wore on® Thus, he promised, "the weapon of star-
■58 - ’ -vation would not be allowed to succeed®"

®*The Times, July 5S 1948, p« 5S 

^^gconomist, July 10, ,1948, pp® 8-9®

The Times, July 5, 1948, p# -6 ®
37 .Ibid®, July 3, 1948, p® 4®
38Ibid®, July 5, 1948, p® 4®



Oa July 19tha ijaglo“ipierioaB, offieials in Berlin promdly an-
nouneed that the air operation m s  bringing in suffieient foodstuffs to

39sustain the west Berlin population o The British authorities had helped 
make that achievement possible by imposing restrictions on the use of 
eoalp gas and electricitŷ  starting to import concentrated foods- and 
making efforts to fly out an increasing number of finished products made 
by the industries of west Berlin^ The Sovietsa meanwhile* combated the 
airlift with intensive propagandâ  numerous incidents and several pro
tests of alleged air traffic violations by Western flierse

CB the same days the Russians suddenly announced that they would 
be able to feed all of Berlin and that they would raise the rations of 
east Berliners o The British Government issued a statement the next day
claiming that "the immediate intention" of the Soviet move was to direct

- 40 ."pure propaganda"'at Germans in the westera sectors of Berlino The 
Times concurred with the British statement and said that the Soviets 
probably had miscalculated since they had made their announcement at a 
time when the Western authorities had declared that the airlift could 
supply their portion of the city with the necessary supplies of food©
Thuss the newspaper argued, the Russians could not discredit the airlift 
and cause unrest there* - Both The Times and Economist admitted, however * 
that the soviet offer would probably have an adverse effect on the morale



; ■.  . ;; : . ; . . _; . ' ss
of west Berliners sanee the Western authorities had announced the day 
before that due to the blockade^ the previously planned move to increase

v - .42the rations of west Berliners could not be fulfilled* .
During July, events were taking place in Berlin* Germany* and 

western Europe which were indirectly linked with the blockade® - In Berlin 

itself* the temporary withholding of: 31*000*000 Ostznarks by the Soviets 

in the second week in July caused the city treasury considerable diffi

culty* and* although the Russian authorities released the currency a few

days later* they continued to use this tactic to•pressure'the pro-Western
' : ' ■ ■- 4 5  'city government into accepting their authority0 The Western currency

reform, began to show -signs of being a success by the end of the second
week after the promulgation of the. first currency law (June 18th)0
British newspapers reported that an abundance of hoarded foodstuffs and
consumer goods had appeared in shops almost overnight* and* despite the

Sovietsi second currency reform bn July 8th* one western Deutschemark
was worth about eight Soviet Qstmarks in Berlin* with the ratio as high
as forty to one in favor of the Western sponsored currency in Potsdam

- 44and other suburbs of Berlin*
Ihen Dr* Friedensburg* Deputy hord M&yor of Berlin* dismissed the

goviet-appointed police chief Markgraf on July 26th (for acting solely on
Russian orders) and appointed Herr gtrumm in his stead*. General Kotikov*

^Ibidj and Economist* July 24* 1948* p» 7*

' 4Sfhe Times* July 15* 1948* p® 20 

^Ibido* July 6 * 1948* p0 2*



the Soviet eommandant3 immediately sent a letter to Louise Schroder, the 
acting Lord Mayor, in which he ordered her to dismiss gtrunm.at once, , and 
also instructed M&rkgr&f to investigate immediately the activities of 
those involved in the "attempt to split the Berlin police force", what*= 
ever their position,, The British Military Authorities in Berlin issued 
a statement two hours later in reply to Kotikovts demands which pointed 
out that he had no right to order the dismissal of someone who was des= 
erlbed as being K a >1%: official's The statement added that no Com®
mandant was in a position to issue such orders without prior consulta-

■ 45tion in the Eommandatura and with the city authorities o
The Western authorities, during the last week in July, imposed 

additional traffic restrictions of their own on traffic going to and 
from Berlin and the western zones which was to affect east Germany$s 
trade with Switzerland, Italy, Holland, Belgium and Denmarko The soviet- 
inspired breakdown of the four-power transport committee was the reason 
given for that move# The 'Soviets, meanwhile, " imposed new restrictions on 
pedestrian travel on the autobahn, and announced that since the citizens 
of the eastern zone were much too busy to have their local elections that 
year, they would be postponed until the next# At approximately the 
same time, the SED-dominated German Economic Commission, without consult* 
ing the Soviet zone land parliaments or other parties of the "anti* 
Fascist bloc,18 announced, after much publicity, the official launching



of two new eoonomie plans;o $he -first plan extended over the latter half 
of 1948* and the second covered a two year period (1949-19.50)* . These two 
plans were apparently the Russian gone$s answer, to west Germany?s initial 
recovery, which had become evident there by that time® §he Socialist

'"  ' ' : ' ■' , " ‘ . ' 4 ?
Unity Party claimed, naturally enough, that it alone could implement them* 

On July 26th, after almost four weeks of evasiveness,, the premiers 
of the eleven west German Laender, who had" been meeting with the three 

Western Military Governors at Frankfurt, finally agreed, with few changes, 
to the six-power plan for a west German government * The one important 

difference was the changing of the proposed London scheme for the estab

lishment of a west German state to that of a provisional government which 

the eastern provinces were permitted to joina The Military Governors 

also insisted upon a plebiscite for the formation of the new government 

(the Premiers wanted this to be done in their state parliaments), but left 

the decision of inter-provincial boundary adjustments to the premiers-=

The fourteen leaders also made arrangements for the calling of a con
stituent assembly, composed of handt&ge (state Delegates), to meet on -

48September 1st to begin to draft a constitution called the "Basic Law’V
The British House of Commons overwhelmingly approved the European 

Recovery program agreement by the vote of 409 to 12, on July 5th□ Bovin,
on behalf of His Majestyts Government, thanked Secretary of State Marsh-

■ ■ ■     ' : ’' ;; " v 49all. Ambassador Douglas, and the American people for their generositye

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, July 19,. 1948, pQ 4$
48 :The Times, July 27, 1948, p* 4e



The only opposition to the agreement came from the few adherents of the 

political far righta again represented by Beverly Baxter,, who feared that 

its terns might weaken the Empire*s bonds, and from the extreme left, re

presented by the two Conmronist MoPs 8 Gallaoher and piratin# and a small 

group of Babqrite's led by Zilliaeus and pl&tts^MillSg ivhose economic and 

political aspirations lay in the assumption of closer relations with the 

Soviet Union and eastern Europe

At a meeting of the Western Union Gonsultive Council in Brussels 
during July 19th and 20th, Bevin$ evidently influenced by the situation 

in Berlin, mentioned the possibility of resuming four-power talks at a
51high levelo (Two days earlier, the British Air Ministry announced that

sixty 8*29 bombers of the. United States Strategic Air Command were on 
their way to English airbasesg ̂ amd although the announcement stated that 

the flight was part of a %ormal long-range flight training programme^ 

arranged over a year ago, the relationship of the basing of American 

bombers in Europe to the Berlin situation was apparent to the other 

Powers who saw that the Americans, in cooperation with the British, had
: . ■" ' ■■ ' ■. ss "■ ' " ' . 'intended to have a show of force0 Furthermore, this Anglo-American move

was another indication of the serious effect that the tense situation in 

the former German capital was having on East=West relations in general).

^  Manchester Guardian Weekly, July 8 „. 1948, p0 20 

Ibid,
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Britain's first effort to resume high-level diplomati© discus

sions came on July 6 th when the Government sent a note, identieal with 
those of the United states and French Governments, to the soviet Union 

which insisted that Britain along with her Franco^American Allies had am 
absolute right to be in Berlin with free access between that city and the 

western. aones of Germany as confirmed by formal agreement» ’ $he note went 

on to say that the Government would not be 18induced by threats^ pressure-* 

or other actions to abandon these rights, f and it was hoped that the 

Soviet Government entertained no doubt whatsoever on that point<, The 

four Allied Governmentsj, said the notej, had the responsibility,rfor the 
• physical well-being of 2*400*000 Berlinersand called the soviet block

ade “intolerable*- since it endangered "the most elementary of those human 

rights of The Russian authorities^ the note therefore insisted* should . 
restore the transportation facilities without delay and made the lifting

of the blockade the "prerequisite"' for the resumption of four-power talks
: ' ■' ' t ’ ...... ■■   ■ 7 ' ' ' ' ^ " 5 4  - ' ' - 'in Berlin to settle other differences in Gemany0

July ISths the Soviet Govermnent rejected as "altogether un
founded" 1 the contention that the ecamauhications restrictions were a vio

lation of quadripartite agreementso Its replya in turma accused the three 

Western Powers of violating the "highly important" yalta and potsdam agree

ments and declared that those Governmentsa by their separate actions in 
west Germany# had undermined the legal basis of their right to participate

^^Manchester Guardian Weekly j, July 15s, 1948* p» IVj also see 
Me Carlyle (edo )„ Royal institute of international Affairs* Documents on 
International Affairs * 1947-1948 (london* 1949 )* ppo §8 6 -8 >
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in Berlin’s adiaiBistration0 thus* destroying the system of four-Bower 
control in Germany0 The Western Allies did hot reply to the Soviet note 
immediately$ and0 while the Communist press in east Germany reiterated 

charges against the West, the Russian view on Berlin and the conditions 
necessary for fourlpowdr negotiations on that question, the British press
speculated on the Western Power®s next move and the value of resuming

. - 1 . . ' 55quadripartite negotiations on Genaanye
The British press generally favored a resumption of quadripartite 

talks on Berlin without commitment On-the part of the Western Allies 

(since the airlift could not permanently sustain the west Berlin popu*» 
iation and since the four Powers should not allow the tense# dangerous 

situation there to continue) and an expansion of these talks to include 

the' problem of Germany as a wholeo '
"The Western Powers", said The Times, "while preserving their 

rights in Berlin to the utmost of their power", really had "nothing to 

lose" by striving "without commitment" to determine more precisely what 
the Soviets had in mind concerning the extent of the quadripartite talks 

on Germaryo The Hew Statesman and nation.also favored an expansion of 
negotiations to include the entire German question and (assuming the neu
tralist attitude that it would hold, with few exceptions, throughout the 
blockade) thought that both sides would have to make concessions in order

5 5 Ibid»a, July 22, 1948, p, 1*
58The Times, July 16, 1948, p„ 5e



to avert the great danger of war over “the prestige point of Berlino"

The Maaeh ester Guardian Iffeeklyj, on the other hand# thought that the main 

difficulty with the problem of Berlin was that it was not a crucial one* 

Even if the western Allies attained their objective# the lifting of the 

blockade,, they would return to “an uneasy status quo” and all of the old 

dangers would remain*•. The Berlin crisis, said the Guardian, 'was merely 

a trial of strengths, and the'major issue, that of cooperation or open 

antagonism between East and west”, remained unsolved# Therefore, the 

newspaper continued, the problem of “Western statesmanship18 in those 

“critical hours11 was how to get that “broad issue before the conference
table without allowing it to be prejudiced and distorted by the near#
■ ■’' ■ ' '' - '■ - 58 ' ' ' ' :hostilities of the Berlin blockade*

The Guardian suggested that the Western Allies take the Soviets 

at their word and offer to make a peace treaty and a joint evacuation of 

all foreign occupation troops from Germany* It suspected that the Bus=- 

sians would probably be more reluctant than the Western Powers to with

draw their forces from Germany since that “would mean the end of Eastern 

Communism11, and that might be a good reason why the three powers should 

make the challenge”o “But", the Guardian again warned, “whatever the 

Western Allies do they pust be prepared to stick to it" and “be ready 

with a wider diplomatic policy to follow"o The Berlin trouble would 

continue, the Guardian concluded, as long as foreign troops remained in

Sew Statesman and Sation, July 31, 1948, p. 1*
^Manchester Guardian Weekly, July 22, 1948, p0 8 *
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' ■ 59Germanyj, and the aim should he to get them out® The Eeonomist pessi^ 

mistically remarked that red eat event s had ttbaly seemed to underline the 
strength of the Russian position in Berlin” and the soviet rejection of 

the Allied notes left the Western Governments and not the Euesiane, "in; 

a quandary over what to do nexton

Meanwhile, Bevin# who had been in close eonsulation with Mre 

Douglas and Mr6 Massigli (the American and French Ambassadors in London), 

announced in Coimaons on July 29th that officials of the three Western 

Governments were taking joint diplomatic.steps in Moscow in order, to 

determine whether there was "any prospect of removing the obstacles to 

discuss ions taking place with a view to a settlement" which His Majesty's 

Government desired and whieha the Government hoped, might "lead to peace 

and security in Europe" for them all® The foreign Secretary reported 

that prank Roberts, his private Secretary (substituting for the ailing 

British ambassador to the Kremlin, gir.Maurice Peterson) was at that 

moment in the/Russian capital with the American and preneis Ambassadors#
Mro Smith and. M 0 Chataigneaxa, who were all instrueted to obtain a meet"= 

ing with the Soviet leaders® Bevin, in the course of reviewing the past 

events of the Berlin crisis and Britain's attempt to deal with the situ

ation (referring specifically t© the British effort in the airlift, and 

the diplomatic and defensive measures which she had taken), reiterated 

the British view that they were quite willing to discuss any and every

^Economist, July 24# 1948, p©. I,
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aspect of the German problem® but could not be expected to do that “under 
duress“j, orfl in other words® under “the conditions oo0oreated by the Soviet 
■government. Ghurchill® as Leader of the Opposition party® supported the 
Foreign Secretary®s statement of policy “within broad limits“ but pressed 
for a halt to demobilisation® Bevi'n then replied that the Government was

. ; siconsidering that matter and would make a decision in a few dayso
Qn the day of B©vin?s statement® a fiussian announcement declared 

that Molotov was not in Moscow® end- the Goviet and east German press eon<= 
tinned to declare that there could be no discussion of. the Berlin slttt- 
ation without reference to the entire German problemo The British press 
was anything but optimistic as to the outcome of the joint Western in-, 
quiry concerning the resumption of quadripartite negotiations» “Gould 
amr new four«=power talks sueceedf1' asked The Times o It occurred t© that 
newspaper that the Soviets might have wanted to call a quadripartite 
meeting in order to block the development of west German unification with 
an all^Geraaa plan of their own® or to use the Berlin blockade as a lever 
to gain concessions in western Germany® particularly in the control of 
the Buhr mines and steelworks® or both® All the Western powers could do® 
said The Times® was wait until the Soviets specified their conditions for 
negotiations © The Manchester Guardian Weekly said tha t it was “one of 
the ironies of history* that exactly three years after the signing of the 
Potsdam Agreement which had “set the seal on the victory of the Allies

Hansard® Parliamentary Debates (GOBsaons)®CGCCLIT® 1544-5o 
fibe Times® July 30® 1948® p. 56
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over Qeriaaaay,* the; Western eoyerstieats were meeting with gtalin oa dif*. 
ferenoes between themselves and the Soviets that could lead to another 
war| differences which had arisen out of thePotsd&m Agreement itselfo 

This agreementa according to the Guafdians established the basis for 

quadripartite cooperation in Germany which the Soviets had repeatedly 

violated in order to gain their own ends in east Germany and subvert 

the efforts at reconstruction in the rest of the country0 How*, said 

the periodical,. when the Russians were "trying to absorb the whole of 
Berlin into their territory,n the Western Allies were attempting once 

again to give than the opportunity of four=power cooperation0 in other
S3words, the Guardian concluded, the Western Rowers had returned to potsdam0 

The Economist thought that there was "at least a chance" that the
IVT':'''''i" i'Y -’•»    ' • »" -

Soviets would accept the Western offer of negotiations, temporarily lift 

the seige, and resume discussions with the Western Allies« But, beyond 

that point, the Economist hastily added, all was dark, for whether the 

conference was "confined to the limited question of Berlin8 s future or 

widened to cover the development of Allied policy in Germany as a whole, 

"there seemed to be no genuine basis" for an agreement, since the West**. 

ern powers could ill afford to give concessions in the Ruhr and west Ger= 

many for a settlement in Berlin® The periodical agreed, therefore, with 

the Guardiants claim that the Western - Rowers were offering the Soviets 

another opportunity at four-power cooperation which Russia had once re

jected» The Times and the Guardian suggested the idea of a Western.

Allied proposal to withdraw all occupation troops from Germany (to

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, August 5, 1948, p® .9S



avoid another daixgerom Berlin sitmtion) and. free Senaan elections*

The Economist proposed,, as additional safeguardsfl the "total withdrawal 

of all extra*=Qeman forces" (-secret polioes eto<,}s "to have that move 

supervised by a neutral body, ands to reorganize the Geman police" 

which was "a totally Communist body” (and threatened to become so even 

in Berlin) p The Western ̂ .llies* the newspaper continued̂ , would have to 

withdraw their occupation troops with even greater organization and tim

ing than the Soviets would theirs$ and they should accomplish this only 

after the signing of "a - bioseg binding Western Defense Fact,, which* among 

other things* envisaged periods of training in western Europe for the 
armed forces of the United states and Canada»9 an agreement and

such arrangements18* argued the Economistfl would provide "the element of

forceful guarantee" without which* any agreement with a dictator would
: ;; ; " 64 ' ■ ■■ • , . ■
be "worthless»"

The Soviet rejection of such a plan* said the journal* inter

jecting a note of optimism* would not be as unfortunate as would first 

appear* since "a Russian acceptance would entail grave inconveniences to 

the Western-Powers o" There would be the economic problem of attempting 

to draw Germany into the Marshall plan with the additional burden of a 

stripped and ruined eastern portion and the political difficulty created 

by European fears of a new reunited Germany as. a member of a Western 

Alliance but* on the other hand* the exclusion of Germany from Western 

Union would create the greater danger of a Soviet Reicho The Economist

Economist* August 7* 1948* p* lb
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eonoluded by stressing the need for the Western envoys to decide on. 
actions to be taken in the event of another failure at negotiation and 
expected that, no matter what the results, the Western powers should

65come out of the conference %ore lucid and united than they went .ino1?
The three Western envoys in Moscow, after some delay, were final

ly able to see both Molotov and Stalin on the evening of August 2nd«, 

Walter Bedell Smith, who was the United states Ambassador and the senior 
representative of the Western Allies in Russia, acted as spokesman for 

the groupo The Soviet dictator appeared to be in good humor since it 

seemed that he had confronted the Western representatives "with the flat 

alternative of getting out of Berlin in ignominious defeat" or of stay

ing on under Russian sufferance and abandoning the announced plan of
66establishing a separate government for west Germany<, , At first, the 

Western envoys had seriously doubted that the airlift could feed and 
supply Berlin during the winter months, and they also wondered whether 
German morale could withstand the strain* The three representatives 
were soon encouraged, however, by the ever increasing output of the air-? 
lift and the continuing high morale of the blockaded west Berliners c As 
the first discussion progressed, it seemed to the Western envoys that it 
might produce favorable resultse Molotov and Stalin initially attempted 
to get concession's in-west Germany» they tried to obtain a voice in the 

control of Ruhr industry and requested that the Western Governments

' ' 'Walter Bedell Smith, iy Three Years in Moscow (Philadelphia 
and Hew York, 1950), p0 242$ s"ee also Davison, The Berlin Blockade, pp„
158-90 . , . ... . ' " —  ~  —  ™:



suspend their implementations of the London recommendationso They also 
reiterated the official gOTiet contention that the Western powers, no 

longer had a legal right to retain representatives in the German capital0 

When the three envoys rejected Stalin*s demands and insisted on the con-= 
tinned right of their Governments to participate in the occupation of . 

Berlin^ the Generalissimo moderated his demands and proposed the follow^ 

ing two step plan for lifting the hloekade» ; .

1) The goviet zone mark should replace the Western mark through** 
out Berlin as the sole currency in that city together with the re** 
moval of all transport restrictions?

2) The Soviet Government would no longer ask for the deferment 
of the London decisions as a condition for settling the crisis, bub 
should be recorded as the insistent wish of that Government

Western hopes for a rapid settlement on the basis of those gen

eral principles vanished when it came to drafting a formal written agree** 

mento Molotov became a hard bargainer and tried repeatedly to make the 
deferment of a west Geman government a precondition for ending the block

ade, despite Stalinas apparent assurances of that being unnecessary? the 

goviet Foreign Minister construed the removal of "all transport restrict 

tions18 to mean only those imposed after June 18th? and, he persisted in

challenging ■ the right of the Western powers to be 'in Berlin at all with**
6 8  - ' -out goviet permission.

fhe question of currency control proved to be the greatest ap

parent stumbling block in the path of final agreements The Western re

presentatives tried and failed to secure an absolute assurance from

6 7 'Smith, My Three Years in Moscow, p» 242c
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Molotov of genuine quadripartite supervision of the issue and distribution 
of currency in Berlin» The envoys were convinced that 11 if provisions for
four=Power control were not made absolutely certain, "they would merely

: ' " / ' ; " " - 69be transferring their difficulties from Moscow to Berlin"-* The Soviets,

in other words, would have had the power to "strangle" the Western Allies

by currency restrictions, just as they then seemed to have the power to

starve them by transportation restrictionso The Western representatives^

therefore# thought that Molotov8s interpretation of the proposed agree8*

meat would have enabled the Russians to control all of Berlin whether

Western troops remained there or not3 it would have delayed the establish**

ment of a west German governments and it would have allowed the Soviets

to reimpose the blockade whenever they chose® To exchange those: import*”

ant concessions for a partial lifting of the blockade seemed to the West"*

ern envoys too groan a price to pay® .

The Western representatives, after reaching a stalemate with 

Molotov, obtained another meeting with Stalin on August 23rd® The Soviet 

premier again seemed to be in good spirits and appeared willing to con- 

cede a number of points® He agreed verbally, first of all* that the 

four powers should remove all important restrictions on Berlints traffic, 

including those made prior to June 18th® Stalin then agreed that the 

Russian currency used in Berlin would be under the ultimate control of a 

quadripartite financial commission, but repeatedly raised the question . 

of the London recommendations and reiterated his desire that the Western

^Ibido, p® 247®
■ 70 ' 'Davison, The Berlin Blockade, p® 1590
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SovenpaeatS delay the establishment. of. a west German government o %hea 

Ambassador Smith referred to the necessity of all traffic restrictions 

being lifted and of joint quadripartite control of currency circulation 

in Berlin as well as insisting that the goviets respect the judical' posi

tion of the Western Allies in that citye Stalin assented to these pro
posals but again insisted upon placing something in the agreement about 

the establishment of a west German state# despite his former assurance 
to the contrary»^  fhe Generalissimo suggested that the follomng state

ment be included in the four-power comminiqueg "The question of the 

London decision was also discussed including the formation of a West Ger

man governmento The discussion took place in an atmosphere of mutual 

understanding <>  ̂ •

When the Western representatives rejected this paragraph because 

of its implication of some clandestine arrangement to abandon plans for 

west Germany^ they received the impression that Stalin had lost interest 

in the negotiations» indeed, the Soviet dictator left Moscow for a vaeat- 

ion shortly thereafter6

The envoys were able to continue their drafting meetings with 

Molotov, however, and, despite his truculence, finally reached agreement: 

on the wording of the communique and directive to the four Military 

Governors in Berlin0 The communique announced that the traffic restrict- 
ions were to be lifted, that the Qstmark would be the only currency to

7 1 Ibido, ppo 159-60o

Smith, My Three years in Moscow, ppc 249-500

7 Î)avison. The Berlin Blockade, pa ' 160« '
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eirqulate in Berlin,. and- that the four powers would hold a conference. in/ 
the immediate future to discuss any outstanding questions concerning Ber-= 
lin and Germany as a whole# The directive to the four Military Governors 
in Berlin required them,, within one week/ to discern .praetlcal ways of 
accomplishing two things, simultaneously» 1) lift the blockade, and 2) 
introduee the Soviet currency into Berlin under effective four=power 
supervisiona The Western representatives were dissatisfied with the 

inconclusive directive, but produced it in order to use "the acid test 
of a conference in Berlin" to determine "the sincerity or insincerity of 
Soviet intentions on Ambassador Smith thought it wg.s ominous that.Molotov, 
without argument, completely reversed his former position that they should 
settle and agree upon currency details in Moscow before referring them to 
the Military Governors in Berlin# All three representatives were - thor
oughly ■ disconcerted when the Russian diplomat rejected a draft communique 
to the press (which they thought had already been agreed upon) unless the
Western envoys would agree to insert a final paragraph concerning the

' - ■ ‘ ' . 78London decisions and the proposed west German governmente
Before and during the discussions in. Moscow, the Soviets attempted 

by threatsenticements and overt acts of force to intimidate the West 
Berlin populace, alienate them from the Western occupation authorities, 
dominate the city officials, and gain control of the city government as 
a wholeo The majority of west Berliners and their leaders, however, 
managed to resist such pressures and the Commandants of the Western

^Voh Der Gablentz, Documents on the Status of Berlin, 1944*
1959, -pig; 81 o —  —  —  — —  —  —  —

7 5 " . . .Smith, ]$y Three Years in Moscow, pp# 251#2@ .
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sectors were able, to foil the Russian Commandant1 s attempt to gain eon®

■ ' 'v ' : 76 . .trol of the city Executivee Bet on ASgust 26ths the Soviets turned on

the Assembly and for the next few days kept that legislative body from

meeting in the eastern sector by organizing demonstrations and repeatedly
refusing to answer pleas by non=ComrrmMst Assemblymen for Zussian sector
police protection^ During the final meeting between the three Western
envoys and Molotov in Moscow^ Eoberts„ -on instructions from his Severn®
meats called the Soviet Foreign Minister's attention to the increasingly

tumultuous situation in Berlin and particularly to the disturbances around

the City Hall# Tithen the British representative# in ,fcourteous diplomatic

lahguage0 *5 recoamehded that instructions be sent to the Russian Military

Governor to do his best to. preserve a calm atmosphere for the imminent
Berlin negotiations9 Molotov retorted that Marshal Sokolovsky already

. ' ' ' . '    " ' ' . 77had sufficient instructions and did hot need further orders®

The disturbance had abated^ however^ by the time that the four

diplomats published their joint communique and issued their directive to

the four Military Governors env August SOth^ and while the Soviet and east

German press praised the Moscow directive as a diplomatic triumph, the

British press expressed grave doubts as to its possible implementation# "

The Times pointed out that even if the four Military- Governors could
reach a settlement on a single currency for B®rlins it would be lf a deli®

cate business to find adequate safeguards for Western interests'* one®

76Davis a The Berlin Blockade,, p* 177»
7^Smith5 iy Three Years in Moscow^ pp# . 251®2e
78. "Daily Eeportg Foreign Eadio Broadcastss CCCIXLIIs September ls

1948, ,,,Ml^7FFTSBr“  —  —
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th^r aceepted the Soviet mark as the legal tender in that eitys and 

furthermore3 the new discussions "could give ample opportunity to ob= 

struct if they (the Soviets) wished to do so o '8 Yet$ argued The Times, 

the Western Allies had to accept the risks in the faith that the Rus

sians meant What they saidg, and in the hope that the first step toward
\ ■:. ' " ■ : ■ '   ' ..7 9 ■ "

agreement might lead to others of greater importance o The Manchester
guardian Weekly also declared that a settlement on a Berlin currency was 

insufficient and added that even if the Western powers succeeded in lift* 
Ing the blockade, %iany other equally important matters88' would have to be 

settled before they could feel much confidence that Russia had ’’renounced 

her ambition to drive out. her Western Allies = ” The four Powers had to 

restore ” a central police force and central arrangements for feeding the 

population^ ” the guardian explained, and the city government had to be 

able to function again, ’’free from the threat of Communist-led demons 

strationso1” The four powers also had to revive the Allied Kommandatura 

and its various:committees0 The newspaper, moreover, thought that there 

appeared to be very little reason for believing that the Russians would
'" ' ' ;  so • ':.agree to those measurese The Economist noted, as did The Times and

guardian, that winter wag approaching with its additional hardships for 

the west Berliners and increased difficulties for the Anglo-American air

lift, and.it was 'to the Soviets advantage, therefore, to draw the discus

sions out in hope of yet, extracting important concessions from the West-
. '  ' ■ "81. ' : V  • ■■ ' ■ : : V  . •era Allieso ■ \

^^The Times, September ls, 1948, p0 5C

8QManohester guardian Weeklyg, .September 9, 1948, p» 2e
8% ' ■ .Economist, September 4, 1948, po lo-
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The limes struok an optimisti© note by saying it was possible 

that the Western Governments8 military weakness in Berlin (as an enclave 

in the Russian zone) and the Soviets8 politieal weakness in Germany (as 

sh©wn by the gBD8s unpopularity and the Russian decision to postpone 

their zonal elections) might result in a satisfactory settlement of the
. v Qg

Berlin deadlock and th©'whole series of problems affecting Germany«
The Hew Statesman and Hat!on,, speaking in the same veina suggested that 

the Western Allies use the threat of west German unification as a lever 

for bargaining with the Russians over Berlin and other questions in Qer- , 

many0 The Guardian was more pessimistic and declared that the "whole 
field of disagreement on Germany" was likely to become "more bitter and 

intractable18 as the west German government developed^ and even if the 

Soviets got their wishg and were able to call another meeting of the 

Council of Foreign Ministers^ there would be ntanerous thorny problems to 

greatly reduce the possibility of any sort of settlement in Berlin or 

Germany#

The four Military Governors met in the old Allied Control Coupe11 

building in Berlin on August 31st and attempted to implement the highly 

significant Moscow directiveo By September 7tha the established dead

line, they had not reached an agreement, and prospects for a settlement 

appeared to be poorer than ever« Sokolovsky, according to the Western 

Military Governors, had rejected the idea that a quadripartite Finance 

Commission should have had control over the issue (as well as distribution)

The Times, September 1, 1948, p# 5#

Hew Statesman and nation, September 4, 1948, p„ 29

^^Manchester Guardian Weekly, September 9, 1948, pe 2#
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of the Soviet currency by the east German Bank of ©aissioni he insisted

on exercising complete control over trade between Berlin and the Wests

and demanded restrictions on civil air traffic between that city and

west Germanye Although the Russian Marshal did propose concessions with

regard to trade on September 7th* the three Western Commanders claimed

that those "last minute concessionscoewere designed to improve their
(the Soviets) bargaining position" on those main issues" in view of: the

8 §probability that they would be raised on the government level**? $he 

east Berlin Communists* meanwhile* presented additional impediments to a 

settlement by resuming their efforts to gain control of the city govern

ments

When a Communist led mob expelled the legal Assembly fran their 

east sector meeting place on September 5th and enabled SED leaders to 

establish a shadow Assembly called the "Volksblock" (Supposedly to sug

gest much-needed reforms in the city)* the west Berliners retaliated by 

staging a massive demonstration in front of the old Reichstag building 

(on the boundary between the British and Soviet sectors) 0 The huge 
crowd spilled over into the soviet sector„ became unruly* and clashed 

with Russian troops and east sector policee Only quick action taken by 
a few British military personnel prevented a full-scale massacre*

The British press reviled the Soviets and east German Communists 

for such acts that would produce such a popular reaction against them© 

The Manchester Guardian Weekly* voicing the opinion of the majority of

®%oh Der Qablentg* Documents on the S&Atus of Berlin® 1944* •' 
19S9* . pp©- —  —  —  —
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British newspapers said that the anti-Sussian demonstrations were ^re
markable evidence of the depth of popular feeling for they were entirely

QQ ' . ' ' .

sphntaneouso’1 fhe Soviet-licensed press in the eastern sector blamed 

the demonstration on !,divisionistsfr and "fascist bandits'* who had been
. . . 87aided and abetted by Anglo-American military authorities in Berlin^ and

even claimed that the ?festern Allies had perpetrated the Eeiehstag demon®* 

stration and all of the other recent disturbances in order to deliberately 

sabotage the Berlin negotiations e®® The majority of the British press3 

on the other hand* claimed that the Soviets purposefully incited the dis

turbances in Berlin while refusing t© allow a settlement'of important is** 

sues* • The Moscow and' Berlin discussions3 therefore, were a waste of time. 

The Times and Economist optimistically stated that the Eussian strategy 

in Germany, that of trying to prevent the development of a west German
' '• - ■ , go - 'government by applying pressure in. Berlin, had failed0

Meanwhile, the Western powers had decided to send a joint note 

to Moscow (where the Western envoys were still awaiting additional in- 
structions) in order to assess the value of further discussions# The 

note pointed out the soviet deviation from the August 50th agreement, 

particularly on the three points mentioned in the Western Military Govern

ors .report of September 7th, namely, the restrictions on air trafficj the

: . -Ibide, . _ .
87 ' 'Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts, GCCI, September 10,

1948, ffC  !
8 8  , - .Ibid», OCCCiY, September 15, 1948, FF3-7o :
89Economist, September 11, 1948, p. 7 and The Times, September 

.1, 1948,  ̂' v : - / . — '
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authority and functions of the Financial Commission, especially in its
relation to the German Bank pf Emission5 and the control of trade in 

Berlinc fhe note urged a return to the original instructions in the 

directoratea so that the discussions could c o n t i n u e T h e  Soviet 
Government sent identical replies to the three powers, on September 18th 
which claimed that Marshal Sokolovsky had obeyed the directive«s in

structions on all points to have been discussed in Berlin^ which had, 

necessarily included.the three points mentioned in the tripartite joint 
note of September 14th0 Therefore* the Western Powers$ claim, that the

Soviet Military Governors had "deviated" from the original agreement*
91was "without, foundation "̂-

In light of the failure of the four Military Governors to imple
ment the important Moscow directive and the recent events in Berlin and 

Germany* the Government held another foreign affairs debate on September 

22nda Bevin* who made the opening address for the Government* reviewed 

the events that had related to the problem of the blockade and praised 

the west Berliners who were resisting the 0ommunist pressureso The 

Foreign Secretary then turned to the airlift» During the first three 

monthp of the blockade* Britain and the United States had delivered over 

200*000 tons of essential supplies to Berlins The British share had ac
counted for forty percent of the total effort and British aircraft had 

flown 20*000 sorties* totaling over six million milesB The American

Carlyle (edo)* Documents on International Affairs* 1947-8* 
pp. 575-7. ■ ■ ' , ' 'y'™ : .. ' . . ...

91 ; ■ / " . .Ibid s* pp0 507-601 e:



share, however, was to increase as the United States hroughit in more 

four^engined, C“54 aircrafto Stocks of most of the Western sector»s 

essehtial commodities, including coal, Bevin declared, were greater in 

many cases than at the start of the blockade in June* He then added, 

although he could not go into detail, that the British and American Air 
Forces would be able to supply Berlin with necessities throughout the 
winter, despite the vicissitudes of the weathero The Foreign secretary 

said that he could say nothing -shout the Moscow discussions at that time 

since the Western Governments were still studying "statements and counter” 

statements" and would continue their consultations in Paris the following 
week (at the opening of the United nation's General Assembly)e The posi= 

tion of the British Government, Beyia continued, was the same as it was 

when he had addressed the House on July 29th - that was to say, it re

garded "the lifting of the blockade as an essential condition on which 

any settlement must be based," Britain was willing to have the Soviet 

currency in Berlin provided it were "subject to quadripartite authority" 

and, in addition, had asked for, and insisted upon, "Four-Power control 

over trade between Berlin and the Western zones®"- He dispelled press 

rumors that there was disagreement among the three Western powers and as

sured the House that not only were the three Governments "in absolute 
agreement” as to the airlift policy and defense in Berlin, but also on 

the joint policy to be taken if that failed® The Foreign Secretary hast

ily added that this did not mean that the Western Governments were "comm 

mitted to war and all other things that might ensure" - > they had not 
"reached that stage yet" - but they had planned to save Berlin from the 

worst effects, indeed, to minimize the effects of the actions of those
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who had ©onceived that "dastardly schemeto put pressure on their war-

■■ '■ ■ ' ' « , ggtime Allies o - It was> he saids , ^ a, poor reward so soon afterwards a** .
B®vine then turaed to bther itetter in Germany $ He spoke with ■

satisfaction of the growing prosperity which the currency reform had 
wrought throughout west Germany and of the progress that the west German 
constitutional convention was making in Bonn# The Foreign secretary went 
on to touch upon the vital role of Germany in the European Recovery Pro
gram and defended the British position on the necessity of continuing re«
paratioas as opposed to the American view which favored the complete term#
ination of the entire dismantling programo In ednolusion8 Bevin warned 
the House that Britain and her Allies could not %uy peace” from the 
people who were contesting against them and compared their position, in 
Berlin with that of Churchill*s in 1940 against the Hazis at Dunkirk6 
Ihe Western Allies had to make their position ^firm/ and secure”» Berlin 
stood out as %  symbol of resistance^ a sort of salient’̂  and he felt
that when the blockade had begun %  great choice had to be made" and they
had made it* ,!j.t was either to stand firm there or turn south and go to 
another Munich"o That was the issue with which they were facede The 
Foreign Secretary ended by saying that East and West had to live together®
He was prepared to do so and was ready to tell them (the Soviets) to do

95 . * ’ ' ,the same®
: . ^  the opposition party leaders spoke in this debates but

Mr* Fitgroy Maeleana a Conservative^ appeared to speak for his side of

Q# ■Hansard^ Parliamentary Debates (Commons)g OCOOLYI* 902*#*
. 95 1 ; . ■ ' ' - . v
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the House when he criticised the Foreign secretary?s speech for stifling 
and dampening discussion with ^dismal catalogues of dingy detail’* and 
told the House that he had learned from personal experience that the one 
thing which the Soviets.understood was power politics# Therefore^ they 
respected strength and, conversely^ interpreted any sign of weakness **as 
an encouragement to go ahead with their plan for world domination*n Mas- 
lean also thought that since the Russians were making Berlin %  test ease" 
for their pattern of world-wide aggression* it should be there that the 
Western powers ought, to take a f i m  stand against the aggressive Commune 
1st actions (he called the airlift a ’’technical** achievement and not a 
’’political’’, one) © He expressed the view that a fim stand by the West
ers Allies was unlikely to lead to war for the reason already given and 
because Stalin, being ’’the Cautious character that he was^’ would hot
risk another world war when his country was still largely devastated from
... . . 94the last one©

Dissenting voices emanated from the Communist M0Po Piratins and 
from two Laborites.with pacifist leanings, Davies and Hutchinson^ Davies 
frankly admitted that he did not, know what Britain could do to extricate 
herself from the dangerous situation in Berlin, but assumed that sooner 
or slater an. event such as an Auglo##%erican attempt to break the blockade 
would precipitate a third world war, from which Britain would probably not 
survive# When asked by Mro Paget, a fellow Laborite, whether he thought 
that Britain should abandon west Berlin "to the mercy of the totalitar
ian s3 " Davies replied that he would do nothing to incite an armed clash



and thought that the mere fact that the British people imagined they were

^saviours of mankindn (by standing firm in Berlin) suggested %  little
conceit and bombast” on their parte When Lieutenaat^Gplonel Sir fhomas

Moores a conservatives declared that someone had to protect the west

BerlinerSs the Laborite replied that Britain did not have the strength
to do so and-war should be avoided at all costs since, ’’the worst peace

that was ever made between nations was better than the most glorious war
that was ever foughtsw Htttehinsone pursuing the pacifist exhortation
of Davies^ disagreed with Maclean *s contention that Berlin was a “test

eas®w but was0 on the eontraryB uadlvoreed frotet Hthe general world teh^

si on* affecting ̂ nglo-Boviet relations @ He called upon the Government to

turn away from the unrealistic*, one-sided Tory attitude which blamed the

Soviet Government for the current world tension0 Hutchinson contended

that the blame lay on both sides and that Britain should strive 16to break

down the old barrier of suspicion and distrust* that had been erected in

the years prior to the war* This was the only way, he insisted, to reach
96\an accord, avoid war^ and achieve peace0

. . jpiratin, declared that Britain * s close association with the United 

States was the very reason why she was in her serious position (in Berlin, 

Germany and Europe)* He called the Foreign secretary’s speech %  most 
miserable effort in almost every sense* and said that Bevin *was physical

ly sick*' and that ’’there was no vestige of hope* for him* The outspoken 

Communist seised upon the sentence in the Foreign Secretary’s speech, in

t 9 5 Ibid*, 943-4*

.Xbido# 944-51 * .
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whieh he had denied that Britain and her Western Allies were committed 
to war and said that they had not reached that stage. teyetwfl to accuse, 

the Government of actually preparing for war@ piratin then gave a long 

recital of the official Gommunist attitude concerning Berlin and the 

position of the Western powers there® $he Western Allies were responsible 

for their serious predicament in Berlino They had v3.olated the Yalta and 

Potsdam agreements by having introduced a separate currency reform and 

other measures .designed'to divide Gerananyo Britain was following the 

.orders of imperialist Amerlcag as a subservient underdogo Her partici
pation in the European Eecovery program and the basing of American troops 

and aircraft in England were proof of this» Furthermore, he declared^ 
the Labor Government had violated its 1945 pledge of friendship with the 

Soviet Union and had aligned itself with the Tories consistently anti-
V 1 * ' 9? '  ̂ ^Soviet policyo
The remainder of the debate on Berlin and Germany, with few ex

ceptions, was an expansion of Bevin$s earlier assertions (as was usually 

the ease by that time)o The Laborltes Butiher and Crowley, for instance, —  

thought that the Soviets had no intention of reaching an agreement on 

Berlin and that Britain and her Allies should submit the Berlin ease to

the United nations for the sake of mobilising world opinion while oontinu-
• ■ 98ing with their plans to achieve closer unity in western Europeo some of

the Conservatives, while generally agreeing with the broad outline of the .
Government*s foreign policy, did offer a few criticismso Mr® Boothby,

9 ?Ibid°o 957-8, 961#7.
- : 98 ' ' ■ .Ibidej, 91.9̂ 25, 980-2e
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for example," eritiolzed the Foreign Beeretazy and the Sovernment for pur* 
suing a foreign poliey which entailed negotiation under duress (this a©- 
ousati on brought a quick rejoinder from the l,aborite0 Mr0 Blaokburn, who 
excoriated jBoothby and those eoneervattves who had accused the Goverzment 
of negotiating under duress and of generally pursuing a modified policy 
Of appeasement, when they themselves were responsible for that original 
policy which had led to the last war0 He also denied the opposition's 
contention that the Foreign secretary had not allied the country close 
enough with the United States, and declared that, on the contrary, "his 
great achievementn had been to keep America solidly with Britain the 
whole timeo11) Another conservative,: Mr= Pickthom, criticized the
Government for not having informed the House as to the exact nature of 
the current negotiations and for hot having given full exact information
on such important matters as airlift costs and its degree of interference

■ 2 0 0  ' ' with the proper development of the Air Force*
Mr<> MayheWj, the Under^Seeretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in 

summarizing the debate on the Berlin situation, noted that there had been 
na remarkable unity of view - that the Western powers must maintain their 
determination to assert their rights in Berlins16 The Under-Secretary, 
referring to "one of the two discordant notes" sounded in the Berlin de
bate, remarked that it was trulyaapity that after all the diligent efforts 
of Messrs & Gallacher, piratin, and the small (and very unpopular) British 
Communist' Party to further the cause of world Communism, they had continued

"itodo, 992«4o 
100Zbido, 1006=9*



to be ®oold shouldered out of the Corainfonrun He respected the pacifist 
views long held by Mr0 Davies but agreed with Mr0 Maclean that sometimes 

it was difficult to listen to Ka pacifist claiming a monopoly of the 

hatred of war18" and often felt* as did other war veterans* that they too# 

might be credited for disliking them. Mayhew- again agreed with Maclean 

that $,in actual cold fact* the existence of pacifists, and pacifism88 in 

Britain was nnp contribution whatever to the cause of peaceal? He seconded 

Mr. Blackburn's denial of the government negotiating under duress* al

though he could give.no details at that time to corroborate their con-
1 0 1  ' " '■ . ■tentiono
On the very evening of the debate on Berlin* the Western Allies 

dispatched identical notes to the Soviet government in reply to the Rus

sian aide memoir© of September 18tho The notes, stated that the Western 

governments had reviewed the discussions on Berlin and the Soviet reply 

of the 18th which they had found to be unsatisfactory0 The three govern

ments then gave their final position on the three specific points which 

were as follows, (a) They (the three Powers) could not accept the im

position of any new restrictions on air traffic between Berlin and the 

Western soness (b) They insisted that the Finance Commission must control 

the activities of the goviet zone1 s german Bank of Snission in so far as 

they related to the financial arrangements for the introduction and con# 

tinned use of the Qstmark as the sole currency of Berlins (e) They in

sisted that trade between Berlin and the Western sones and other countries* 

including the issuance of licenses* must be under quadripartite controls
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The Western powers concluded that after six weeks of discussionss 

the Soviet SovemmeBt m s 9 by then/ fully acquainted with their position 

and that further talks in the same vein would be useless*" It was clears 
stated the notes,, that the difficulties which had arisen in the attempt 
to restore normal communications between Berlin and the West derived not 

from ’•technical matters but from a fundamental difference of views1’ bee 
..tween the Soviet Union and the three Western 'Governments* .Accordingly,, 

these, three Governments asked the Soviet Government if it was prepared to 

lift all illegal traffic restrictions as a necessary prerequisite to fur=» v' 

ther discussions0 and if so0 to specify the date on which it would do this# 

The Foreign Ministers of the three Governments would await the soviet re^
-i ■ ' ' , .' . ' 102'''ply in Paris and requested that an answer be sent as soon as possibleo

The Soviet reply of September 25th declared that the attitude of 

the three Western Governments was an impediment to agreement0 The note 

then restated the former Soviet contention that the three specific points 

of disagreement mentioned previously in the Western notes were an essential 

part of the August 30th directive which had provided for a simultaneous 

lifting of all traffic restrictions between Berlin and the West along with 

the introduction of the Soviet mark as the sole Berlin currency under quad*- 

Bipartite authority* Therefore, the note concluded, since the Western

Powers were the ones who; were refusing to adhere to the directive, the
' ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ': : : : - : V . . ■ ' : - ' ■■■ ios .. ■reaching of any sort of an agreement depended upon them#

Carlyle (ed*). Documents bn International Affairs, 1947*8,.
P P ®  6 0 1 * 2  O  - ' ' • ' y  \  - i

iOSibidoj pp„ 602*5*



On September 26'bh-=27th£l the Western Allies again addressed identi= 
oal notes to the Soviet Uniona notifying that Government of their inten

tion to-refer the Berlin dispute to the Security Council of the united 

Rationso The note emphasised the strenuous» but fruitless efforts of the 

three Western Governments to reach agreement on a direct basis as provided 
for under the United Nations Charter and pointed out that the soviet Union* 

by its actions in Berlin during August and September* had shown that it 
had no intention of working out an agreement in good faiths Therefore* 

the Western powers had no other alternative but to submit their ease to
sqA - ■ ■the Security Council*

f.vo days later*the Western Allies addressed identical notes to
the Secretary General of the United l&tions in which they requested that
the Berlin question be submitted to the Security Council as provided for

• 105
under Article 55 of the Organization's Charters Thus* the Berlin dis

pute was to become the subjeot of international mediation*



CHAJPTER III
iritrbduotion •

This chapter chiefly deals with the unsuccessful attempt of the 

Security Council to mediate the Berlin dispute®



CHAPTSR III
Cb  October 2nds Marshs.l Sokolovsky^ in a 5000 word statement to 

the east Oeman pressB ga-re his aceotmt of the causes of the Berlin crisis 

and the efforts to end ito The Western Powers „ he sald# were not really 

trying to find a solution,, but, on the contrary, regarded Berlin as the 

focal point in their campaign to disorganize economic and political life 

in the soviet &onee The causes of the Berlin crisis were twb^foldg the 

creation of a west German state by, the Western Allies and their introduc

tion of a separate currency in the western areas of Germany and Berlins 

It was only because of this separate currency reform that the Soviet Mili” 

tary Government bad to prolong the cbmmunications restrictions between 

Berlin, and the West* There was, in reality, no blockades 900 tons of food 
a day were entering Berlin from the Russian zones and the Soviet Military 

Government had offered to feed the entire city. According to the Russian 

Military Governor, the four~power talks in Berlin had failed because Gene

ral Olay had deliberately adjourned the last session in order to prevent 

any further discussions which might have led to an agreement,

gokelovsky also claimed that he had been prepared to restore ' 
normal communications between Berlin and the West, but had insisted upon 
the following stipulations $ a limitation of sixteen trains per day on the 
Berlin^Helmstedt line; no Germans could use trains serving Allied personnel, 
Russians should control German passenger and freight trains while soviet 
and Western Allied personnel should jointly control Western Allied trains;



88
air transport should be limited to supplying Allied occupation forces in 
Berlin, and Soviet officials should inspect all air freight; and, the Qst- 
mark had to be the only valid currency in Berlin® He also contended that 
the Western Allies argument for quadripartite control over the Berlin cur
rency (iae0 the Western Military Governors$ insistence- that the four-power 
Finance Commission should control the issue as well as the circulation of 
the Russian zone currency in Berlin through the east German Emissions Bank) 
had actually amounted to a claim to the control of that entire zone’s cur
rency as well, and that the Western Military Governors had raised that 
argument for the express purpose of bringing the talks to an end® Soko
lovsky insisted that the soviet Military Administration should regulate' 
Berlin’s trade with west Germany and other countries by a system of li
censes and accused the city Magistrat of having already speculated in 
ten million marks worth of illegal traffic with the western zones® Be' 
concluded by saying that the Soviet Military - Government was still prepared
to participate in further discussions, but any other attempted method of

' . ■ ■ "  ̂ . '' / ' . - 1  
solving the Berlin problem was, in his opinion, doomed to failure®

The British Government made no formal reply to Sokolovsky’s 
statement, but a Foreign Office official pointed out that the Marshal had 
..distorted the truth in.a number of ways® The Western Powers had repeatedly 
stressed, for instance, that four-power control of currency and trade should 
be carefully restricted to Berlin# Furthermore, they did not introduce the 
western Mark into their sectors of that city until the Soviets had already

Manchester Guardian Weekly, October 8 , 1948, p® 3®
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carried out their ora currency reform, in one; answer9 Sokolovsky stated 

that there was no blockade of Berlin^ while in another he spoke of proposals 

for lifting it0 The British official also pointed out that the Russian Mili” 
taiy Governor had opposed quadripartite control of Berlin* s trade until sept- 

ember 7ths the deadline for working out the Moscow directive,
$he next day, the soviet Government officially answered the West

ern notes of September 26th0 The Russian reply reiterated many of Sokolov^ 

sky * s charges and denied the contention of the Western Powers that they 

could properly refer the Berlin dispute to the united Rations» The soviet 

note claimed that the Berlin situation was bound up with the question of 

Germany as a ‘whole, and, in accordance with Article 107 of the united Ra

tions Charter* was the exclusive concern of the Governments responsible for
\ .5 . . - . . . . .the occupation of Germanyo The note, furthermore* rejected the Western

Allied contention that the situation in Berlin constituted %  threat to

international peace and security(within the meaning of Article S under

Chapter "ill of the Charter)* and accused the Democracies of disrupting the

Berlin discussions and of attempting.to use the United Rations for the
achievement of their own aggressive aims. It also urged the three Western

Governments to. recognise the directive of August 30th as the basis on which

.2 ibid^ - '

Article 107 of the United Rations Charter* under Chapter XVXI 
(Transitional Security Arrangements) statess

"Rothing in the present Charter shall invalidate or preclude 
action in relation to any State which during, the Second World War 
has been an enemy of any signatory to the present Charter* taken or 
authorised as a result of that War by the Governments having respon
sibility for such actiono"



' ' ' . . . 
to regulate the German capital and called for a meeting of the council of

Foreign Ministers "to examinee#*the situation in Berlins as well as the 

Genaan question as a whole, in conformity'with the Potsdam agreement of the 

four powers o’* • .

While the Soviet press echoed the proposals and charges of the 
, two pussian declarations, the British press discussed the value of submit

ting the Berlin problem to the United nations for mediation and the argtt- 
. ments that the soviet delegate in the Security Council might raise e The 

. Times pointed out that, although the Berlin dispute was not the first and 
only dispute submitted to the Security council in which the Soviet Union 

and the Western powers were ranged on opposite sides, it was the gravest, 

since it was the first instance in which the Pussian and Western forces 

; were in physical contact end where one party had already employed wa brutal 

act of force” in the form of a blockadeo The newspaper admitted that the 

chance of reaching settlement on Berlin in the United nations was slight 

but recommended that the Western powers take the opportunity even if it

ended in failure, since they would, at least, finally know where they stood
' . ■ ' - '■ 5 . ' 'with the Russians on the matter© The Economist thought that such a ’’breath

ing space” would relieve the tensions in Berlin wrought by fear and indiga-
• v"';: .■ ■ . ■ ... : ■ - ' ■ ' - . , . e ' '■ ' . i : . ■tion, and would, prevent a worsming of the situations The Manchester 

Guardian Weekly feared that the Western Allies were submitting the dispute 
with little hope of finding a solution and only because failure to do so

Von per Qablenta, Documents on the Status of Berlin, 1944-1959,

■ s  ■■ .The Times, October 4, 1948, p*, 5* .

'• : , Economist, October 2, 1948, p© 1© . ' : . i V.1 . - . '
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7would have been a serious blow to the United nations. The Times surmised

that the Soviets would again deny that the Security council was qualified

to dealwith the Berlin dispute under Article 107 of the charter (to which
The Times suggested that the Western delegates should answer by stating that
such a clause had been written at a time when that Organisation^ members 
: .. 8 ■■ ’ :■ , - .■ did not foresee the present c r i s i s a n d  both The Times and the Economist

thought that the Russians would probably call again for another meeting of .
!i / ' ■ , ' - " ' ’ ' ' ' . ■ ' 9the Council of Foreign Ministers to discuss the entire German question.

The Guardian also stated that the United Hations could publicise 

the Western causes although they already had received enough publicity on 

their position in Berlih® It might also serve as a means of letting the 

Berliners speak (they had just submitted a five-point peace proposal, to the 

Secretary General), but that international body could not help Berlin unless 

the Russians accepted the idea that the German capital was an international 

and not a Communist-controlled city. Finally, the Guardian agreed with 

levin's recent statement in Paris at the opening of the General Assembly, 

that the Russians had stultified every effort to make the United nations a 
viable body for international co-operation and that the West was forced to 

assume regional economic and military obligations 0 The Western Governments, 

said the newspaper, should make progress' in that direction as quickly as 

possible while they clearly stated their aims and goals in the security 

Council» The Guardian ended with the alarming thought that the Western

' 1 7 ' • ■ ' .. ■ . 'V Manchester Guardian Weekly, September 50, 1948, p0 le

The Times, October 4, 1948, po So
9 ■Ibid., and■Economist, Sotober 2, 1948, p0 lo
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Powers and the Soviets "were moving beyond the war of nerves into something

" ■ ' ‘ 1 0  : ' . " - far more acute 6 ̂ The Times conoludeds as did General Bobertsons that a
true quadripartite German administration could not be revived but urged
that the Western representatives make every effort to reach a settlement on
Berlin in the security Gbuneil> The Times, however, did. agree with the
Gwtrdian that the. Western Allies should proceed rapidly with their economic
and military arrangements (along with the development of a west German

■ ' 1 1  . government) in western Europe0 The Economist stated that, although the
Western Governments should clearly separate the Berlin problan from that of 
Germany as a whole, their representatives should not hesitate to expand the 
discussion in the Security Council to include the entire German questiono 
.The journal also urged the Westem Powers to do all that was necessary to 
make clear to everyone that they could and would "defend the present bound
aries of the free world," and to prove within those boundaries that their 
way of life was "'stronger, richer and more appealing to men's minds than 
the doctrine and practices of Soviet Communism®

The British moderate press was apparently correct in assuming 
that the Soviets would do their best to obstruct the efforts of the security 
Council to mediate the Berlin dispute arid that the submission of the contro
versy before that international body would serve as little more than a pro
paganda move to arouse world opiniono s

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, September 30, 1948, pp0, 1,80 ■
' 1 1  ■ ' ' ' ' .: :The Times, October" 4S 1948, p® 5®

^Economist, October 2, 1948, p* 1c.
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Oil October 4th^ when the security Council met to consider the 

Berlin cases Vyshinskys the soviet delegates voiced Ms  anticipated ob

jection and called for a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers» He 
angrily insisted that the dispute should not be put on the agenda since

such an action would violate the United nations Chart.ers as well as the
2,-3Yalta and Potsdam agreementse Dr® Jessups- the American delegate* retort

ed that not only was the Security Council; qualified to deal with the dis

pute* but was also obligated to do so® Both. Jessup and Sir Alexander Cado- 

gan of Britain* then pointed out that Article 107 did not preclude consider

ation of the dispute by the united nations® Cadogan considered the actual 

terms of the Article and noted that- the ’only case pertaining to it was one 

taken 9in relation to an enemy state® 9 The soviet action* that of severing 

the Western powers9 communications and attempting to force them out of Ber

lin* was actually one taken against the Western, Allies* not the Germans. 

Therefore* the British delegate concluded,y the Soviet argument against 

United Nation9s mediation of the dispute on the basis of Article 107* was 

Mnadmi s sabl e ®

The Security Council met again the next day and parodi* the French 

delegate* opened the meeting with a reiteration of the views of his British 

and American colleagues®^® The Syrian delegate* El-ghouri* felt that the

13 • / . -Waited Nations* Security Council Official Eecords* Third Year*
GZIII* 361st meeting* October 1648* pp® 9-16® , '

^Ibidi*pp® 19-29®

^®Ibid%tCSIV* October 5* 1948* pp® 1-3®



Soviet Union could have invoked Article 10? only if she had directed her 

blockade measures against the German people and not against the Western 

allies@ Vyshinsky then launched his seeond lengthly exposition of the 

Soviet point of view and claimed that Jessup’s speech on the Berlin situ= 

ation consisted of nothing more than, “absurd accusations on- There was no 
blockade (especially since the Russian Commandant in Berlin had offered to 

feed the entire city)^ but only Western propaganda disseminated.in order to 

camouflage their, imperialist designs in west Germanyo $hei*eforep he eon“ 

;eltidecl> Jessup’s statement that the Soviet authorities had imposed a nblodk=s 

ade’8 as a relatiator̂ r measure against the Western Governments for actions 

that they had . taken in their own zones of Germany was Kpure fabrication,,88 

The Russian delegate also called Oadogan’s interpretation of Article 1G7 

^extremely confused and' vague\ and again stated the necessity of dealing 

with the Berlin dispute through the Council of Foreign Ministers and not 

through the Security Councilt since the soviet Government had proposed: 

that the Council of Foreign Ministers should meet to discuss the Berlin 

situation (including the so-called blockade), Vyshinsky argued, it could 

not be claimed that it was unwilling to submit the question to the approp

riate machinery for ensuring peace o^

After the Belgian del egates Fernand von Langenhove, had asked how 

the security Council could maintain peace and security if one of the major 

powers thought that it could take whatever action it chose merely because



that action had occurred: oh the territory, of a former enemya the Council 
agreed, by nine votes to two, to place the Berlin question on the Council 

agenda (Vyshinsky and the Ukrainian delegate Manuilsky voted against the 

measure)e icmiediateiy,the Eussian delegate deelared that since the Soviet 
government considered the security Council*s handling of the Berlin dispute 
to he a violation of Article 107 of the Charter, it would not participate 

in the Gouncil^s discussion of that topic» Manuilsky then voiced approval
; v: ’ : ' . is

of his decision and the meeting adjourned until the next day»

Although the Soviet representatives did not participate in the 

Comcilts'discuss ion oil Berlin, they did* nevertheless, attend the meet™ 

ings as observers* The day after yyshinskyts declaration, the three "West* 

ern delegates, Qadogan, Jessup and parodi gave long and carefully prepared 

indictments of Soviet adtions against the Western powers during the past 

nine months a They asserted the right of their governments to remain in 

Berlin and denounced the blockade, but expressed willingness to have a 

poreign Ministerrs meeting after the Russian authorities had lifted their 

traffic restrictionso They appealed to the Council for action but offered 

no specific recommendations* They were, as Cadogan put it, content to 

place themselves in the hands of that body* (This was an indication that 
the three Western governments may have submitted the dispute before the 

Council solely for propaganda purposes “ that of arousing world opinion 

against the soviet blockade* There was no proof of this other than the 

fact that the three Powers must have realized that the soviet Union would 

probably veto any proposal for a practical solution of the problem)*
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HeazLwhile, the six %eutralf8i members of the Security Council (Argentina# 

Belgium# Canada# China# Columbia and Syria) though not directly involved 

in the Berlin dispute!# were el early concerned about its danger to world 
peace and under the leadership of Dr0 Juan Bramuglia# the Argentine For*- 

eign Minister and temporary chairman of the Council# they immediately ap«* 

proached the Bbviet and western representatives in hope of finding a mutu
ally satisfactory solution* in a number of informal conferences# Dr. Bra

muglia asked each of the four powers to give detailed answers to each of 

the following questions» 1) What were the circumstances connected with the 

initial imposition of restrictions s 2 ) .what were the details of their en

forcement j 3) what was the present state of &ffairs$ 4) what was the exact 

nature of the August 30th directive and what instructions did it embody; 

and# 5) what were the precise reasons for the failure of the Military
■ - ' ' ' ' 19 ;■ ■■ ■■ '
Governors to implement the agreement?

While Dr* Bramuglia was seeking this information# Churchill# in 

a speech to the Conservatives at Llandudno on October 9th# reaffirmed the 

Opposition8s support for the Government's stand on Berlin and praised the 

airlift# but urged a rapid settlement there without the use of forceo. He 

thought that if the Western powers had applied economic sanctions (such as 

a halting of shipments of industrial goods from west to east Germany) in the 

beginning# they would have had something to bargain with at a much earlier 

date* He then sounded a, somber note when he declared that the only thing 
which prevented western Europe from complete Communist subjugation was the 

American atomic bomb* He therefore urged the United states to make a

^®Ibid| GX¥lIi October 'IS# 1948# p® Bo



settlement with the soviet /Onion while they still had a nuolear monopoly 

and urged them to accelerate the pace of west German reconstruction0 

Churchill also, stated that Britain*5 allegiance to both Western Union and 
her Empire was not only .a compatible arrangement but a vitally and urgently . 

necessary one as well© He pledged his party«s suppof’t 0 ©r the Government's

defense measures and hoped for the creation of "three majestic olrol.es***-. •

the British Commonwealth and Empire,, the English-speaking world and a united

Europe© If they were linked togetherj he said, there would be no force in
20the world which could effectively overthrow them©

The Western delegates agreed to supply Dr© Bramuglia with the 

requested information, and despite yyshihsky8s resolute refusal to parti

cipate in the discuss ions, the soviet Miftistry of Foreign Affairs 8 on
October 19th, followed the Western Governments3 example by releasing the 

equivalent of a "White Paper on the Berlin dispute © Its contents, which 

consisted entirely of reproductions of diplomatic notes and public state* 
meats3 clearly revealed the line of Soviet argument# .The first document 

included in the paper, for example, was the reprinted note of February 15th# 

1948, in which the Soviet Government protested against the holding of the 

Brussels six-power conference and stated that it would not consider legiti

mate the decision taken at that conference© The paper also included a copy 

of Sokolovsky’s statement issued on the day of his departure from the Al
lied Control Council (March 20th), the gussian proclamation of June 19th,

2.0Manchester Guardian Weekly, October. 14, 1948# pp© 3, 8 ©



which stated the Soviet Military Administration* s objections to the currency 

reform, in the western zones of Germany, and the Warsaw declaration of June 

24th.^ -\ C ; : : \ " ; '
The six ‘̂neutrals“ remained undaunted by the Russian delegatees 

lack of cooperation and continued their efforts to mediate the disputeo 

On October 22nd, th^r presented a resolution before the Oouneil, which they 
hoped would provide a solution to the Berlin problem.0 All traffic restric
tions imposed after March 1st,1948,^ were to be rescinded immediately and 

the four uilitaiy Governors were to meet simultaneously and arrange (by 

Hovember 20th) for the circulation of the soviet mark in Berlin as the sole 

currency in that city in accordance with the Moscow directive» Finally, 

the Foreign Ministers of the four Powers were to hold a meeting within ten 

days of the enactment of the currency measure to discuss the problems af-
' ... : • '; - '' 2 2  ■ : " " ■ . . ' ' . -fecting Germany as a whole® on the evening of October 24th, the day before 

the next Council meeting, 'Vyshinsky called on Dr„ Bramuglia and allegedly 

suggested amending the October 22hd motion by inserting an extremely compli

cated formula, the effect of which would have been the progressive lifting 

of the blockade in stages - first road, then water, and finally rail com

munications - in conjunction with the progress of the Military Governors * 

currency discussions o The four Governors were to have simultaneously com* 
pleted their currency talks and the lifting of all traffic restrictions by 

Hovember SOtho Br=, Bramuglia conveyed "Vyshinsky*s proposal to the three ,

— :— ■ ■ . '  'United Rations, Security Council official Records, 0X7111,
October 211948® Po ...

P2 *1 'Ibid#,GXIX, Ootober 22, 1948, ppe 5-6» ‘
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Western delegates who fiimly rejected this additional Soviet attempt to 

attach conditions to the lifting of the blockadeo The eoimcil President

then delivered the: Western reply to the Bussian delegate shortly before
' ' ' 25the Council meetingo
At the meeting^ the three Western delegates gave very brief

opening speeches in which they announced their Governments1 acceptance of

the motion and praised the patient work and statesman^Xike handling of the

case by the six .1 neutrals ̂  especially Dr® Bramugliat, The three delegates
indicated that th^r would accept the motion in a spirit of compromise^ con"
eiliation and good wills and hoped that those sentiments would influence
their Soviet colleague and motivate him to accept, it also0 They felt that

it represented a fair and imaginative solution of the difficult Berlin

questions and if it were adopted^ they would loyally observe its obliga"
24 ' ■ ' . . 'vX pus &

Then Vyshinsky broke his Silence for .the first time during the 

hearing of the ease and explained why his Government could not accept the 

resolution and would vote against it® He based his relatively brief ob

servation almost entirely upon the failure of the.resolution,'as he put it, 

to provide for real simultaneity in the acceptance by both sides of their 

obligations® The Berlin problem, according to the Russian delegate* fell 

into two partss the raising by his Government of its various restrictions 

on trade and transportation between Berlin and the Western zones, and the

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, October 28, 1948, p® 3®

^United Hatio'ns, Security Council official. Records, GXZ,
October 25, 1948, pp® l«5o , _
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Qstmark^s introduction as the sole ourreaoy In that eity„ Those two ques

tions should be dealt with at the same times That, said lyshinskya would 

be real, simultaaeityo The joint direotive which the four powers had agreed 

to at Moscow and which they had issued to their Military Governors on August 

30th as the basis for the Berlin currency settlement, had provided for thise 

The resolution of the Security Council, on the other hand, had included a 

time limit for the introduction of Soviet currency into Berlin but none for 

the actual lifting, of the blockade which had to be accomplished immediately» 

The resolution^ therefore, was a direct violation of the joint directive 

and the Soviet Government insisted upon the implementation of that former

agreements Therefore, concluded iyshinsky, the soviet delegation would,
' 25 • .vote against the draft resolutions

Jessup, speaking for the three Western delegates, asserted that 

world opinion viewed the resolution favorably since men from diverse regions 

of the globe had drafted it fairly and reasonablyo He warned that if the 

Berlin case was not settled on the basis of the draft resolution, the entire 

responsibility for what occurred would lie with the Soviet unione The Ameri

can delegate pointed out to his Russian colleague that the joint directive 

of August 30th was not the question before the Council and the joint note 

which had submitted the Berlin case to that body had not mentioned it* The 

only issue, according to Jessup, was that the Soviet Government was employ

ing the threat of force in an attempt to secure political objectives to 

which it was not entitledo He thought that Vyshinsky had admitted in his

2 6 Ibid^pp0 5-90
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statement thet soviet Russia had imposed and was maintaining the blockade 
%s a measure of duress” and had listened '•vainly for any word of oerapfo™ 
mise or conciliation in the Soviet delegatees speecho He again -warned

the Soviets that they could never attain their expressed or covert oh-
■£-6 'jeetives in Berlin or Germany by the pressure of the blockade#

In the subsequent votes only the Russian and Ukrainian delegates 

opposed the proposal® Thus® the Soviet Government® by using its veto as 

one of the five permanent members of the Security Council® prevented the 

implementation of the "neutral%s” formula for a Berlin settlement®

In the newly reconvened Parliament on October 26th® the X^borite

Bowden and the deputy Leader of the Opposition® Eden® reflected the senti
ment of most members of both major parties in Commons when they expressed 

their disappointment at the Russian veto of the security Council resolu

tion® Bowden appealed for "just one word of goodwill from the Soviet 

statesmenn| and®e„"just one ’Yes* in an absolute forest of ’Roes®’ H@ 

also urged an international settlement to the Berlin problem through the 

United Rations and the signing of a peace treaty® "Palestine and Berlin^" 

declared Bowden® "must not be in the United Rations what Abyssinia and
• ■* gg ,

Manchuria were to the League of Rations®" Eden said that the security 

Council resolution was "the outcome of prolonged and earnest efforts, to 

try to resolve the deadlock in the relations between the Great powers" 

and that the Soviet veto would "most unhappily serve still further to

26 ' ■ 1 •Ibidg.$ pp® 9-15 o
27 ' 'Ibidg a pp® 15-14o 
^8^nsafdj parliamentary Rebates (cdmmons)s CCCCLYIIs 12®
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darken the international seeneo” He also declared that "the goviet 

Government should not ignoree^^the deep condemnation by world opinion in 

all countries" that were not behind the iron curtain of "the illegal 
action".which had created that issue, and agreed with those powers who 

believed that the Berlin case should "be discussed and pronounced upon 

by the Assembly of the TJnited Hations" sinee it was a situation which 

that body could not fail to consider if its work was to have any reality 
at all, 2 9

Meanwhile^ the British press, which had predicted a probable Eus^ 
sian veto of the "neutrals'"resolution^ expressed strong opinions on 

possible Soviet motives for such a move, evaluated the efforts of the 

neutral nations to reach a settlement, and attempted to discuss possible 

future actions by the four powerss The moderate press accepted the eon= 

tention of the three Western Governments that the Soviets were using the 

blockade to pressure them into cancelling their plans for a west German 

government and were not at that moment interested in a mutually satis- ■
' : • sofactory settlement in Berlin or the rest of Germany0 The Manchester 

Guardian Weekly expressed especially strong disappointment over the 
Soviet veto when it called the act "a lamentable decision" since the 
Bramuglia resolution had "offered an honourable way out" for all •con
cerned, with a quick termination of the blockade, a Berlin currency 
settlement, and a Foreign Minister's meeting to ponder the major problems

29Ibidj^19-200
30The Times, October 26, 1948", pe 3$ Manchester Guardian Weekly, 

October 28%^9%^p* 9; and Economist, October 60, 1948',"p0 o® -
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of Germanyo The newspaper also deplored the Bussian attempt to argue

against the Security Council1s consideration of the Berlin dispute on

legalistic ground » wa pretenses ©Ten hollower than usual $ee and oon=»

tended thata giTen another opportunityj, they would try the same trick"
■ 31ery employed by Sokolovsky in September 0

The Times thought that some good had come from the security 

Council*s consideration of the dispute since the Soviet rejection of a

possible solution to a dangerously tense situation would not be lost
32 33 3 4upon world opinion<, The Guardian and the1 Economist, howevers saw

no value for the Western Powers in the efforts of, Bramuglia and the 

"neutrals", either from the standpoint of a practical settlement or 

that of a moral victoryo Both The Times and the Economist criticized 
the Western Governments for their apparent lack of preparedness in deal** 

ing with the Soviets® (This was apparently true since the Western dele*- 

gates took no initiative in the Council meetings and Cadogan himself had 

stated that they were content to place themselves in the hands of that 

body)* The Times stated that the three Western powers went to the Se

curity Council "without a sufficiently clear idea of what they wanted" 

and thus had lost, temporarily at least# the chance for either a clear 

condemnation of lussian action" or "new opportunities for negotiation"®

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, October 28,, 1948, p© 9®

.. The Times, October 26,: 1948, p# 5*

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, October 28, 1948, p® 9©

Economist, October 30, 1948, p# 5®
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fhere m s  no slgaa said the Beonomi sts that either the pereigm Qffiee or 

the state Department had "thought of the next move in the Berlin struggle" 

and both the Western oeeup&tion foroes and the west Berliners would have 

to endure the blockade' through the winter0 Both periodicals suspected 

that the Soviets might make a radically new proposal such as a with

drawal of all occupation troops from Germany and Europe (while retain

ing Communist trained and dominated police in the evacuated areas as was 

done in Korea):ora more conventional proposal of new quadripartite ne

gotiations at a time when a new President and new government would have 

taken office in the waited states (1948 was an election year with a 

change predicted in the national administration^ a change which did not 

occur)o fhe Economist pointed outs on the other handa that the Western 
Powers were in no position to initiate a proposal of a joint withdrawal 

of occupation troops from Germany and gttrope*. let alone carry out such 

an agreement^ because of the complex political and economic commitments 

which they had undertaken at the six power conference in Junes The Times

and Guardian recommended that the Western Allies carry on with the air-
§5lift and strengthen the counter-blockade as wella

0n October 27the the three Western Foreign Ministers issued a 

statement at the end of a meeting in Paris in which they re-affirmed 

their acceptance of the Council resolution "and declared their readiness 

to carry it out loyally*" The note also pointed out that the Berlin ques

tion was still on the Council agenda and that the three Western. Govern

ments were "ready to continue to fulfill their obligations and to

/ ' - ^The Timesg .October 26s 1948a p0 5$ and Manchester Guardian 
Weekly^ 0 cto¥ef J 1948/ po 9©



discharge their respoasiMlities as mmhers of that hody » whioh m s
still in a position «tb consider any developients in the sitnationo^

She Times thought that after the tyshinsky veto there would he nao

substantial change in the situation until spring3™ and remarked that :

since the tripartite note had indicated no new plan hy the Western

Powers„ they would haw td endure the effects of the blockade worsened

' hy a severe winter«> The Western .Allies« weak position in Berlin, said

The Timess repeating an earlier ass ertion8 could on the other hand* be

offset by the economic and political developments that were taking place 
36 'in west Germany©

A day later. Staling in a personal interview with a pravda eor«=* 

respondentg answered a, series of questions in which he gave an entirely 

different account of the recent events in the security Council and blamed 

the Western powers for the failure to reach an agreement on the Berlin 
question© He accused the Britisha Americans£ and the six neutrals of 

using the Security council to further their own aggressive schemes and 

claimed that Britain and the United states twice disavowed a Berlin agree* 

meat « once in Berlin during the meeting of the four Military Governors

to implement the August 30th directive, and again in Paris during the
. .. - ■ —  • ■ - ; 57. : , ; ... 

Security Council * s mediation of the dispute©

The first accusation caused no comment in the United nations

where fyshinsky$s methods and language were, by that time, quite well-

known© The second accusation, however, evoked an immediate reaction from

^The Times, October 28, 1948, p© .4©

®%aily Heport, poreign Hadio Broadcastss 0.0601X1'» October 30, 1948̂  Ml-IT-  —  :



the jyaglo-=Ameriean delegates to the setority Couneilo Jessup told the 
press on October 29th, in answer to questions about Stalin8s statement, 
that %o o o a agreement (between the Western Fowers and the gotiet Govern^ 

meat in the geemrl'%' gouneil) existed and therefore there was no ques

tion of argr violation of such an agreemento" The same day, Cadogan, re

ferring to the four^Fower direetive of August 30th, pointed out that Sta

lin had overlooked the mo sb important point, that the fomr-Powers had 

made the agreement subject to the conclusion of a satisfactory currency 

arrangement by the four Military Governors in Berlin, am arrangement that 

was never achievedo Br0 Bramuglia stated that he wished to avoid any 

declaration which, however unwittingly, might aggravate existing East- 

West differenceso He also added that, despite Stalin8s recent statement, 

he had not given up hope of reaching a satisfaetory agreement , and expres=

sed his belief in the conciliatory attitude of the four Fowers e wMle
' ■ ■ •1 39the Soviet-licensed press repeated gtalihgs opinions and accusations,

the British press supported the Anglo-American delegates in rebuking the 

Soviet dictator8s allegations o The Times, for instance, seconded Cade- 

ganss denial of alleged Western violations of any quadripartite agree

ments, either in Moscow or Paris© The newspaper also remarked that the 

three Western powers could hardly be considered the agressors since they 

themselves were being, blockaded in Berlin and were therefore on the de- . 

fensiveo The Manchester Guardian Weekly merely commented that the

- . ■$« ’ . - ' .Ibido, October 28, 1948, p'o 4C

59Baily Report, Foreign Eadio Broadcasts, GGC0ZXI, October 30, 
1948, FFI-6 0 r .

^Thc Times, October 30, 1948, p© -So • .
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gtaliB interview was one of the "most imoompromising" that he had ever
• .given, ••and that it "left no loophole for the believer in compromise

41between the Commsnist and the non̂ Gontoimist world o®

While Bevin was eoaf erring with Marshall s Schumann and the 

three Security Oomeil delegates on what course of action their govern
ments should take with regard to the Berlin question, the "neutrals® and 
the United Hations staff personnel were making another effort to resolve 

that disputeo On the day after the Soviet veto, Trygve Lie presented a 

plan to the senior American and Russian staff members whereby he and 
members of the United nations staff would aet as intermediaries between 

the four powers involved, and thus help to work out a settlement with= 

out the necessity of formal negotiations in which neither Soviet Russia 

nor the three Western Powers were then willing to participateo fhe 

Secretary general*s plan at first received only slight encouragement from 

the Western officials and a distinctly unfavorable reception from the 

Sovietso STo Feller, a senior American staff member, agreed that inter* 
vent ion by the Secretary general would be worth trying, while Mr* Sobolev# 

his Russian counterpart, doubted the usefulness of such consolations, but 

nevertheless agreed to arrange a meeting between Lie and "Vyshinsky for 

the evening of October 28tho fhe soviet delegate was distinctly dis* 

eouragingo -He expressed the belief that the imericans and British did 

not truly desire a settlement, and said.that, in any case, he lacked the 

necessary authority to comment on the Secretary general8s plan. Lie per= 

sisted, however, and oh October 30th, fyshlnsky asked to discuss the

. Blanches ter guardian Weekly, November 4, 1948, p'o 1*
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matter with him again® He concluded from the marked change - in the Eus» 
sian delegate * s attitude at the second meeting that the Kremlin had, in 

the meantime, ordered him to support the new, indirect negotiations

..Two weeks later. Dr* Bvatb, President of the united Hat ions Gene
ral Assembly, and Secretary General Lie addressed letters to the British, 

American, French and Soviet Governments basing themselves on the Mexican 

Resolution unamimously adopted by the Assembly on November 3rd, which, 

called on those powers to ^redouble their effortsn' to reach an agreement 
for the conclusion of outstanding peace treaties and other related prob

lems through teimmediate conversations11 between the heads of the four 

Governments concerned and the taking of "all other necessary steps to

wards the solution of the Berlin question,tt The gvatt-Lie appeal also 

urged the four powers to ,?lend their full and active support11 to the 

mediation efforts of Dr, Evatt and offered further United nations * as

sistance (such as a currency study that Li® had recently undertaken), as

might "seem most helpful to the Great powers in the solution of the
. • *3 .problem,'? While the Soviet press endorsed these proposals, ™ the British

press was severely critical of them. The Times pointed out that the West

ern Allies were primarily concerned with the lifting of the traffic re

strictions rather than with a possible solution to the Berlin currency 

problem. The Manchester Guardian Weekly and the Economist said that

^frygve Li®, In the Cause of peace, (pew York, 1954), pp6 203- 
209,' 7

' 43 - v '............................... 'Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts, CCCCjGQOZIIl, November
15, 1948,*^gTSs;™   ' —  — —  —

44 . t :■ ■:The Times, -November 15, 1948, p> 5a



the srsutt-’Lie appeal necessitated the retwm to a method of discussion 
which the three Western Powers had tried repeatedly without success« and 
it was therefore impossible to pretend that years of fruitless quadri- 

partite negotiations did not existo

The Soviet Government replied to the Evatt-hie communication on 
November 16th and agreed with their contention that direct negotiations 

between the four powers were a necessary prerequisite for the settlement

of the Berlin questioas but offered no evidence of any readiness to adopt
- V" ’ .. 46a more cone 11 iatofy line<> The British Government issued a statement 

three days later rejecting the Evatt-Lie proposal on the grounds that it 

would, in fact, constitute negotiation between the Soviet b^ion and the 

Western Governments» Britain would not enter into negotiations so long 

as the blockade eontinuedo Instead^ the statement suggested that the 

"neutrals** should resume their efforts to mediate the dispute under the

auspices of the security Council (especially since the Berlin ease was
'' ■ ' r 4 7still on the Council agenda) with four-power cooperation* The United

States and France immediately agreed to this proposal and, although goko=

lovsky denied the accuracy of the British reply in a statement soon after=
ward (he asserted that agreement had been possible on the safeguarding of

, _ - ** . - " 
the ©stiaark and other questionsj, the Soviets did not reject it„

“̂ Msnchester Guardian Weekly, lovember 18, 1948, p® 9| and 
EConcmlst,"Hovember 20, l948g~ p® •So

Manchester Guardian Weekly, November 18, .1948, p 0 9»

The Times, Hovmber 18, 1948, po 4®

Daily peport. Foreign Radio Broadcasts, CCCCXL, November 19, 
1948# 'FFl^ir^ '
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Dro Bramuglia0 thereforê , resimed his efforts a few days laters 

This new attempt at mediation differed from the previous one in two re-- - 

speetso T*irsts the Eussians> in this instance* cooperated with: the' 

mediators* end second* the four powers and six '’neutrals’* agreed that a 
United Rations• eommittee of seven financial and economic experts* nom

inated hy the six nonaligned nations and the security Gotmoil President* 
would try to work out by December 30th all of the necessary technical 

details regarding the introduction of the Ostmark as the sole curreney 

in Berlin and the question of import^export regulations in connection 

with the city8 i$ external tradeo The four powers and their own financial 

experts had to pass judgement on the committee8s recommendations«, If 

they found them to be unsatisfactory* the committee was asked to submit 

a detailed report of the proposals and subsequent disagreements to the 

Security Gouncil President^ Thus* the four Powers would not have had to 

refer these matters to their Military governors again* and it would have 

been possible to have had a simultaneous lifting of the blockade* imple

mentation of new currency regulations and the passing of new .ordinances 

for the regulation of Berlin’s trade with the Wests Lie appointed Dr® 

Smmar Myrdal* the Swedish Executive secretary of the United Ration’s 

Economic Commission for Europe* as his representative to the committee* 

and Dro No Kaldor* a member of the Economic Commission staff* as seere-

While waiting for the appointment of Other members of the com

mittee* pr0 Bramtiglia sent a new questionnaire to each of the four

*̂ Ei©s ■in, the cause of Peace* pp@ 209-160
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disputants© The Soviets answered almost immediately anda in generals 
reiterated their former position on the hasis of the Moseow directive^
hut without demands for air traffic control and with a modified stand on

50Berlin tradeo The Western Powers replied to the questionnaire six days 

later (lovember 26th)a stating that the situation had changed considerably- 

since August SOth, that quadripartite currency control might not be suf- 

fieient to meet the needs of a city administration that was rapidly being 
divided into two parts9 and that it would be necessary to establish feur^

power control over the Berlin operations of the Emissions Bank of the
51 ' Pussian zone© Just as the neutral committee was commencing itswekkc

on November S0ths the goviets9 after months of scrupulously purging non™ 

Gommunist elements from the city administration through the use of Mark™ 

grafts police# and under the guise of the Coirauni st "dominated ‘’Democratic 

Bloc#” finally split the city government by establishing an eastern sect- . 

or city Magistrat and electing a Mayor= -

Gadogan, Jessup and parodi issued a joint statement to Dr© Bramug™ 

lia the next day in which they declared that their governments had sup

ported the proposed security Council resolution of October 25th# and had 
reiterated their willingness to abide by its principles# whereas the 

Soviet bnidh had rejected it* Since that time# moreover# the Soviet 

government had persistently resorted to additional measures directed

®%argaret Carlyle (edi)# Documents oh international Affairs,# 
1947«lS48s Eoyal Institute of International' Affairs (London# T9b%j# 
pp» 6l2=*14e

5^$he Times# Hovember 27# 1948# p» 40

5 8 Ibid0a December 1# 1948# p* 4# ' ■ -
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against the, municipal admini stratien of Berlin which had resulted in an

increased division of that city© fhe Ifesterh Powers^ therefore* could
not agree that they should accept all Russian measures which added to

and intensified the blockade while the Soviets themselves remained eom«

pletely unrestrainede The three Western Governmentsa concluded the joint

statement* would continue to -cooperate with the security Council President

in his efforts to reach a settlement* hut must entirely reserve their

position not only in regard to events in Berlin but also in regard to any
subsequent recommendation of the currency committeeo Dr® Bramuglia* in

a press conference held shortly before the expiration of his term as

Council President* called the Berlin dispute %. simple skirmish*' in the
political and economic upheaval of the world and asserted that the ef»

forts of the ^neutral® gtates* aided by Dr® Bvatt and Hr® Lie* had

achieved a '“notable success" in changing the tense9 belieose atmosphere

among the Great powers® He also asked the currency committee to consider

the August 30th directive to the four Military Governors and all of the
53events that had occurred in Berlin after that date®

Meanwhile* General Robertson sent a letter to Marshal gokelovsky 

in which he denied the.goviet.Governor’s charge that the Western Govern" 

ments were.to blame for the current crisis and denounced the Russian 

authorities for allowing "the disruption of the city Assembly by hooligan 

elements* their arbitrary dismissal of a member of duly elected city of" 

finals without the consent of the commandants of the three Western sect" 

ors* and their abandonment of the Allied Kpmmandatura* together with

®2jbido* December 2* 1948* p® 40 ■’
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imiimierable other unilateral breaches of the quadripartite agreements for

Berlin®*1 These actionsa said Robertson3 had shown “the Intentidn of the
Soviet authorities to divide the city and to prevent the exercise of demo**

©ratio rights and liberities in their own sector0“ He then asked the

Marshal if he had approved of the illegal splitting of the Magistrat and

ended the letter with a reaffimation of his desire to see a situation

re-established in Berlin which corresponded to the original four-power
. 54agreements on Germanyo The Soviet reply came in the form of their ,@f» 

fieial recognition of the mew municipal executive on iecember 2nd0

The British, Soviet and east German press had much to say about 

the latest Security Council mediation effortsa the final split in the 

Berlin government, and the subsequent west Berlin municipal election of 

December 5thB Most British newspapers agreed that little good had or 

would come from the mediation efforts of the United nations * The Times 
noted that although the only difference separating Russia and the West*- 

era Powefs on the currency matter was the question of powers that the 

quadripartite financial commission would exercise, Br.o Bramuglia had still 

failed to discover a compromise and there was no confidence that the neu

tral committee,, which had taken over his patient w o w o u l d  have any , 

better suceesSo The Times also expressed the view previously stated in 

Western Powers * s note to the Security Council President, that even if 

the financial experts reached an agreement on currency, there was no 

longer any quadripartite government or eitywide administration to imple

ment ito It was thus “becoming more and more obvious, “ said the newspaper, 

that the entire Berlin currency question was turning into “an academic

54 ; .. . ■■■•'. " '  ■•■■■ ' - ' ' ■Ibido,. December 1, 1948, po 4o
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study” wMeh could have little influence on the course of the city itself 
and the Western powers were "fully justified in reserving the right to 
take other measures to maintain their positiono" Furthermorea continued 
The Timesg the currency question was of secondazy importance to both the 
Soviets and the Western Allies° The Russians had used the currency dis=- 
pute as a pretext for imposing the blockade^ the true objective of which 
was either to apply pressure as a means of halting the formation of a 
west German government or9 if that failed^ to drive the Western powers 
out of Berlino The Western Allies' main objective, on the other hands 
was the maintenance of their rights in the German capitalo Therefore,
The Times concludedj, the currency discussions in Berlin, Moscow and Paris 
had largely concealed the real interests and objects of both sides 
The pally Telegraph criticized the efforts 'of Dr* Bramuglia and his col
leagues to settle the Berlin problem and linked vyshinsky^s proposals in 
the Security Gouncil with the Communist actions against the Magistrate 
It was clearg the Telegraph declared, that yyshinsky had never intended 
to "meet the Western powers halfway, and the latter were wise not to be 
taken in by his proposals, which wereooodevised, not as a stepping stone
back to cooperation, but as a springboard towards complete Russian eon-

§ 8  , ' ; trol of Berlin0" The great efforts of Dr, Bramuglia and Dr0 Evatt had
been in vain, said the Hew statesman and Ration, because both sides ob
viously still believed that they would "profit by winning timeow The 
Russians, continued the Socialist periodical, presumably were still

Ibido, December 2, 1948, p© 5»
Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts, GCCC3EL1I, December 2, 

1948, Po : \      — ..... ' -
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confident that they ©otild wear down the Western Governments and mlti™ 
mately turn the Berlin population against them, while Marshall and Bevin 
believed that the airlift could overcome the fogo fhe Mew Statesman and 

gat ion went on to claim, as it would repeatedly, that many of the Western 

military were actually afraid of any agreement which would, have permitted 

a re-opening of land traffic6 They allegedly argued that this would haw 

involved the break-up of an organization which had already earned divid

ends by solving important technical problems of air transport<, This viewy 

said the newspapera offered ’'no solution for the internal political situ

ation in Berlin,n and although the division of Germany might be rsa deplor

able necessitŷ ."'ihow long could %  city survive partitioned between hos- 
' . 57tile powers?R The Soviet press, meanwhile, accused the Western Powers 

of not wanting a settleaent through Security Council mediation»

The majority of the British press had mentioned the possibility 

of a Bussian-inspired split of the Berlin Magistrate The Times and 'gaily 

Telegraph regarded the division as "inevitableo" The Times saw this
: - - 5 9

action as a logical consequence of Soviet strength in the German capital 
and the Telegraph thought that the partition of Berlin was a logical

: • ■ SOcorollary of the previous partition of Germanyo The lews Chronicle

pointed out that the splitting of the city Magistrat only called attention

to the fact that the city was already divided and the principal worry of

Hew statesman and Sation, Beeember 4, 1948, pe 1,

^Daily Report,. Foreign Badioti Broadcasts, CCCGXLII# December 2,
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the Western powers m s  actually the possible issuing by the Russians of 
identity cards for all Berliners* so that* unless the 200*000 west Ber
liners who worked in the Soviet sector applied for these cards* they

61 y ■ ... ' . . .would all be out of workc The Times* Manchester Guardian Weekly and

the Hew Statesman and nation interpreted the act of division as a Com"

munist attempt to change the political situation in the city before the
63elections that were to be held in the western sectors on December Stho

The Telegraph* however* suggested that the creation of the new adminis**
tration was the first step by the Communists towards ”& soviet recognised

German government *n with aid eh they (the Russians) would make a unilateral

'‘peace treaty*'*' Thus* the latest Soviet move* the Telegraph concluded^ was

"the clearest indication of their intention to make Germany a satellite 
. 63;country* • . . .

Both The Times and the Telegraph repudiated the allegations in 
Sokolovsky «s previously mentioned lett er to the Allied Military Governors *

. The Times declared that the letter was part of the Russian effort to fore

stall the municipal elections by refusing to recognize a newly-elected 

Assembly (in the Berlin sector) and threatening to take action against 

"the anti-democratic elements of the Berlin Magistrate** The only con

structive action that the Western Allies could do for the moment* was to 

protect the loyal west Berlin population against future Communist activity

. 61. ̂Ibid* - ■ • . • .
Q2 ' ' .. .. .. ■ ,Manchester' Guardian Weekly* Beeembe# 2* 1948* p* lj and gew 
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aad remember that with the exception of the Soviet advantage in Berlin, 
circumstances favored the Western powers® While west Germany was recover- 
tag economically and was preparing to elect its first government, the 
Eussian zone was "growing more improverished and more discontented®** it 
would be easier in the spring, therefore, to say what eoneessions the 
Soviet Government was prepared to make "to stop the balance still tilting 
further against it" and what chances there were then of “reaching some 
compromise over Berlin®n Whether there was a currency agreement or not,
concluded fhe limes, it was "vain to imagine that four-power government

, "64 ' ■ ■ ■ ■in any real sense"'?could be restored0 fhe Telegraph suggested that a
"sound policy"1 would "remain fixed upon the overall objective of a Ger
many freed simultaneously from all her Armies of occupation11 and a divid
ed Berlin that "could be reunited and® ® 0restored to a democratic way of

v  ;
The Soviet and east German press all declared in unison that the

old Magistrat was incompetent and "good-for-nothing" and that a new
Magistrat was necessary in order to enact measures which would provide
the city*s population with adequate food and heat for the winter months®
The Communist papers also supported the allegations of the Sokolovsky
letter, especially the portion which had threatened reprisals against
those "partitionists" who would participate in the forthcoming west 

6 6Berlin elections ® : ‘ - -

The Times, December 2, 1948, p© 5®
QS " % .•... . ■ ■■' • Daily Eeport, Foreign Eadio Broadcasts, GGGSLYII, December 2,

1948, ' : v- ; r ; ^
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British, newspapers aeelaimed the west Berlin elections$, in whieh 

8 6 e2 percent of the western sectorst voters east their ballots for the 
three non-Comjmmist political parties (the Christian Democrat#* the 

Social Democrats - receiving a majority of the ballots east and the
" 67Liberal Democrats )s as a great victory for ifestem Democracy9 The Times

v • . 1 , , , " and Manchester guardian Weekly noted that since the Soviet and German
Oemmunist authorities in the German capital had made strenuous efforts 

to prevent Berliners from voting, the large turnout was a vote of con

fidence in the Western powers and a vote to deny the city to the Russians 
and the GommunisWled Socialist Unity Partyo , The Daily Telegraph de= 

elared it was clear that "those nearest t© the Russiansw: were “least in

clined to believe their vilifications of actions and motives of the West- 

e m  powers, .?® while the lews Chronicle remarked that Berliners, “so 

recently theaselves the willing or unwilling instruments of tyranny, may

claim to have won a victory in the war against oppression” which was still
■ 7© . . , , ' • ' ' ' •convulsing Europe0 The Times added that a large number of those who

had voted for the Socialist Unity party in the 1946 elections must have

given their votes to the social Democrats who increased their lead from
■ - - ""■■■■    " v "  ̂ ?! .v:48 to. 64 percent of the total number of votes cast0 The Times and the

67 - ' --The Times, December 7, 1948,

68Manchester Guardian Weekly, December 9, 1948, 'p» lc

1948, 001, 
70

O .   1 , ■ 1Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts,000111, December %
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daardiaa said that the election results obligated the Western 4 llies more 
than ever to protest the west Berliners and attempt to ensure the funct
ioning of a legitimate city administration^ The Times reminded its read

ers a however^ that the Berlin elections had. taken place under “peculiar 

conditions" which were not typical of the rest of Semanya and west Ger- 
mansa though Icyal to the Western powers s were growing restless under 

foreign military rule and desired the restoration of their own sovereign- 

ty# it was that part of Germany with which the Western Allies would have 

to de&lj concluded The Times,, “arid not with the much tried people of Ber- 

lin alone.* Soviet news media flatly rejected the Berlin election as 

unconstitutional and invalid and asserted that, the Western authorities 

had falsified the results*

Hr. liayhewa the Under-Seeret&ry of State for Foreign Affairsy 

•declared in Oommons on Bdcemher 6ths that the establishment of the extra

legal Hagistrat by the SED and other domzaunist dominated organizations 

was "the culmination of a long Soviet campaign to disrupt the lawful ad

ministration of Berlin and to divide the c i t y T h e  Russian authorities 

had recognised the eastern sector Magistrate. he continued,, but the Brit
ish Military Government had publicly condemned it as being illegal and

would continue to give its support to the constitutionally elected City
’ 74 ' ' ■ ' ’ ■ ' ' ' ' : 'Assembly* diplomatic quarters in London, meanwhiles generally regarded

the Soviet deeisiba to split the city government as a blw that might

prove to be fatal to the efforts of the "neutrals"* Bevin, opening a

73 'The Timesg December 7S 1948, p0 5*
■ 7 4  ' ' .... . -'Hansard, parliamentary Debates (commons)  ̂CCOChlXg 4*.
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two-day foreign affairs debate in CoHmons on Dee ember 9the deelared that 

the efforts of the Soviet military authorities a M  the east German Gome 

munists to divide Berlin* which had culminated in the institution of a 

separate illegal Magistrate had made it ^technically and psychologically 

much more difficult to devise a satisfactory scheme for the introduction 

of a single currency in Berlin@ He added* however* that the Governmentsg 
policy had not changed and that Britain still maintained the position 
that if the blockade, were withdrawn* it was prepared for the introduction 

of a single currency in the German capital if the four powers could work 

out a satisfactory schemeo His Magesty»s Government was seeking* the 

foreign Secretary explained* "to get a straightforward* understandable 

arrangement" which could not "be used to prejudice the interests and 

rights of any of the occupying Powers in Berlin or in the zones*" and* 

in addition* if and when this were done* Britain had agreed in the gecur^

ity Council and in Moscow to have the four Powers meet* if it were desir-
■ :: :: ■■ " ■ , -7§ : ' 'able* to discuss the problems of Germany as a whole©

Bevin noted that the Berlin municipal elections* despite consider

able “propaganda and intimidation" beforehand* had resulted in "a very 

strong poll of 8 6 0 3 percent6 He denied Gallacher8 s accusation that the 

Western Allies had interfered with the elections and asserted that they 

had given "every protection and 0 0 ©facility so that all the people could 
vote without intimidation or. interference©" Therefore* said the foreign 

Secretary* "proper significance should be attached to the result of their 

vote©" He then touched upon the continuing airlift* called it "a great

7 5 Ibide* 569-700
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aeeomplishmentj,tt; and noted that., with additioml jjaerieaa aircraft, the 
A.nglô Saerican air forces were able to step up the operation despite dif

ficulties with fog» iBeirin had received figures to show that on a clear 

day, over 6,000 tons of supplies were brought into Berlin, which he 

thought to he ^remarkably good o'* 18lhatever the cost to the Western 

Powers,® he declared, Rwe must maintain our position^ and ensure that 

the methods which the Soviet Government had used in connection with Ber

lin did not succeedfe* .& solution of the problem may take time, '* the 

Foreign Secretary cautioned, but, nevertheless. Was quite certain that 

once both sides recognized "that these problems should be settled by 

reason and not by force, whether in the form of blockade, civil strife, 

or usurping the functions of government or in any other form," there 

would be hope of a settlement between the four Great Powers@ The Fore

ign Secretary thought,.however, that the Western powers had "to establish 

that principle® by their action® Berlin was far more significant to the

world than most people realized,. and so were the steps that the Western
. ■; '; ’ ' : - : . • ■ yg ' . .Allies were taking to feed that City and keep it occupiedo

Bevin then mentioned the economic progress that the western zones 

of Germany had made# The currency reform had wrought Ba marked improve

ment in the general development and output of industry" and conditions 

were improving dailyo Steel production was.soon to be about seven 

million tons a year (it had been well under four million tons three 

years before), coal production had reached about 535,000 tons a day, ; 

and the output of various manufactures had also improved# The German

7 6 lbid0, 571-20



ijarid premiers had made progress •bowards drawing tip a proTisional eonstittic 
tiion pr roBasie Êas” and the Military governors • were also nearing the; eon-' 
elusion of an ©eeupation Statute o ffheh Bevin dealt with Anglo^ameriean 
policy in the Euhrj, he took great pains to answer the criticism (though 
not entirely to Eden»s satisfaction) that those two Powers had treated 
France inconsiderately in the matter of the trusteeship agreement of 
November 10th* by returning the Buhr* s basic industries to private owner™ 
ship withotit previous consultation with that powero The Foreign Secretary 
insisted that there were no differences with prance concerning security 
and safeguards against the revival of german military power and also 
claimed that Britain and the united States had made every effort tip meet 
the French demands,, but begged that government to realize that the chance 
of bringing her and Sermany together should not be losto

He answered0 in addition^ the French criticism that Britain was 
going too far in her austerity program by warning them that the British 
luxury market of the past had gone and that France must reshape her trade 
policy to accomodate a necessity market in the united Kingdom; a market 
which would last for quite some timed Bevin then expressed the hope 
that the proposed Atlantic pact would be completed shortly and made a , 
digression on the great contribution such a pact could make towards the 
reconciliation of prance and Germany by providing the former' with guaran
tees for her frontiers 0 He again rejected the idea of a European Assembly 
on the grounds that it was not the way to wrestle with the problem of
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Western Union and could foe a mere facade for deceiving people® levin
. . -■ ' 78 * ' . ‘ ■ : ' ’answered l,ipson5ts question about the dismantling of the Ruhr industries 

by again explaining that Britain was endeavoring to maintain a balance 

in reparations between the wrench demands for security and the American 

plans for European recoveryo He had met with Paul Hoffaan$ director of 

the European Recovery program, to run through the list of modified re

parations again and hoped to report to the Cabinet very soon on a final.

settlement of that problem so that the Germans and everyone else would
; • 7 9  ' ■ . •know where they stood 0

The remainder of this debate was devoted mainly to wider aspects 

of East-West relations, although there were a number of other observations 

made on the Berlin situation® Eden noted, with satisfaction, Bevin*s : 
reference to the Berlin elections as a flat rejection of the soviet in

spired plan in favor of the Communists and thie maintenance of the airlift, 

despite adverse weather conditionse He felt, however,.that the Govern

ment had to accept the final split in the city administration as Rone 

more stage in the Soviet plan to set up a puppet government in Eastern 

Germanyo11 Eden, ignoring Gallacher»s exclamation, went on to say that 

the Russian actions ended !ithe pretence that the city* s administration 

could be carried on despite the differences between the great powers© 11 

He again supported the contention of the three Western Governments that 

the Soviet veto in the Security Council had 18stood in the way of the ef

fective handling of differences between the powers® 1-1 The Western Allies

^Independent Conservative, (Cheltenham)
7 0  ';- 1 z.Hansard, parliamentary Debates (Commons), CCCCLIX, 575-9®
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had wstood firm on their mquestiomhle rights6" he deelareds but had 
'̂always shown themselTes fully preparedg,r which they still werea !?to 
agree to a four=power meeting as soon as the Berlin blockade was lifted®

He could not see "that anything further than that could reasonably be
Of% ■ ' v

asked of themo-

. Hextg Eden deplored the proposed Communist pl&na reported by 

General Eobertson on October 37ths to; build a 400*080 man police force 

in the soviet zone of Germany« He denied the validity of Qallaoherfg 

objeetion that the lussian authorities - had repudiated this report and 

declared that the buildup of sizeable armed forces in eastern Germany 

and the other Soviet satellites of Europe was "in complete violation" 

of the Potsdam and other ̂ agreements which the Soviet Government continual

ly claimed were the basis of their policy0 He thus urged the strengthen
ing of British and Western defenses and stressed the particular need for 

an Atlantic pact which could "co-ordinate the plans and efforts of the 

Westera countries in every sphere* political* military* and economico"

Eden concluded his remarks on Germany and Europe with the thought that 

if.*,, before either of the last two World Wars*, the United States had been

playing a part in Europe comparable to that in which she was then engaged*•
* ■ ' « there would have been no war®

Sir Winston Churchill spoke on a wide variety of topics© He still 

had no oritleism whatever to offer over most of the field of foreign policy

8OIbid08 594*5©
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and actually spoke in generous terms of the Government's conduct in
particular respectss The Opposition Leader supported the Government's
policy in Germany-, for instance,, and offered his congratulations on the
success of the "prodigious airlift" which was "surpassing expectation" in
its task of feeding the people of Berlin<, He said that the airlift had
raised issues far more important than that of its technical successs
magnificent as it had been* It had taught Germans on either side of the
iron curtain, "in a way in which no speeches, arguments or promises could
do,* that their future lay "in ever closer association with the Western
world©" The former prime Minister called the recent Berlin elections
"a proof of the resurrection of the German spirit," and said that they
were "as a beacon casting its light upon the minds of a mighty race with*3
out whose effective aid the glory of Europe" could not be revived© He
earnestly hoped that Britain and her jellies would not do anything "to
chill or check" that "vast evolution of German sentiment," and for that
reason, he urged an end to the denazification trials, especially since
enough blood had already been shed, France could "regain her place in
the leadership of Europe," Churchill declared, by reconciling herself
with Germany and being the first to welcome the Germanic peoples back

83into the European familyo
The Conservative Leader frankly praised the Government's handl** 

ing of jyaglo^jimeriean relations and referred to the arrival of united 
States air squadrons in Britain as a great act of wisdom and courage on 
the part of the prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary = an act

8 8 lbido, 707~X0o
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tmprecedented im time of peace© He also declared that Bevin would receive 

"the greatest credit,l for his work.in laying the foundations for Western 

TJhion© Ghurchill closed his address on what he called "the greatest topic 

of all" - Russia© He tried to explain that he wished to prevent a third 

world war0 hot provoke it0 and therefore introduced the House to a "pri
vate and personal message"' which he had sent to Marshal Stalin in April, 
1945 at the time (according to Churchill) of his best relations with the 

Soviet leader© The message^ designed to show his peaceful intent towards 

Soviet Russia when he was Prime Minister, expressed a great hope for 

future, peaceful cooperation with "the mighty Russian Soviet Republic 

but it also took aoeount of what he called "the other side" - the end of 

all possibility of such cooperation that would follow and would "tear the 

world to pieces" if quarrels or "a long period of suspicion and abuse 

and counter-abuse" should ensue between East and West© Churchill thus 

denied the accusation of Zilliaeus that he advocated a policy of war with 

Russia. On the contrary, he had always desired a peaceful settlement and 

mourned the disruption of the former wartime unity between Great Britain, 

the Wited States and Russia; a trinity which "would have opened to man
kind a golden age of productivity and peace, and moral and intellectual 

well»beingo"®®
Clement Davies, the Leader of the liberal party expressed a 

typical outlook of his party when he condemned as criminals those who 

spike of the inevitability of war and said that despite the "insults 

and provocations" endured by the Western Governments in Berlin and

8 SIbido6 711, 721-5©
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other parts of Germanyj, they had to eontinue to pursue ,8the path of dis
cussion and negotiation,, f?: iven worse than those actions in the German . 
capital, paties continued, (expressing his Party«s traditional faith in 
international organisations to settle serious disputes between nations), 
was the use and abuse of the veto by the Great powers in the United- na
tions and their exploitation of the Security Council meetings for propa
ganda purposeso The four Powers would not get peace by such methods, he 
warned, and .suggested that they had ^arrived at an impasse'* at those meet
ings and recommended that they should,attempt to find "some other way of 
breaking through that impasse and restoring an opportunity for peaceful 
negotiations whicho 0 e, might. lead to settlement o'8 Davies agreed with 
Bevin and Eden, however, that Berlin was a vital area from which there 
could be no retreating and that Britain had to maintain her position, but 
criticized both of them for failure to suggest a way out of their dilemma@ 
Both .East and West did not want a  M u n i c h ,  yet each would have liked to 
think that time was on its side* permanent (not temporary) settlement 
to the Berlin problem, argued the Liberal Leader,. could lead to %  settle
ment of all the major questions" that disturbed the peace of the worldo 
He also agreed with Bevin and Eden that Britain and her Allies should 
take defensive measures and welcomed the Foreign. Secretary»s news of 
steps toward the formation of an Atlantic Pact

Although most of the L&borites supported the Government in this 
debate end added nothing of note to the discussion of Berlin, Germany and 
East-West relations in general, a few Labor Members did make some signifi
cant contributions o

8 4 Ibid0, 606e7o
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Ur a Bartlett felt that it m s  Britain's task to lend her long 

experience in foreign affairs towards helping the United States under
stand the Buropeanj, and particularly the French attitude towards Germanys. 
so that nation would not despair of getting French cooperation in Europe
an recovery and concentrate on building west Germany into a powerful mili
tary states Thus, the Anglo-American Powers could avoid the possibility
of alienating most, if not all* of Europe and precipitating some violent, . ... .. , . .. . ... ... - - ............ _
Soviet reactiono geymour QbckSg formerly a militant leftist, recalled 
his pro-Soviet feelings of the past thirty years9 until the Kremlin had 
decided to disrupt amicable Anglo-Soviet relations in Berlin and Germany 
shortly after World War n *  The Russians^ he declared? by their actions 
in the German capital? had rejected the British workers9 "emthusiam? 
sympathy and admiration'* for the achievements of the Soviet state" as 
carelessly as a man throws into the fire the butt end of a burnt-out 
cigarette^" The West?, therefore? was correct in building up "its econo
mic and military structure and increasing its power of resistaneeo"
Cocks also welcomed the Atlantic Fact end the presence of American Air 
porce squadrons in the British isles«• There were? he continued? two 
important East-West issues which the Great powers had to solve? one. was 
the Berlin question and the other? a permanent settlement? if the Western 
Governments could obtain it? with Russia0 The Western Allies were quite 
right to have declared that they would not be forced out of Berlin? es
pecially after the result of the recent electionso Their position there? 
however? was bound to get worse? The city was split in half and the

8 §Ibido? 651-4
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Eussians would, take further steps to make the administration, of it very 
difficult and nearly impossible^ Furthermore^ nobody believed that quad™ 
ripartite eontrol could ever be re-established since the spirit of co
operation was no longer there o Cocks therefore suggested a simultaneous* 
four^Fower withdrawal from the German capital and the temporary making of 
Berlin into a free city under United Nations5 protection* with a governor 
appointed from some neutral countryo "The municipal life of Berlin*" he 
explained* "would be continued under itso»=elected Assembly and all Four 
powers could withdraw without loss of prestigeo" They could then agree 
to a conference on Germany and the whole of Soviet-Western relationso 
The Laborite* apparently drawing on the old "sphere of influence" idea 
so prevalent in the imperialist philosophy of the late nineteenth cent
ury* then suggested that these powers divide the world into strictly 
defined spheres between Fast and West with a maximum of economic ties 
and an absolute minimum of political contacts o Stalin* he reminded the 
House* had been the exponent Of the co-existence school which had been 
and was still diametrically opposed to the frotskyite school 6 f world 
revolution* and the recent devastation of the Soviet Union by the Hasi 
invasion would have tended to corroborate* at least temporarily* the 
view; of the former school» By declaring an;. East-West truce* dividing 
the world into two spheres* and maintaining them separately for fifty 
years* goeks argued* a comprehensive agreement might then be possible*
Without such a plan* he could not ’’discern through the darkening shades

- § 6  of the futureo o»the form or the features of peaceo"

86Zbid»* 645«90



MFq Briberg thought tlaa.'t; the solmtdoa. of the geaeral prohlem of 
East=West relations m s  really quite obvious0 Referring to a similar 
statement made frequently by Bevin, he said that the government should 
avoidg as mueh as possible, "oeemerely doctrinaire ideologieal argumentss 

and should conoentrate on building up good eeonomie relationsg on inten= 

sifying and multiplying trade agreements between the West and the East0!? 

Ihatg he said,, was the best m y  of easing the tensiono Drlberg them 

oritieized the Opposition for "trying to ©oax the Government into a com™ 

petition in Red=baitinga in merbly negative and sterile anti=Communissu . = > 

and pointed out that when Britain exported machinery to Russia and eastern 

Europe she received sorely»needed grain and timber in exchangeo The 

Tories, he asserted (by their opposition to trade with the Communist 

countries),, did not really want the government to be able to provide more 

' timber, grain, and food for the ©euntryo "Many of them would rather that 

the British people suffered long-continuing deprivations than that they 

should enjoy prosperity and; security under a labour governmento18-. The 

Laborite also criticized Oock8s argument for a division of the world 

between East and West as being one that would tend to "merely intensify 

the present division*" Expressing an idea that was in vogue among many 

leftists immediately after the war, he said that he preferred, rather, to 

see "one world*«omth the semi-gbcialist or non-gocialist West gradually

beooming more Socialist, and the largely Socialist or largely Communist
■ - . ' • ' '' ' g:7East learning the ways of liberal parliamentary democracy*'? , ■
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The Opposition backbenchers also had little to add to the debate <, 

Some Conservatives, representated by Mro Mott-Radclyffe,, believed that 

Britain m s  "in danger of falling into a false sense of security" since a 

great number of people in the country thought that everything m s  all 

right because the Westeisn Powers were maintaining the airlift* They re«
_ garded the airlift "as a sort of permament taxi service" which could con
tinue indefinitely so long as the aircraft were able to fly* He did not 

bell eve 3 therefore,,, that the public had the slightest conception of the 

immense physical and financial effort the Western Allies needed to shs*  

tain that operation* They might be able to get through to the spring, 

"given good luck and good weather, K but no one in his. senses believed 

that the airlift could continue, "monthfim and month out, year in and 

year out for an indefinite period*

Motb-Radelyffe had received the impression from speeches and 

debates in Commons and from answers to questions, that the Government was 

• hopefully waiting for something to turn up without making adequate plans 

to meet the eventuality (judging from the lack of initiative taken by the 

three Western Governments up until that time, this judgement was apparent

ly correct}* He indicated that isith the successive Soviet actions of im

posing a blockade, attempting to hamstring the Berlin. City Council, and 

fostering the creation of a rival body as well as simultaneously request

ing that the Western Governments, in respect of the air corridors, should 

not fly their aircraft above 5,000 feet, it was "perfectly obvious that, 

sooner or later, matters must come to a head," The Russians, for example.

S8 Ibid,, 732-3o



might propose at some future datea that the four Powers withdraw from 
Germany and make a separate peace treaty by which that country would 
become an independent State, after they had ensured that Communist ele
ments and secret police were ready to fill the breach thereo Ho matter 
how superficially attractive that proposal might seem at any given moment, 
Hott-Eadclyffe warned, the Western jellies had "one overriding obligation"- 
to ensure as far as possible, that those Germans who had cooperated with 
them for three and a half years did not suffer the fate which would warn 
doubtedly be theirs if the whole, of Germany were gradually, or suddenly,

QQto fall into the Communist grip*"
He had always believed it to be a mistake to assume that the dif* 

fieulty over the Berlin blockade concerned only the Western Powers and 
the Soviet union in relation to Germanyo lb was, he felt, part of a much 
wider^'world problem— whether, in fact, the Soviet f o m  of government and 
so-called Western civilization could live peacefully together, and it was . 
an even greatez’mistake to refuse to recognise the fact that Soviet/Russia
had declared war against Western civilization, "by all means except bul-

" - , - 80 - "■ lets and shellse* Ignoring Mr» golley»s objection to that remark, Mott?
Radclyffe went on to declare that a cold war. was no less dangerous than
any other form of warfare merely because missiles were not flying abouto
Hations could be subjugated "without a single shot being fired just as
easily as they could in former days when a victorious army marched on the
capital of a defeated:nation#^ and it was useless to pretend that it was

* solabor (Thurrock)o
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otherwise'.'Ike House had to admit that the Eussians had mad© ’’imeBse 

territorial gainsn' which# in area@ eompared "very favourably with the 

great military conquests of history from the time of Alexander the Great 

to I'apoleano1’ It was useless to think, therefore, that Britain and her 
Allies eould fight the cold war {,by: half “hearted methods,** any more than

they eould fight a war in which vast amies were struggling with one
' ■ . 91 ' ' - ' .another o ■

Mr@ Maclean, a conservative, believed that the Russians had 

suffered a series of reverses in Europe, especially in Germany where 

they had contrived unsuccessfully to force out the Western Allies and had 
only succeeded in producing a deadlock and augmenting their unpopularity 
with the German peopleo Additional Communist setbacks in France, Italy 

and Greece, the Yugoslav defection, and Western economic and military 

arrangements (including. Marshall aid. Western Union and the Atlantic pact) 

indicated, according to Maclean, that the Soviets could not advance fur« 

ther into Europe without risking a war* Therefore, he continued, the 

’’cautious, flexible^ and realistic* policymakers of the Kremlin had evi“ 

dently redirected their efforts towards Asia, as evidenced by the start-;
ling Communist advances there, and the Western Powers should take the

■ . " ; ' §2 
same defensive precautions in that area as they did in Europe«

10?» Price, also a 0onservative, thought that it was useless to 

believe, as did Mr» Oocks, that Britain and her Allies could achieve an 

East-West settlement by a mere friendly gesture to the soviet Union»

^Hansard, parliamentary Debates (Commons), CCCGLIX, 733=4o
9 2 lbidSs 651-4o



The Western powers had to he realistie and he ready to meet whate-rer 

overtures that the Russians might be prepared to make to them0 At the 

same timea they had to % e  ready to resists by force if necessarya all 
attempts of the Soviet Umion to impose, their will upon areas18 which they 

considered "absolutely vital to the maintenance of the free way of life 

in the world6 8 He also felt that, the Soviet Leaderss in imitation of 

their C&arist p.redeeessorss were striking into Asia# but unlike Mad earn.) 

thought that they were doing this only in order to make their Western op™
: . : ' - ' m  ■ ■ ■ponents more amenable to concessions in Europe0

The only serious objections to the course of the debate were 

raised by %r« Zilliaeus* one of the leading spoZesman for the Labor 

Party*s extreme leftj, and Mr<> Pirating Saliaeher’s Communist colleague 
in Commons o Zilllaeus accused the Government of perpetrating false 
charges against the Soviet Union by saying that Britain and the other 

Western Powers could not come to terms with that Government because it 

desired world revolution and conquest., and was guilty of indirect aggres™ 

sion» By refusing to cooperate with the peacedeving soviet Union and 

placing Britain in a smbservihEt position to capitalist America^ he 

declared* the,Labor, government had repudiated its party8 s principles* 

pledges and decisions on foreign policy as well as its own official 

declarations ° Zilli&cus contended that the Labor Government had actually 

assumed the same moral premises as the Reader of the Opposition* and 

whereas the Opposition Igarty wanted to plunge Britain into a. suicidal 

war in hope of destroying World Communism* the Government appeared
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' "beat oa liuying Amageddon. on the instailmeai: for that -was, -la,
effeotj, the nianif estation of "their policy of ̂ half-war©.-* So matter How ' 
good the goTerameat;s intentions were9 or had Seen, the outspoken Laborite 
asserted^ the fact remained that Britain$ s foreign policy had been, "an 

unqualified failure on every major issue in every part of the world for 
the last three years o" (This was apparently another indication of gil- 

liacus* complete disillusionment with the Labour Government for failing 

to extend the wartime spirit of cooperation with the Soviet Wionjo He 

also claimed that the ̂ nglo^Americam powersj, by their policy of severe 

economic exploitation^ had reduced the workers of western Germany to the 

point of - desperation*
Piratin expounded his party's views on the causes of the Bast*' 

West rift». Churchill and other British and Western leaders> he declared^ 

M d  destroyed tripartite unity by such hostile, gestures as the Opposition 

Leader's speech at Fultonj, Missouri^ in the spring of 1946 (Churchill's 

famous "iron curtain" speech)® The serious situation in Germany was en~ 

tirely the fault of the three Western powers * which had deliberately re® 
jeeted Soviet attempts at.quadripartite actainistration and had begun to 

construct a separate militarist state in west Germany© The American in® 

dustrialists and militarists had ignored French security demands aad0 

with British cooperations had set about raising the Ruhr's industrial 

output and depriving French heavy industry of badly needed coal® Ajaeri® 

Can militarists® he claimed, could only depend upon two countries in 

Europe to carry out their expansionist policies there - Britain and Spain®

9 4 Ibidoa 615-8©
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BritainB therefores as a ffreat Power held the key to a peaceful settlement 

between Bast and West0 She- should thms refuse to participate in the jjaerî . 

ean war plans and maintain her armed forces solely for national defenseo 
That would cause the Soviet tfniom to change her ,attitude towards Britain^
piratia then denounced the foreign affairs debate %as deplorable’1 and

'' :' ' - ' 95quoted Churchill in a plea to return to tripartite unity0

The Soviet press ignored the foreign affairs debate and the 

British press made relatively little comment on its Most of the British 

newspapers noted the labk of information in Bevin’s address but appreciated 

his statement on Berlin,, Germany and Western defense0 The Times remarked 

that most of the house members were not disappointed so much in what the 

Foreign Secretary had said as in the way he said it« The Times lauded 

Churchills g speech, as did many of the other newspapers, for its gener= 

osity (in praising Attlee and .Bovin for their firm stand on Berlin, their 

efforts in strengthening the airlift, and in building Western Union), 

depth and, scope (particularly ip dealing with the general problem of 

inglo^Soviet relations), but noted that no one had anything new to pro-.

pose on Bast-lfest relations© goth The Times and the Manchester Guardian
96 ■Weekly reported that all parties, with the exception of the two commun

ist Mop© ®s, and their fellow-travelers, had welcomed the prospect of a 
north Atlantic pact with an American commitment on the sub-continent of 

Burope© But, The Times had detected a feeling of uneasiness in the House 
%t the© © ©apparent drift of events’’ and a suspicion that, imperative

95Ibido, 749-50, 753-6©
^Manchester Guardian Weekly, Peoember 16, 1948, p© 3©
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though it undotibtedly m s  to strengthen the wmaterieil ao.d moralM dSfenses 

of the .West, it might "also he grist to the Bussian and Communist millw

if the Western Powers were provoked to a rearmament which they could not ,
: ■ . ' ' ■ " 97easily afford and which might hinder their economic recovery®

The Berlin deadlock, continued The fliaes, had been ^grotesque in -
its effects3W since it had enabled the Western Bowers to push forward
their plans for German•recovery and for a provisional government, but,

the newspaper added, it could not last indefinitely® Someone had to
make a new attempt, not later than the spring, to find a formula which

might lead to the end of the blockade and to reneiy discussion on Berlin

and Germany as a whole® In the art of diplomacy, concluded fhe Times,

nothing was worse than deadlock except war itself= The Economist

criticized Bevin*s speech for .being generally vague and; uninspiring»

The Foreign Secretary gave "no picture at all of future developments"

in the Buhr, west GMiany, or Western Union, and he seemed to have tempo--

rarily lost "seme of those flashes of imagination" which had illuminated

his reports in the past® The Economist, referring to Britain's efforts

in Berlin, Germany, and Europe, declared that the British were doing "a

very remarkable thing in a very dull way" — so dull that their neighbors

had not an inkling of how remarkable it really was® Could "such an

ignorance and flatness really serve the Foreign Secretary well?," the
99 ' ' ' - ■ 'newspaper asked®

97 ,/':•• 'The Times, December 11, 1948, p® 5®
98Ibida
9 ^Economist, - December. 18^:&948, '..pp 5v: , . * : ,
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Despite the imereased skepticism of the Western currency experts# 

the neutral commission proceeded with its endeavorsa while the Soviets 

appeared to be even more cooperative than before the split of the Berlin 

Magistrate Qn December 4tha TASS published a lengthly series of clarifi” 
cations of the material already given to Bfamugliao These clarifications 

stressed once again the Soviet desire to arrange a settlement on the basis 

of the Moscow directive$ but did not mention the division of the Berlin 

Government This was consistent with the Enssian interpretation of the 

splits that the people of Berlin had deposed the old (legal) Magistrat

due to its incompetence, in handling the pity's many pressing problemss
' ■ ' ! . ■ ■ . . , ■■■ .. ■ 2,01 ■ ■ and had replaced it with a newa efficient municipal executivee shortly .

before Christmasa the neutral experts-presented a plan for the settlement 

of the Berlin dispute which was based upon the directive of August 30th» 

This plan led to a temporary difference of opinion among the Western Al= 

lieso The Jjnerican experts regarded the scheme as inherently unworkablea 

while the British and French, along with the Soviets, were willing to ftp* 

cept it, at least as a basis for further discussionc Myrdal, Kaldor and 

the staff members of the United nations Economic Commission, who had pro

vided most of the research and consulting facilities that the neutral ex

perts had required, applied additional pressure on the Americans to accept 

the proposed piano The United States financial experts, nevertheless^ re
fused to accept the. plan as a basis for settlement on the grounds that it 

excessively favored the Soviet over the American viewpoint and because the

Times, December 6 , 1948, p« 4,

^^Daily Report, Foreign Eadio Broadcasts, CGCCHiVTF, December 2, 
1948, FFSe.
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United Rations officials seemed to have based their new plan on the
neutralist assumption that last and West were equally to blame for the 

is?Berlin situationo
When the currency experts of the four powers returned to Paris 

on January .3rd, 1949, the United States Government submitted a counter

proposal which stipulated that the four powers should introduce the Ost- 

mark throughout Berlin, but that the Western Governments should exclusive

ly control the currency in their own; sectors „ The Soviet Government re

jected the American proposal since it was not in accordance with the Mos
cow directive, and Britain, though lacking enthusiasm for the new plan, 

then agreed to reject the scheme of the neutral committee.* (The British 
Government later stated that soviet acceptance of the neutral committeers 

draft had been subject to major amendments designed to increase the degree 

of Russian interference with the daily currency and trade administration 

of the Western sectors, and to alter the plan, so that the Soviet author

ities could gain a straaglehbld on the economic life of west Berlin)* 

Having already implied that new developments had rendered the Moscow 
directive unfeasible, the American Government restated its position more 

formally in January * Supported by Britain and France, the United States

demanded that the Bentschemark continue to circulate in the Western
103sectors until a unified city administration could be restored* On 

February 3rd, the Hew York Times reported that Washington wanted com
pletely to disregard the Moscow directive, while the Manchester

"̂ Davison, The Berlin Blockade, pg« 247-»8-» - •
^®^Ibidoa pp0 248-9o

York Times, February 5, 1949, p# I*
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Guardian Weekly deolared that there was no hope of* reaching an agreement 
on currency through the neutral committee o ,. , The Times s however^ had
stated a few days earlier that the committee1 s currency report ^could he 
a ugeful starting point for discussion m-Berlin,.” which was still “the

Vv'V ■ , • . . 108
beginning or end of all hopes of easing' relations between the two sides 

A TASS stataaentg" issued on February 17th, blamed the Western powers for 
the committee8 s failure to reach a currency settlement and solve the 

Berlin problemo The Western Governments, the Soviet STews Agency claimed^

had once again deliberately sabotaged the negotiations in order to keep
. 2.07Berlin as divided and subjugated as west Germany* Finally, on March

16th* the committee of neutrals advised Secretary Li© that the positions 

of the four-power experts were so far apart on" the currency matter that 

further work by the committee at that stage did not appear to be useful©^' 

Although the Berlin question formally remained on the Security 
Council agehda until the lifting of the blockade in May* diplomatic 

action had moved away from this arena in February* 1949* when representa

tives of two of the four powers directly involved in the dispute* resumed 

secret and direct discussions* Thus* the period of international mediation 

had come to a quiet and unsuccessful end*

105 , ’ .Manohester Guardian Weekly* February 3C 1949* p* 8 &
. . 106 ' : ’ •'The Times* February 1* 1949* p6 5©

^^TASS statement* February 17* 1949* Current Digest of the Soviet 
Press (lew york* 1948)* I* Part 1 (Jan.uary-June* 193W), lo* 7*
1S557 PP-> B2-3,

^■^The Times* March 17* 1949* ps 4.e
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introduction

This chapter deals mainly with the political and economic develop™ 

meats in western Europe in the spring of 1949 and the secret Jessup® 
Malik negotiations which led to the lifting of the blockadeo



CBPTER IT
While the geeurity Gbuneil m s  eonsMering the Berlin, questions 

signifleant events were oeeurring in Berlina Germany and Europe which 
were related^ in varying degrees3 to the blockadeo

The Western Allies continued their "air-bridge" through the fall 
and winter months<, On October 20th3 the British and American air forces 

integrated their efforts in the combined Air Lift Task Force, which en

abled the two Allies to operate the airlift.from six bases in the Brit

ish zone and two in the American zonee The British authorities had also 

solved the problem of handling and shipping liquid fuels by contracting 

for commercial tanker airplanes, thus enabling them to supply the needs 
of Western Allied personnel (20,000 in all three Western sectors) and the 

civilian economy :©f west Berlin with all the requirements of gasoline, 

diesel oil and kerosene0 Qn December 1st, American Army engineers and. 

German civilian laborers completed a third, hastily constructed airfield 

at Tegel in the French sector, and the use of this hew field and sixty-

six additional 0=54 aircraft enabled the Western Allies to increase the .
. ; ' 1  , . 

daily output of the airlift by one-third*

By December, American aircraft had largely supplanted those of
the British for reasons of greater efficiency and economy, thus reducing
the RoAoFo Ss share of the airlift operations from nearly half to one-

third in terms of weight, but by increasing the number of flights, they

—  . . . ____
port, Berlin Sector, duly 1, 1945°geptember 1, 1949 (Berlin, ITJ4977 p° 29
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were able to maintain 45 percent of the airlift effort in tezms of volume 
(the Waited States Air Force largely restricted their cargoes to heavy 

but compact coals while the Royal Air Force carried^ for the most parts 

lighter and bulkier foodstuffs and medioal supplies)

Respite impressive gains in the number of flights and amount of 

airlifted material in the summer and early autumn months of 1948s the 

total deliveries for that year did not reach the forecasted estimates* 

and it was only by the most stringent conservation and control of con
sumption (such as the use of dehydrated foods to save space) that, the two 

Allies were able to sustain west Berlin through the winter0 Frequent fog
'3during lovember and December was largely responsible for this predicaments 

A combination of better weather conditions and more efficient air

lift procedures however* enabled the Anglo-American air forces to increase 

steadily the number of daily landings and the tonnage capacity in the suc

ceeding monthso The airlift algo carried increasing amounts of commercial

exports from the blockaded city and had exported nearly half a million
'-4 • ■ • -marks worth of goods by Januaryo Five thousand tons of machinery were

delivered that same month to rebuild an electric power plant in west Ber

lin and thus enable German firms to increase their output and reduce un

employment in the three western sectors)® Allied aircraft* in addition* 

evacuated over 17*000 undernourished children from west Berlin to west . 

Germany for the worst months of the 1948=49 wintero

Ibid®

Ibido* p® 30® .

^Ibid®* ppo 31-2®

The Times* February 8 * 1949* p® 4®
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Another principal mstrtiment with which the Western Allies directly 

combatted the Soviet blockade was the cotmter=blockade0 Although the West= 
em authorities had stopped normal commercial traffic from west Germany to 

the Russian zone, the zonal frontiers remained open and substantial quanti^ 

ties'of materials were still moving eastward„ Soviet and east German pur» 

chasers were also able to,obtain some items in west Berlin* On February 

4th, the Western Military Governments announced that, within forty-eight 

hours, they would ban all load-bearing traffic between their zones and 

east Germany and between west and. east Berlin (rail and motor passenger 

traffic would still be permitted}* A British statement issued that same 

day said that the counter-blockade had thus far been successful and the 

Western Allies were more than repaying the Russians for their imposition 

of the blockade* It went on to claim that the counter-blockade was jeop
ardizing the .faro Year plan for the Soviet zone, since much-heeded materi

als found in western Europe, such as coal and electrical equipment, were 

unobtainable elsewhere, and imports from the West were, by that time, no 

longer keeping pace with the continuing drain of reparations there*® The 

Times corroborated the British statement by reporting an admission by 

Hennecke, an important German Economic Commission official, that there 

were serious lags in the eastern zeness iron and steel production, and 

by ho ting the vigorous protests by the east German press against the 

new measure* The Economist, however, said that the counter-blockade

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, February 10, 1949, p0 1*
7 ■The Times, February 5,1949, p* 4*
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vms not as effective as it should have been, and that many east German

8factories were still getting vital goods and materials»
'Meanwhiles events were occurring in west Germany which were in

directly related to the Berlin situation and which had a direct bearing 

on the political reorganization of that part of Germany and on the economic 
reconstruction of both west Germany and western Europeo

The Western Powersj, despite the pressure of the Soviet blockade 

and their own differences,, continued with their plans for a west German 

government and the internationalization of the Euhr<>

The West German parliamentary Council had reconvened at Bonn on 

the same day that the British and Americans combined their airlift oper
ations and had8 by that time completed twenty percent of the necessary, 

economic and political arrangements for the proposed west German govern

ment (which the Soviets were evidently trying to prevent) 0 On Hovember 

lOthg while representatives of Britain, the United States, Prance and 

the Benelux countries were meeting to work out the practical details for 

establishing an International- authority in the Ruhh, two of these Powers, 
Britain and the united States, announced that they would return the Ruhr 

coal, iron and steel industries to their private ownerso The French, who 
had feared that this area might pass, without effective control, into the 

hands of unscrupulous agents of German nationalism, and who had repeatedly 
urged that the powers of the proposed international authority be extended 

to ensure international control over the management of the Ruhr1 s heavy■ 

industries, immediately protested the actiono These fears were somewhat

■ : ' 8 - - "  'Economist, February IB, 1949, p» 6 »
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■allayed# however# when the six-Pewer draft agreement was puhlished on

December 28th which revealed the detailed machinery for an International 
9

Ruhr A u t hority»

The Authority’s main purposes were to prevent anyone from ever 

again using the Ruhr’s heavy industries for aggressive military designs 

and to ensure that access to the products of those industries should be 

available on an equitable basis to neighboring democratic states« The 

agreement made a concession to the French point of view by establishing 
limited control oyer the management of heavy industries by one of the 

trigonal coal and steel control groups0 Britain and the United States# 
however# still stood by their decision to leave the question of ownership

to the future west German government despite continued strong protests by
■ ■ 1 0  ' . ■ ■' ' the Frencho . , ' -

On January 17th# the Western Military Governors announced the 

functions of the Military security Board# the Ruhr Authority’s most im= 

portant arrangement against any new German aggression<, The Board# com

posed of Generals from each of the three Western Military Governments and

directly responsible to them# was to harmonise and complete legislation
11in security matters and to ensure that those laws were carried out©

Three-Power discussions began in January on an Occupation Statute 

which was to define the authority of the occupying Powers when the.west 

German government was created© These discussions were supposed to have 

lasted a short time# but two principal differences delayed the drafting

Q >Manchester Guardian Weekly# December 30# 1948# p& 5«

Manchester Guardian Weekly# January 6 # 1949# p© 2©
li“The Times# January 18# 1949# p© .4o



of the agreement for several months» The prenohs first of allft were un

willing to go as far as Britain and the United States in giving power to 

the Germans j, sinoe they were not, as yet, prepared to take such great 

risks as their Allies in a campaign for winning German goodwill@ Second« 

ly, a general Anglo-Saxon front had consistently opposed the French 

throughout 1948, and they were, therefore, unwilling to agree that the 

proposed High Commissioners of three Powers in Germany should reach de
cisions and take action by a majority vote (the Russians, also fearing 

that they would find themselves in a minority, later adopted the same 
position at the Paris conference- (May 23rd-June 20th, 1949) on the pro

posal of the three Western powers to revive the Allied Control Council 

for Germany and the Berlin' Kommandatura with a much restricted unanimity 

rule)® The Military Governors soon abandoned their attempt to reach 

agreement and referred their disagreements to their Foreign Ministers, 

who did not reach an accord until April of that year<, The West was also 

making defensive arrangements during this timeo In September, 1948, the 

Brussels Treaty powers announced the establishment of a common military 

organizatibn for the defense of Burope, and talks were in progress during 

the fall and winter months that were to lead to the formation of a north
' ■ 2 2Atlantic defense organization in the spring of 1949*

The Western Allies, in addition to the blockade and their own dif

ferences during the winter months, were having an increasing amount of 

difficulty in dealing with the Germans themselves, who, in turn, were 

carrying on their own political squabblese Adenauer expressed the views 

of all of the German political leaders when he declared during the Berlin

1?Manchester Guardian Weekly, December 16, 1948, p# So
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election. camp&igns that a German government would not recognize the Oder- 

Heisse Line and the boundaries that separated the western and eastern oc

cupation zones (This would have posed a serious problem if a "west German
ISState was admitted into W e s tern U n i  on)*

The Germans also resented the Anglo-French policy of dismantling 

for reparations and demilitarizationo The British dynamiting of the 

military installations at ¥iIhelmshaven and Bchernforde during 1948s for 

instance$ caused great indignation throughout western Germany0 General 

Bobertson, at a press conference on December 21sta warned the west Ger

man people against misuse of the rights which they already had and would 

get when the terms of the Occupation statute became la.w0 Demilitarization 
was to continue, and, in the meantime, the Germans were to desist from

their efforts to deflect the Military Government's purpose, which had
. 14

already done a good deal of h a m 0 Despite these warnings, however,

resistance to dismantling was to continue0 The announcement of the

conclusion of the Ruhr Authority Agreement and the establishment of

the Military Security Board again brought unfavorable reactions from

west German political leaders who resented the international controls

on their industries and considered those arrangements to be an infringe-
15'meat upon their national sovereignty©

By the end of 1948, the Western Allies were also faced with the 

problem of a steep rise in prices and the cost of livihg, an inflation

ary tendency in the issue and circulation of money, and a lapsing of

1 §Ibide ' ' .■■V
^Ibido, December 23, 1948, p© 2*
"IE 'Ibid©, January 6 , 1949, p© 8 ©
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social disoiplineg There was also a black market revival in the legal

buying and selling of various commodities while the removal of . price con-
' " : ! 16 ■: ' trols resulted in the dislocation of food collection&, Friction between

the Western occupation authorities and the Germans increased in February 

when the three Military Governors rejected the Bonn Council?s first com

pleted draft of the “Basic Law” on the grounds that the drafters had not 

given the Lander sufficient financial powers and that they should not 

have included west Berlin in the proposed west German state as the 

twelfth Land since it was a prime concern of the Western powers in their 

direct dealings with soviet Russiao A t  that point, the Social Democrats, 

who, for the sake of agreement, had already made several concessions to 

their Christian Democratic rivals, rejected the entire draft and issued 

a declaration on March 11th which denounced the Governors1 recommendations
for the Lander and stood by their previous decision to make west Berlin

17 -a Land in west Germany o

The Soviets, during this period of international mediation, in

creased their pressure on west Berliners by tightening the blockade in 

Hovember (by imposing, further restrictions on pedestrian traffic), and 

by finally splitting the city governmento They also maintained their 

pressure on the Western Allies by periodic, obstructions to, and viola

tions of, the air corridors around Berlin,while making periodic protests 

to them of alleged Western violations of air safety rules and proposing 

limitations on air trafficG In addition, the Russians continued their

•̂ Ibida, January 27, 1949, p0 10

17- - -Ibida, ppo 65*»6o
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efforts to make their gone ©f Germany into a satellite state and had
created a special 400a000 mam police force in. the autumn of 1948 to help

' ■ ' i ' g  - : ■ ' 'enforce their unpopmlar policies <>

Despite these taotiosy howeverg there werea in January of 1949y 

a number of indications that the Soviets had decided to investigate the 

possibility of lifting the traffic, restrictions without demanding appreci

able eoneehsions from the Western powers<$ On January 31 sty Generalissimo 

gtalin answered four questions put to him four days earlier by js sings- 

bury Smithy European manager of the International Hews Servie© 0 One of 

these questions dealt f directly with Berlins and the question and answer 

ran as follows; .

Question* If the Governments of the United States of Americas 
the United Kingdom and prance agreed to postpone the establishment 
of a separate West German statey pending a meeting of the Council 
of Foreign Ministers to consider the Geraan problems as a wholes 
would the Government of the UoSoSoEo be prepared to remove the re
strictions which the Soviet authorities have imposed on communi
cations between Berlin and the Western zones of Germany?

: Answers Provided the united States of Amerieay Great Britain
and France observe the conditions set forth in the third (previous) 
question, the Soviet, Government sees no obstacles to lifting trans
port restrictions on the understanding, however, that transport 
and trade restrictions introduced by the three, powers should be 

; ■ lifted simultaneouslyo^9' \ : ' ' 1 ' -

Another question, which related only indirectly to the Berlin problem,

was whether Stalin would be in favor of a meeting between president

Truman and himself® The Soviet dictator replied that, as he had already

stated, there would be no objection on his part to such a meeting®

18 'Davison, The Berlin Blockade, pp» 196-209®
19 . . . . .Carlyle (edo), Documents on International Affairs, 1947,1948, 

p© 614® . .
: . 2 0  ■ . . - . - . . : , ' . v Ibid®



f he Soviet and. Soviet=lieensed press enthusiastically endorsed 

the idea of such a meeting, claiming that it would promote world peace, 
but Truman and Secretary of State Ache son (who had replaced the ailing 

Marshall a few weeks earlier) immediately rejected the proposal© Ache* : 

son cautiously remarked that the United States could resume discussions 

with the Soviet Union only after the four Allied Powers had solved the 

Berlin question and the Russian authorities had lifted the blockade, and 

added that his Government did not intend to exclude other interested na

tions from such discussions» Truman said that he would be glad to re= . 

eeive Stalin if the latter wished to come to Washington, but reiterated 

Acheson«s assertion that the United States would not enter into bilateral 

negotiations with the Soviet Union© The Russian press (chiefly Rravda 

and izvestia) then declared that the negative attitude of Truman and 

Acheson was explained by the fact that the offer of a peace pact ran ,

counter to their aggressive plans for the organization of an Atlantic
' , ’ 21alliance© The east German press dutifully followed this line©

Meanwhile, diplomatic observers in London generally received the 
impression that Stalinas invitations were maneuvers to confuse American 

opinion prior to the formation of the Atlantic pact and Government of^ 

ficals noted that these invitations were accompanied by an intensified 

effort to organize German resistance to the policies of the Western 
Powers © in a short debate in Commons on February 7th concerning the pro

posed Iruman-Stalin meeting, Piratin, one of the two Communist Members of

QT,The Times, February 3, 1949, p© 4© and February 4, 1949, p# 4©
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parliamentj, supported by the- independent -fcaborit'e,. PlattswltiLlls* declared 

that the British GoTeztment and the other Western Powers could not afford 

to disregard the Soviet leader’s offer to return to four~power cooperation 

in order to resolve the Berlin question*, even though he had made his offer 
of a meeting with the American President through non=-conventional channels*! 

piratin attempted to point out that Stalin had made this offer at a time 
when the economies of the Soviet union, and the Socialist, east {European 

countries were stable and expanding while those of the capitalist United 

States, Britain and Europe were unstable and. declining# Britain,, he con<= 

tinned, was !,most in need of a peace policyon The American »cold wars 

had effected her most of all and the harmful effects of the Marshall plan • 

were already visible. American and revived German and Japanese competition 

in world markets was hurting Britain, her four=year plan was nothing but 

a program of austerity, and the United States1 ban on east European grain 

was strangling her economyo Britain, therefore, was "of all countries, 

the most vulnerable to ware** Piratin believed Stalin’s peace offer to

be genuine and urged the Minister of State (MoHell) to convey those con=
- ' ; 2 2  sideratioms to the prime Minister*,

Mr a shepherd, a Conservative, rejected the claim that Stalinas 

peace proposal was sincere and reviewed the aggressive actions of the 
Soviet Government since the end of the war® He also rejected Piratin»s 

contention that the capitalist economies were weakening and the social** 

ist ones were becoming stronger, and stated that the reverse was, in 

fact, the caseo Therefore, the Soviet dictator’s offer was from a

^Hansard, Parliamentary Debates (Commons),CCCCLXI, 137=410



position of weakness, not of strength0 shepherd reminded the House that 
Hitler had onoe made sueh peace offers at a time when he m s  about to 
embark upon, a new campaign of aggressive expansion* Stalin, he said, 
could demonstrate his.sinoerity at that time by calling off the Berlin 
blockade, by saying that he would hot use the veto as he had done in the 
past,. and by declaring that he would relinquish territory taken “by force 
or semi-foreeo” If he did, the Conservative MoP0 declared, there was not 
a man or woman in the country who would not welcome the outcome, since 
they, did not want war under any circumstances, but there were very few 
people in the House or outside of it who were "prepared to accept peace 
at the price of appeasement,8 especially since they had learned from ex= 
periences of the past few years what appeasement would mean for the na-= 
tioms of Europeo Hrso Corbet, a laborite, supported Shepherd®s gene™ 
ral thesis of Soviet insincerity by recalling the repetitious Communist 
propaganda used in the United nations General Assembly during the pre
vious year and thought that the "so-called offer of Stalin15 was merely

24 ’ 1 ' 'another "propaganda manoeuvre *" -
Mr* Hcifeil (the Minister of state) concluded the debate by ex

amining the statements of piratin and the wording of Stalin’s offer*
He asserted that the Communist MoP* had fallen "into one of his own 
traps8'when he had said that what Stalin had offered was a settlement 
on Berlin on the condition that there was a return to four-power co
operation* This mistaken remark, said McTJeil, was the result of having



prepared one®s case from one newspaper (evidently referring here to the
London edition of the Daily Worker)0 The conditions set forth in th©
question put to Stalin and those contained in his answer, he declared,
could hardly be described as "a spontaneous and generous offer to end
the Berlin situation,18 provided that there was agreement to restore
quadripartite control of that city* Moreover, the answer had omitted
the initial reason given for the imposition of the blockade » technical 

25 . ■difficultieso
The Minister of State went on to say that it was not very clear 

what the role of His Majesty's Government should be in that situation, 
but it was quite certain that if the Members of the House were "to make 
a just assessment" of that new development, ,they would have to answer 
at least three very obvious questions which any intelligent person would 
ask- First, why, if that offer was meant as "a positive contribution 
towards diplomatic proceedings, towards relieving tensions, and towards 
creating conditions of peace" s'that5,8 strange device was chosen by which 
probably half the world knew about the invitation before the president 
of the United States, to whom it was directed, had himself received it = 
if indeed he ever received i t o 18 McNeil also doubted piratin's contention 
that the gtalin offer was "an informal proceeding" and warned the House 
not to be misled by its informalitye Was it informal, he asked, to have 
solicited a questionnaires to have chosen this questionnaire as the one 
to which an answer should be given; to see that it had world«=wide circul
ation; and to have launched a subsequent campaign bf publicity and pro
paganda the next day? That, said the Labor Minister, could hardly be
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called an informal proceedings shrewd-, perhaps a hut not informal. Most 
peoplea he continued, would come to the conclusion that, if Stalin had 
really intended that invitation for president Truman, he would have em
ployed the devices normally used in conveying a message from the head of

ggone state to anothero
The second question dealt with the peculiar timing of the message® 

The follow-ups said Mcl'eil, had shown that it was not done by accidento . 
probably the reason for the timing was that the critical and important 
negotiations dealing with the Atlantic pact were approaching a well- ■ - ,
defined stage, where the West could hope for successo It might even be 
that nhhe Soviet$s small, valiant, forthright neighbor, lorway, was pre
paring n to take a decision upon that same subject© The third question, 
ilcleil continued, was why Stalin had directed the offer exclusively to 
Truman„ neither the president nor the United States government had made 
any claim that they had any subjects which were their exclusive posses
sion nor were there any subjects which one might interpret as being a 
danger to peace that lay exclusively between that nation and.Soviet Russia0 
It could not be Berlin, since that subject was on the United nation 
Agenda, nor could it be the subject of either a German or a Japanese 
peace treaty, since the Allies had provided for both of them® it was a 
sad thought, he said, but one wondered whether the Soviet Government had 
intended to show some of the small powSrs, who were Britain’s friends and 
Allies, that they and the United States were masters of the world® Mo- 
Meil Hoped that this speculation was not correct, since such an assumption

B6Ibido, 160-1®



m s  iaacearateo fhe Soviet offer to the United States of bilateral peace 
negotiations was no consolation to Britain and the smaller nationso A, 
basis for peace had been established in the United nations a long time 
before and there had been an endless number of fruitless meetings between 
the Great powers over the three year period since the end of the war*
What was lacking, concluded Mcieil, was an indication mf Soviet willing- '
ness to cooperate and to see the other personas viewpoint, %  willingness

• .27 -to end all barriers, physical and diplomatico-,r
The majority of the British press also regarded Stalin«s offer for 

an Bast-West conference and his stated conditions for reaching a Berlin 
settlement as an attempt to confuse Western leadership and to stall the 
political, economic and defensive arrangements that were forming in west
ern Europe {this assumption appeared to be a correct one)* The Times 
typified the moderate press when it saw the Stalin interview as the 
launching of a spring 'peace offensive* that was directed against the 
formation of an Atlantic Pact, western Union and a west German govern- 
ment* Sooner or later, said -The' Times, the Western Powers and the Soviet 
Union must resume talks for a settlement on Germany and on other East- 
West problems,; This was precisely the reason that the Western Allies 
were "consolidating their economic and defensive strength," and anything 
that Moscow could do to make them "falter in their programme would be to 
the Russian advantage*" The Western powers, therefore, would be wise to
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avoid any but strictly local conversations until the consolidation -was

1 x. 28 . ' .completeo
The Guardian noted Stalin$s omission of the currency problem as 

a condition for settling the blockade and thought that this was a clever, 
added inducement for the Western Allies to sidetrack the Bom convention, 
postpone plans to complete. Western tfnion, eonuaenee talking about a united 
Germany9 and call another meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers to 
discuss the problem of Germany as a wholeo Since, according to the Mar= 
shales calculations, German unity m s  so strong a popular emotion, that 
suggestion ms. sufficient to discredit those German pollticans who were 
prepared to adopt Rthe temporary half-way measure of a west German stated” 
Thus, the Guardian oontinued, Stalin would "hamstring the West" until he 
could propose "an all^German solution in which, of course, his Eastern 
Communists would plot for dominance, and out of which would come Russian 
participation in the control of the Ruhr*" Stalin, the journal declared, 
considered Germany to be the key to the 'cold war® and the defeat of 
Western Union, and was prepared to concentrate upon it, m  that sense, 
his statement was "aimed quite as much at the confusion of German opin*

gg
ion as of American, British or prencho"

The Hew Statesman and Ration pursued its neutralist line and exa 
pressed the belief that Stalin desired peace as much as Truman dido The 
President, therefore., had to give a positive answer to the Generalissimo's

The Times, February 1, 1949, p0 50

■ ^Manchester Guardian Weekly, February 3, 1949, p® 8 j and gpeet- 
ator, February 4,' 1949, p@ '4@ •
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offer and see whether or not he m s  in earnest<, The Statesman did agree,

howeverj, that Western economic and politieal arrangements may have caused

the Soviets to change their tactics in Europe (but not their objective of
50world Communist domination, which remained constant)© The Spectator 

also expressed the opinion that Stalinfs offer of an gast̂ -West meeting 

might be worth an investigation but agreed with The, limes8 s view that the 

Russians could show that they desired a peaceful settlement in Berlin and 

Germany by settling the Berlin question through negotiations in the United 

Rations

Although Truman and Acheson had rejected Stalin»s offer for direct 

bilateral negotiations. State Department officials in Washington surmised 
that the Generalissimo $s failure to mention the currency problem might 

have indicated his willingness to abandon the Moscow directive as a basis 

for the settlement of the Berlin dispute<. Accordingly, on February 15th, 

Jessup informally asked the Soviet representative in the United Ration8 s 

General Assembly, Jacob Malik, whether Stalin’s omission of any reference 

to the currency question had been accidental© Malik did not reply to 

Jessup’s question at that time, but they began a series of highly secret 

and informal conversations which would eventually lead to a settlement of 

the B©rlin issue® Thus, the United States was to assume the sole initia
tive for the Western powers in negotiations with'the Soviet Government 

for the settlement of this quadripartite dispute© • Meanwhile, there were 

other developments which might well have indicated a change in Soviet

Statesman and Ration, February 5, 1949, p® 1*
^Spectator, February 4, 1949, p» 4; and The Times, February 1» 

1949, p© 5®
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po^-ieye On January 28tha. the press reported three events of possible sig-
aifieaaee,. all of whieh were connected with an SBD party congress in the
Russian sector of Berlin=> The first event was the suppression of a speech

which Colonel fulpanov* chief of the Soviet Military Administration's in-
formation Division, had delivered at the congresso The Times reported that

telephone conversations between Soviet Military Government headquarters and

the Kremlin had preceded this action, and interpreted it as a censure of
Tulpanov«s strong anti-Western stand at a time when Moscow was attempting

52to achieve a certain relaxation in international tensiona next, a press 

conference which delegates from the sixteen nations representated at the 
SBD congress were to have given on January 27th, was cancelled, supposedly 
because the C»eeh and seme other delegates had to leave unexpectedly, and 

a meeting of the east Berlin Magistrat3 scheduled for the same day, was 

also called offo Finally, Walter Blbrieht, probably the most influential 

man.in thersocialist unity Party, was reported to have said in a speech 

that day- %e  do not consider Berlin a Soviet some, city, but the German

capital"^ and that.the city would not be incorporated into the Russian
' 55 ' .soneo (Communist speakers had previously contended, that Berlin was an

integral part of that some)0 The east Berlin police, in keeping with
these events, made an unusually conciliatory gesture when they decided

(On January 29th) not to require new personal identification cards for

those west Berliners who worked in the Russian sector, thus saving them
34from a great deal of additional harassmentc

S^Ibid0, January 28, 1949, p& 3.e

The Hew York Times, January 28, 1949, p0 1» •
54 ■ : .Davison, The Berlin Blockade, p0 256e



Between December8 1948a and the following May, Soviet and east 

German polioiess remaineda despite these significant deviations^ out

wardly unchangedo The Communists consolidated their power in east Berlin* 
and continued their efforts to gain authority throughout the citya The 

Soviets discovered ways of tightening the already efficient blockade* 

eastern sector police still frequently arrested and kidnapped western

sector personnel* and most of the Communist propaganda themes remained
■ gg - ; i

unaltered* ' '

The only development in Communist propaganda which* in the light 

of later developments * might have been an indication of a policy change 

in Moscow* was the fostering in the Soviet and Soviet-licensed press in 

Germany and elsewhere of a peace campaign (which will be discussed later)* 
in the meantime* the Western Allies continued their efforts to 

sustain the west Berlin population and to reconstruct their shattered 

economyo After the January crisis* the airlift tonnage flown into the 

blockaded city steadily mounted* rising to nearly 200*000 tons in March* 

and more than 235* 000 tans .in April® Airlift officials recorded a peak 

effort on Easter Sunday (April 16th) when the two airforces transported 

approximately 12*490 tons in a twenty-four hour period* The British press 

hailed this effort as the - airliftfs crowning success* while the Soviet and 

east German press ignored the event0 General clay called the effort ^mag

nificent n and said that it proved that with a few additional aircraft* 

Berlin could be "sustained by air as,well as it was sustained prior to the 

imposition of the blockadeo” General Bourne was equally enthusiastic and
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said, that it was "a wonderful effort "by all concerned and most encourage

ing for the inhabitants of blockaded Berlinsn got least of all, he addeds
it was Ka happy example11. of what one could expect in the months to come*^
Even before the Soviets finally lifted the. blockade on May 12th* 1948s

deliveries had increased to such an extent that it was possible to allow

greater consumption and higher ration.levelss yet still stock supplies

for the needs of the following winters Exports* valued at less than
57half a million Deuts chemarks in January* had more than doubled by Marchs 

The Western powers took additional measures to aid the west Ber*' 

lin economyo The most important of these was the institution of a sec= 

ond currency refom on March 20th which made the Deutschemark the sole 

legal currency in the western sectors and thus ended the confusion wrought 

by the circulation of two rival currencies within the same eity0 The SEP 

and east German press vigorously denounced this second currency reform, 

while reaction of the Soviet Military Administration was by comparison* . 
surprisingly mild* (Further evidence of a possible change in Soviet 

tactics in Germany)o On the day after the reform. Colonel Yelisarov* 

deputy Commandant of the Bussian sector* stated that the Administration 

would take no counter-measures there© The soviet Military Government was 

anxious to help the west Berliners* he added* and would* therefore* not 

prevent their use of the Beutschemarks in the Bussian sector and zone®'

The British press* for the most part* felt that the reform would have a 
beneficial psychological as well as economic effect* since it would

®6The Times* April 18* 1949* p© 4©

Davison* The Berlin Blockade* p© 261©
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reassure west Berliners that the Western jULlies meant to stay in the city 

and finish their work in west Germanyo®-® The Western Governments also 

made special efforts to holster the morale of the occupation forces and
west Berliners» A. visit to Berlin hy prime Minister Attlee early in

, . 59March to inspect airlift operations ■ and a message from president Truman
that same month complimenting Berliners on their "behavior were notable

examples. of such efforts©^®

. The Western Allies were able to realise many of their plans for
West Germany and western Europe by April of 1949* The British* American

and French Foreign Ministers finally agreed upon an Occupation statute

for west Germany 'on April 8th and published the text of the agreement on

the same day© It vested full legislative* executive.and judical powers*

(to be exercised in accordance with the Basic Law), in German federal

and state bodies of government, with a number of reserved fields for the.
41Occupying powers© -

Despite the economic progress that west" Germany was evidently 

making by the spring of 1949* the Western Allies and the Germans continued 

to have their differences© The Social Democrats still opposed the Military 

Governors11 recommendations for the Basic Law, and the British Military fs 
Government*s decision to allow Belgium and the Netherlands to annex cer

tain small areas of northwestern Germany caused considerable resentment

g 8 The Times, March 21* 1949, p© 4©

59Ibide£, March 10* 1949* p# 4© '

^Davison* The Berlin Blockade* p© 267 ©
A T - . 1 1 , • ,The Times*. April 9* 1949* p© 4© , ■



among German leaders and the population at large* Herr Arnold,, premier
of the Land of Horth Rhine-Westph&lia$ asked Bevin in Earch to come to

Germany to discuss that questioio Bevin consented but the annexations
took place anyway (although Belgium did greatly reduce her claims),, m
addition, the Germans, despite severalp considerable modifications of
the Allied reparations and dismantling schedules, continued to express

4 9resentment against these practices.

The north Atlantic Pact, which the Western powers had drawn up 

in its final form, in March, was signed in Washington four days before 

: the publication of the Occupation Statute* This defensive arrangement, 

which the united States and other signatory nations were to supplement 

with an arms agreement one year later, provided a fomidible defensive 

alliance of gorth Atlantic Batiems (including Britain, the united states, 

Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Horway, Portugal and 

the Benelux countries5 Italy was the only nation in the alliance that

was not an Atlantic Power) against any possible aggressor in Europe or
45 -elsewhere* Most of the British press welcomed both agreements * Brit"

ish newspapers had deplored the delay of the Western powers in drawing

up an occupation Statute since they had considered it to be an important

prerequisite to the Basie Law which had yet to be drafted in its final
form and a further impediment to the settlement of. differences among the

German political parties The press also praised the north Atlantic

^Manchester Guardian weekly, March 24, 1949, p 0 16$ and March 31,
P o le ' . ■ ' ,

43 ' . : : : :: ; ■ ■■ . . , ■ :
Calvocoressi (ed*), gurvey.of International Affairs, 1949=50, 

pB . 65o' .
^*See The Times, April 5, 1949, p« 5, for an example of the B r i t 

ish press viewpointo > -
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Defense Treaty since it felt that this defensive arrangement would pre

vent possible aggression and enable the Western powers to come to terms 

with the Soviet Uniono^^ The Soviet press* as was expected in the West* 

expressed' strong opposition to both agreements o

The Occupation Statute* declared gravda on April 10th* was %  new 

and gross violation of Yalta and Potsdam*n which* as everyone knew* had

stated that all questions pertaining to Germany were "subject to the
46decision of the four Great powerson .

The Soviet Government sent a memorandum to the signatories of the 

llorth Atlantic Treaty shortly before its signing which opposed the pact 

on four grounds-

1) That its aims were aggressive;2) That it ran directly counter
to the principles of the United nations Charter; 3) That it ran counter

to the Anglo-Soviet Treaty of 1942 and the Franco-Soviet Treaty of 1944;

4) That it ran counter to the Yalta and Potsdam agreements in which

Britain and the Wnited States had "assumed the obligation to cooperate

in the consolidation of peaeeo" The note laid great emphasis on the

second point » that of the alleged conflict between the Treaty and the
47 -United Rations Charter□ A British reply on April 12th rebutted all of 

these points by stressing the defensive nature, of. the pact and pointing 

out that there was no mention of the soviet Union in that Treaty

45 ■See Manchester Guardian Weekly*- April 7* 1949* p0 8 * for an
example of British press opiniona

46 " ' - ■ .Pravda* April 1P» 1949* p 0 4* Current Digest of the Soviet press,
Yolo I, part I*lOo 15* May 10* 1949* pp» bO-lo

■ 4 7  ' - - ■ ■ • 'Izvestia* April 1* 1949, p<> 2* Current. Digest of the Soviet Press,
Yolo I* Part" I* UOo 14, May 3, 1949* ppo^l-tt =™"

48
Manchester Guardian Weekly* April 14, 1949* p<, 14®
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April 3rd3 1949a marked the first anniversary of the European Re" 

covery program, and the heneficial effects of this aid were beginning to 

appear by that time* (The effectiveness of the Marshall plan may have 

directly effected Soviet policy in Berlin)= Averell Earriman, the United 

States Government»s special Ambassador to the sixteen countries and three 

occupation areas participatingj, reported, for instance, that eighteen of 

these areas had reduced their trade deficit with the dollar area by thirty 

three percent and that Britain,(which had received approximately onê -quart 

er of the five billion dollars that had been allocated), had reduced hers 

by two~thirds * He warned, however, that the EARoPo countries still had 

a long way to go before they could "get along without extraordinary out

side aid," and the Economic Cooperation Administration (an administrative 

organ of the EoR»P<>) had, therefore, requested £1,395,000,000 (approxi

mately §5,584,185,000) for the second annual appropriation*^
Since the Soviets had long insisted that the blockade, if it 

existed at all, was a creation of the Western powers. Communist propa

ganda devoted relatively little attention to Russian traffic restrictions 

between Berlin and west Germany * As the end of the blockade drew nearer, 

however, the avowed interests of the soviets and German Communists grad

ually became firmly focused on three other issues which, though only in

directly ’related•to' the Berlin dispute, presented further indications of 

a Soviet policy change with regard to Berlin and west Germany* These 

issues were- trade between east and west Germany, German unity, end world 

peace* Even before the" Western powers, had announced their decision to

*9 Ibid», p. 1 -
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tighten the c6 tmter~blockade/ Soviet officials had approached their op
posite numbers among the iffestem occupation forces to request that the 
latter allow certain goods to pass through west Germany into east Ger

many <, These officialsa in refusings had pointed out to the Soviets that 

they were still blockading Berlino In March3 the Russians again expressed 

interest in resuming interzonal trade, and publication by the Communists 

of the Two Year plan (1949^1950) for the east German economy at that time 

plainly showed that they had based it upoh the expectation that certain 

materials from west Germany would be available to theme During April,

there were numerous requests for interzonal trade from the Soviets and
■ ■ 50 ■east Germanso

The second issue that the Communists stressed at this time con

cerned German unity and the joint evacuation of occupation troops» Hear 

the end of February, the west German Communists advanced a plan, allegedly 

supported by the Soviet Union, whereby the four occupying powers would 

withdraw their armed forces to the edges of Germany, in March, the 
People8s Council of the Soviet zone invited west German leaders to dis

cuss means of avoiding a division of Germany between East and Westc The 

latter indignantly refused the offer on the grounds that this would only 

confuse the issue, A few days later (gn March 19th), the people8s Coun

cil called for the election of an all-German people8 s Congress to ratify

a previously drafted constitution which had been sponsored by the Com-
51munists and claimed to apply to all of Germany, (Ah action which the

, ®®The pew York Times, April 15; 1949, p® 2C
51' ' -- - 'The Times, March 20, 1949, pi: 4,
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British press hs.d long antieipatedj# Western military authorities and 
west German leaders immediately denounced this decision on the grounds 

that the Council had no status in west/ Germany„ Communist agitation for 
the withdrawal of occupation troops and for East "West negotiations on ‘ 

German unity continued throughout April and into Mayo At the same time, 

the Communists were expanding their peace campaign in Germany and through" 

out' the worldo^ - -

The peace campaign, in addition to the usual Communist propaganda, 

involved a series of international meetings® The Cultural and Scientific 

Conference for World Peace, by way of example, met in Hew York City during 

the last week in March and included a soviet delegation of twenty-three 

persons (including Dimitri Shostakovich, ■ the famous composer)o The meet

ing and the controversies it aroused received much publicity (the Hdw 
York conference consisted, foj? the most part, of a series of discussion 

groups on such topics as culture, science, religion, writing and publish

ing, economics and the social sciences. Except for speeches by two
' ' ' ' . 53Americans, the delegates presented a pro-Soviet attitude). The much-

publicised World Congress for peace was held in Paris a few weeks later

and served as a forum for attacks on the Sforth Atlantic pact and other
Western policies (notably those which pertained to the development of

Western Union and a west’ German state), simultaneously with the Paris

5 2 lbid0-, April 20, 1949, p, 4=

. ^Manchester Guardian Weekly, March 31, 1949, p, 1,
^Daily Report," Foreign Radio Broadcasts, 0221* /April 22, 1949, 

aaI-2, (upteg zl!liacus~was a delegate a-fc the Paris Conference, The 
national Executive expelled him from the Party at the Scarborough Con
ference held in May of that year).



conference* another congress for peace was held in Prague for those dele
gates whom the French Government had denied visas and who consequently 
could not participate in the Paris affair0 The peace campaign outlived 
the blockade itself and reached its height at the time of the Stockholm 

Peace Conference in 1950o
The British press commented on these Communist issues at different 

timess Many of the British newspaper had noticed the increasing stress 
on trade in the east German press at a relatively early date0 The Econo
mist* for instance* noted on December 4th* 1948* that the counter-block

ade was hurting the Russians in east Germany and that they were feeling
' : •. ' ' .55the loss of "vital supplies" such as "steel and coal and machinery 0li

The Manchester Guardian Weekly* in commenting on the Berlin elections

five days later* made the same observation and expressed the view that
56time might be on the side of the Western Allies for that reasoho The

moderate press agreed* at the time of the tightening of the counter-

blockade in early February* that the ,east German, economy* already in a

muddle* would be even harder hit by the complete cessation of necessary
57supplies from the West. The Economist* however* added, that the counter 

blockade had not been as effective as the British and Americans had hoped 

and claimed that many east German factories were still receiving goods 
and materials® The Times stated several weeks later that the stoppage 

of East-West trade was actually more detrimental to the interests of the

- ^ r -  " ■Economist* December 4* 1948* p® 6 *
---------
Manchester Guardian Weekly* December 9* 1948* p® 8 0 

57Ibid®* February 10* 1949* pe lj The Times*February 5* 1949* pe 4 
Economist* February 12* 1949* p0 6 0



West since it drove eastern- Europe towards closer economic ties with the 
Soviet Union o The counter ̂blockade in Germany s continued The Times, im* 
questionably did great harm to east German industry but had little real 
effect on the Soviets themselves* it urged, therefore, that the Western 
nations maintain economic ties with the Bast as freely as possible even 
though the political division in Europe had, of necessity, to remain for 
the time beingo^ ' t ■ 1 t-., . '

The British press saw the communist proposals for German unity and 
for,the evacuation of occupation forces as another new effort to obstruct 
Western plans in west Germany and western Europe (which they evidently , 
were)* The Times, in early February, for example, thought that this is
sue and the Stalin ̂ interview were part of a new soviet "spring peace of
fensive" with the aim of injecting new confusion into the discussions of 
the constltution-makers at Bonn, causing a weakening there of the demo
cratic parties8 resolve, and gaining a diplomatic opening with which they 
might want "to secure a share in the control of western Germanye"-^ The 
Times, writing in late March, concluded that the Soviets and east German 
Communists, after the publication of the Atlantic pact and in light of 
their inability to deter the Western Powers from completing their plans 
for a west German state, were then trying by their, proposal of a German 
settlement to dissuade the west Germans themselves from accepting those 
plans. The Russians, continued the journal, probably did hot want to 
undergo the extremely difficult task of turning east Germany into "a

^The Times, March 23, 1949, p0 5*
60Ibidff,- February 1, 1949,. p0 4.0



trustworthy -satellite.,.because of its economic failure brought on by the 

Western allies* comterWblockade;, and the politieal failure of the soviet- 
inspired socialist Unity $%rty which had lost most of its popular support 

and was 1fmore than ever dependent on the armed police and the remoter

threat of the Red Army0" They preferred*, therefore Ma united Germany on
■ 61   : ... . -

their own terms 0M The Guardian*, writing a few days later in a similar
vein*' said that the Communist proposals for a German settlement were a
manifestation of Stalin's fear of the conclusion of the Atlantic Pact
and the consolidation of west Germanyo It doubted that these new tactics

in Germany would succeed and thought that they only betrayed "the anxiety

of the German Communists or that of their masters to prevent at all costs

the recovery of western #ur#^ny and its, transformation into a prosperous

community*" They all knew*, the Guardian continued*, that if they failed*,

their own influence had to wane as existing contrasts between east and

west; Germany grew plainer and new ones became evident* "The Russians

would prefer not to have to spend their resources on turning their zone

into a land of plenty in competition with the new West German' State" and

even if they could afford the actual resources themselves*, it was doubt**

ful whether "they could as yet afford the political consequences (in

Poland and Czechoslovakia) of any attempt* however spurious*, to rebuild
a German state where the standard of living might be as high or higher

gg ," - :, ■ >than the average in Eastern Europe
The British press*, with few exceptions*, also viewed the communist 

peace campaign as another tactic to obstruct the economic and political

ai : . * "

Ibid**, larch 25* 1949* p* 5»

6 2 lbid»r March 23* 1949*, p0 5»
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plans of the Western Allies for west Germany and western Europeo The
Times'/as early as February, had linked the launching of a peace campaign

' 65with the other two issues of trade and a German settlement® The Guard**
laa and Spectator* commenting specifically on the peace conference held
in Hew. York City at the end of March* deplored the soviet Communist dis=»
tortion of the meanings of such words as ttpeaoels and “democracy’8 and
their repeated claim that the Soviet union was the only nation in the
world which endorsed such noble sentiments= Both saw that particular
conference and the entire peace campaign as nothing more than another
method of strengthening Soviet Russians diplomatic position in the world
and encouraging-the dissemination of Communist propagandao Both agreed*
moreover* that this continuous misuse of terms made intellectual argu-

■S'Sment more difficult0 The lew Statesman and ifation criticized the 
Western powers for a lack of constructive policy in Berlin and assailed 
the Guardian for the “wholly unwarranted conclusion” that because the 
Russians used so many half-truths* lies and distortions in their peace 
propaganda* they did not truly desire peace and were even using the 
peace campaign as a camouflage for their aggressive acts. There was no 
such evidence* the newspaper declared* to suggest that the Soviets were 
planning any such acts* but were rather* expressing their fear of in
vasion from the West - in reaction to the lorth Atlantic pact* The lew 
Statesman (expressing a view still held by some members of the Labor

63 -Manchester Guardian Weekly, March 31, 1949, p* 8 ».
6 4 Ibid0* March 13, 1949* p, 8 j and Spectator* April 1, 1949* p= 2,
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Party*8 left wing) explained that the soviet XJnioa had a genmine desire 
for peace,, "without giving up the idea of expanding Comnttmist influence 
and control0n If the West rejected war and a Soviet peace, the Social
ist periodical declared* they must state the alternative6̂  It is note™ 
worthy that none of the British newspapers remarked any connection, 
direct or otherwise, between the stressing of these issues "by the puss- 
mans and their attitude towards the Berlin question until just prior to 
the lifting of the blockadea .

Other indications of a possible Soviet policy change in Germany 
and Berlin came in March when Molotov and Marshal Sokolovsky were suc
ceeded by Vyshinsky and General Chuikov respectively0 The Soviet and 
Soviet-licensed press, apart from a simple announcement, did not comment 
on the Molotov replacement, but the new appointments evoked much specu
lation in the Western capitals and British press0 In London, observers 
felt that the change meant promotion for Molotov and freedom from depart
mental respons ibilities p.. enabling him t o take part in long-term strategy 
and planningo' There was little hope, therefore, of a milder Soviet 
policy towards the West® Government officials in Washington and paris 
expressed similar v i e w s M o s t  British- newspapers agreed with the 
political observers in London that the Russian diplomat»s replacement 
signified no great change in Soviet policy towards the West® The mode
rate press pointed out that the Politburo made decisions in small as

gc 1 'Hew Statesman and ifation, April 2* 1949, p@ 4®
^Manchester Guardian Weekly, March 10# 1949, p® lj The Times, 

March 7, TS19, p® 5j and 'spectator,' March 11, 1949, p® 4®
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well as great matters and that Molotov still retained his position as 
Deputy Prime Minister of the Soviet union and as a member of the inner 
policy-making cabinet5 the all powerful Politburo of the soviet Communist 

partyFurthermore^ The Times and Guardian believed^ as did many Brit

ish Government officialsthat Molotov's removal from the Foreign Office 

would enable him to aid in policy-making, unhindered by administrative

dutieso vyshinsky. The Times also pointed out, had "powers of oratory

and debating skill," but not Molotov1s place in the hierarchye Both 

newspapers presented alternative explanations of their owno Either the 

Soviet Union had come to despair of substantial agreement with the West, 

said The Times, or it had appointed arman whom it could "allow to show 

greater tactical dexterity in dealings with the Western powers' while 

pursuing the main lines of Soviet p o l i c y M o l o t o v ’s removal from the 

Foreign office, conjectured the Guardian, might have been calculated as a 
demonstration to the world that it had missed its chance of responding to 

the various ■Russian peace offers, and compromise proposals on Berlin, and 
that the West would find in Vyshinsky, a more ruthless opponent than it

did in Molotov, who, it was claimed, was more willing to argue on a high 
69diplomatic levelo

jl short while later, however. The Times reported that observers 

in Berlin were studying the ministerial change in Moscow with great

_  6 7  . v /  ' •

The .Times, March 7,: 1949, pe 50

68 ; -Ibide, ‘March 7, 1949, p0 5.

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, larch 10, 1949, pe 1'.



interest and that there was a general belief in the blockaded city that 

it might well be in Germany that the direction of soviet policy under 

1/yshinsky would first be evident6 The Times added that if the recent 

overtures for a German settlement by a representative of an east European 
country were Soviet-inspired, it would be logical to expect some Russian 

move within a few weeks s since, for the Soviets $ time was getting short 
in west Germany and the prospects of an early three-=power conference on 

Germany could only emphasize thiso The disposition among the Western 
authorities in Berlin, meanwhile, was to await events for an interpre- 

tatibn of the changes in Hoscowe
The Soviet Government announced .the replacement of Marshal goko™ 

lovsky with General Ghuikov on March 50th (twenty^five days after the 

announcement of 1/yshinskynew appointment) in the same terse manner<,

The Times, the only British newspaper to comment on this event, reported 

that ifestern officials and many Germans in Berlin recognized the signifi

cance of the new appointment and generally associated it with the recent 

changes among the controllers of Russian policy<, The Times claimed that 
Chuikov, Commander of the Russian forces at Stalingrad in 1942, had had 

consultations in Moscow with Stalin, Molotov and other leading members of 

the Soviet Government, information received from Russian and Communist 
Sources, the newspaper continued, suggested that Sokolovskyts primary 

task as a "political general" had ended; that the Russians had to give 

up hope, at least temporarily, for a re-establishment of quadripartite

'•' ■ 70 ' 'The Times, March 8, .1949, p<> 4o
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administration^ and that they, had to regard the problem of Germany as a 

71military one,

Soviet policy m s  often "two-sided,n jhe Times added, and the view 

that the Soviet leaders would give it "a sharper local emphasis18 need not 

have been in conflict with the explanation of some American observers in 

Berlin that the Kremlin might soon make an overture to the Western Powerso 

The Few York peace conference/ the projected peace conference in Paris# 

and the demonstrations that the Communists were organizing in the Russian 
zone all suggested to The Times "careful preparation for the launching of 
a new; offer*" "The miscarriage of jsr-o Stalin «s sudden and unorthodox 

invitation" to President Truman had, apparently, been taken to heart0

• On March 15th* after a month of informal and secret negotiations, 

Malik informed.Jessup that Stalints'failure to mention Berlin's currency 

in his statement of January 51st had not been accidental, and that the 

four powers could discuss the currency question at a meeting of the coun^ 

oil of Foreign Ministers, if the powers could arrange such a meeting in 

order to review the whole German problem* Jessup then asked Malik to 

explain whether the soviet Government could lift the existing restrictions, 

on communications prior to the meeting of the Foreign Minister's councils 

On March 21st, Malik said in reply that if the Soviet and American Govern
ments agreed to a date on which the Council of Foreign Ministers would 

meet, his Government would be able to lift the complementary restrictions

 --71 ' ■ ■
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Russianrdelegate again said that the four Bowers could discuss the ques-

• . ' 73tion of a single currency for Berlin at-the next session of the Councile

fwo days laters the British House of Commons, apparently as yet 

unaware of the secret two-power negotiations, held another foreign affairs 

debate on Germany during which the question of Berlin was briefly touched 

upon. Harold Macmillan opened the debate and was the most outspoken QP“ 

position critic; of the Government«, He was extremely critical of fievin 

and his policies in Europe. Attempting to deny Labor credit for Con- 

servative ideas, he claimed that the Atlantic pact was nothing more than 

the realization of the pulton speech and that Western Union was merely 

the Enrich speech translated into action. Macmillan scornfully declared 
that Attlee and Bovin had, as a matter of policy, deliberately ignored 

the pulton speech before finally accepting its policy. Dealing with the 

.Berlin airlift^ the future prime minister, reiterating the Conservative 
view on the blockade, warned the House that although it was %  technical 

marvel," they should not regard it as %  kind of permanent feature of 

our international life," but rather as "essentially an act of political 

appeasement0,e He said that, although the airlift could provision the 

city, it could not keep it functioning, and therefore speculated (amid 

Platts-Mills*, cries of war) on whether Britain and her Allies could not 

have forced a withdrawal of the blockade by direct measures. He did not 

think that there would have been war, but rather, "a Russian retirement 

Even if the Western Allies did not enforce their rights in Berlin, why 

did they not take stronger economic counter-measures ? "We wasted month

73 ■jbido, April 29, 1949, p* 4.
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after month in interminable and quibbling negotiations about the cur=* 
rencys !i Macmillian complaineds "and everybody knew that the currency was 
not the real cause of the dispute*" but "was merely the excuse" for it.
The real cause "was a trial of wills between the Russians o tioand the Al

lies o" The recent decision to operate the Western mark after eight months 

was* of course* a recognition of the fact that there was no hope of settle 

ing the currency question as sueho He criticised the tardy decision of 

the Western powers, to tighten the eounter«bloekade but noted* with satis-* 

faction, its adverse effect on the industry of eastern Germany, especially

after the Russians had stripped their zone of equipment at an earlier
' 74 . ' ■ *txmeo

M&omill&n disagreed with Ripson's interjected opinion that the 

counter«*blockade was hurting the Germans rather than the Russians, since 

it was preventing the fruition of the two year plan and the rebuilding of 

east Germany, and the satellite states to some extent, for the purpose of 
strengthening Russian military power» He claimed that Britain was defeat

ing the very purpose of the embargo by allowing herself to make a large 
number of trade agreements with the satellite states, and by continuing, 

at the same time, to make reparations deliveries (some of which were war 

plant) to the Soviet Union and Czeohoslovakie.0 He rejected the argument 

that the Allies had allocated that plant by the reparations agreement of 

the Control Council in 1945 since so much had happened since theno H© 

also rejected the contention that the Government had ceased further al

locations since the start of the blockade by urging the halting of plant

74Hansard, Parliamentary Debates (Commons), CCCCEXIl, 378*81*
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already allocated for shipmento Macmillan, admitted that he could not 

grasp the meaning of Molotov's replacement by "Vyshinsky as Soviet Foreign 

Minister but ■warned. the House .that Britain and her Allies had to be pre*> 

pared to resist a Kfake appeasement'* move by Russia to lead to a German 
treaty and the ending of the occupatione That, he declared, would be 

na kiss of death" and would leave Germany wide open to the gangster meth

ods which enslaved Czechoslovakia# It was a trick which the Western 

powers could not allow to be played upon;them# Touching on the Ruhr 

question, Macmillan urged the integration of that industrial complex into 

a common European economy# The Atlantic pact was na guarantee against 
aggression," he said, but a United Europe was "an essential and comple

mentary part" of that "great system of the Alliance for freedom#" Every
one would agree, he said, that the greatest danger would be, not the re*= 

vival of Raai Germany, nor the armed might of the soviet union, but the , 

combination of the two# "peace and security could only be won by winning 

Germany to the West" 3 only then could French, Dutch and Belgian fears be 

allayed# Modern Europe, like ancient Greece, had to achieve unity or 

perish# Macmillan concluded his speech with the old warning against weak

ness, hesitation and appeasement# "If the way be long and weary, let us 

have courage and faith#" For this was no1 ordinary journey that Britain .

- and her Allies had to travel together® It was "a pilgrimage," he said, 

perhaps "the last Crusade®" .
McNeil attempted to answer, on behalf of the Government, some of 

Macmillan's accusations® He admitted that the Government had been

76Ibid*#', 383*6, 391®



eatrtious about Berlin and when Churchill had delivered his Fulton address5 

but w&s it "an offense" he asked, "that we (the Government) sought to 

exploit every means which diplomacy and international conferences afforded 

before we oeune to the dreadful conclusion that cooperation was not being 

offered to us?" The Government had been well aware that the currency 

question was; merely an excuse and not a reason for the blockade, but, . 

HcIJeil explained, if any Power had wanted to discuss this subject in the 

United nations in order to reach a settlement, the British Government 

"surely had an obligation to accept that opportunity, to offer plans0  1 

and to examine those proposed by other countrieso Referring to Macmillan’s 

speculation as to whether or not the Western Allies were right to institute 

the airlift instead of forcing their way through the blockade, the Minister 
of gtate argued that one attempted "to base one’s policy on the fullest 

intelligence available1’ and "to exhaust every other method” before com

mitting oneself to a method "from which there was no withdrawal o" Was 

1938 offered as an example of how a Government should conduct its policy? 

"The difference between 1938 and the present day,” McNeil pointed out,

was that the Labor Government did not ”ask anyone else to carry the bur-
'■ ' ■ 76 ■dend"that were .properly its own,

Bevin, continuing the defense of the Government’s policies, inter
preted Macmillan as having demanded the blockade of eastern Germany follows 
ing the Soviet blockade of west Berlin, That, he retorted, meant sanctions, 
and sahctions meant war# The alternative of the Berlin airlift had, Bevin 
argued, achieved the first arrest,of the Communist advance at a relatively
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cheap costs She cost of one year of the airlift was eqtial to that of one
day of war0 It had enabled the Western Allies to maintain a population
of two and a half million and to build up German morale# a very important
factors He doubted., therefore, if it had really cost America and Britain

anything compared with what the cost would have been in military effort
had Bussia reached the Rhine» If the Western powers had left Berlin, he
declared, it would have been extremely difficult to hold west Germany,
German morale would have vanished, the entire Western position in Germany
would have been in jeopardy, French morale would have been shaken and he
was not sure what the situation in Italy would have been® The cost, Bevin
concluded, which would have fallen upon the Western powers, if they had

■77not undertaken the airlift, was impossible to estimateQ
The Foreign Secretary then reviewed the Labor Government*s policy 

in Germany and his,responsibility in formulating and implementing it#
The Government, as he had stated previously^ had tried to get quadripartite 
agreements l!I have to accept responsibility for the four**power procedure,if/ y, ' , y ’ ' ■ ■ A
he admitted, "because I was a member of the Coalition Government which
agreed to it, and I do not go back on anything that was donee" He had to

. ■ . ; ■ : . , -■ accept what was done at Yalta because the agreement was reported to the
Government and they had accepted it# Hence he had never criticized it#
He also had to accept what was done at Potsdam before the Labor Govern
ment had replaced that of the Conservatives# Accordingly, the whole back
ground of postwar Germany had been four-Power collaboration*, "With all ■ 
respect,M said Bevin, "that seems to have been forgotten in the Debate

7 7 Ibid0, 480-1,



todays*1 3?M Governm.ent had pursued that attitude until yovember, 1947s 

rtI think we were right to pursue it, ** he declaredo There had been in- 

tintations that the Government should have broken off its efforts earlier* 

**It was not appeasement," the Foreign Secretary asserted, but real

effort in the belief that it could be achieved*" H® then said as an 

aside that Eussia broke her agreements in the political field but not in 
the commercial and other fields* The Soviet Union seemed to have developed 

in the last few years a different morality in political affairs from that

of her other affairs* That, he thought, had been a tragedy and would
78prove to be a tragedy in the end for Eussia herself*

Returning to his discussion of the Government's policy in Germany, 
Bevin said that after having'tried and failed to secure four"Power agree# 

mentg they had eet out to build up a west German government* He then 

attempted to answer the inquiries concerning the proposed Bonn Constitu# 

tion and the Occupation Statute by stating that there were still two or 

three disputed points 5 but he insisted that the three powers must spend

their energies in surmounting these difficulties, which were of minor
; /.. - 7 9

consequence compared with those that they had already overcome*
Coming to the currency situation, Bevin, in a brief review of the

problem again stated that the first currency difficulty in regard to Ber=

lin was the result of introducing the monetary reform in the western

zones* The Soviets then began the blockade and refused quadripartite
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control of currencyo. !,Had we allowed that situation to continue*n he as= 
serted* nwe should have been driven out of Berlin* not by the blockade of 
the railways* but by the use of currency*" Therefore* the Western powers 

had to intno'duce the new currency* especially since the Communists had 
been splitting the city administration* thus making the implementation of 
a uniform currency scheme impossible0 The necessary introduction of the 

Western mark as the sole currency for west Berlin* had been accomplished 

very smoothly* and as far as he could see* it was working extremely well 

and would result in improving the standards of Berlin* The Western Allies 

also had to enact the latest currency measure (of March 20th) to meet the 

needs of the airlift which they would soon build up to an even greater 

capacity in the spring and summer months so that Berliners would be able 

to weather the next winter with warmth as well as with food and other
: ,; '■ so ' \necessities of lif6a (Here again is evidence that the British Govern

ment wasg as yet* unaware of the jessup-Malik talks, and an impending 
settlement of the blockade)* ,

Speaking of Germany«s future* Bevin stated that in the Organiza
tion for European Economic Cooperation* the Western powers had taken the 
only steps open to them to associate the bizone with the Marshall plan© 
Economically* western Germany was in the West and that region was receiv
ing M&rshall Aide The Western Powers * he insisted* must* in some way* 
keep Germany associated with the rest of Western Union pending the estab
lishment of a representative governmenta They had recognized throughout 
"the necessity of associating Germans with the West on equal terms as

J ^Ibid©* 483^8o - .



soon as the political situation permitted and in the meantime making some 
special arrangement to meet existing circumstances," Qn the question of 
the Buhr and the integration of all the basic industries in Western Union,* 
Bevin argued that the Government had never stated that it would refuse to 
plan all of the basic industries of Western Union; but he suggested that 
if they proposed it at that time, they should meet with "a storm of op
position," The Government would still have more opposition from the other 
side of the House if the whole of Britain’s basic industries "were to be 
put into the pool willy-nilly without any plannings .organisation or arrange- 
mentot He thought that it possibly would comes "but not by taking one 
country and passing a resolution^" Every bit had to be "worked out in .

81minute detail and care and everyone’s interests had to be looked after,"
. The Foreign Secretary thought that Western Union had developed 

"with amazing speed,n Referring to its growth, he. said that every bit 
had had to be worked out "clause by clause in great detail," and what the 
Government had done could not have been done "by polemics nor by peror
ations o" Let history record the work, that they had done in that business, 
Bevin declared, and he would not be ashamedG Iho else wished to claim 
credit, let them do so, he was not a bit concerned. On the question of 
Ruhr control, the Foreign secretary reminded the House that the British . 
and American Governments took a rather different line from the French, 
and there was great criticism since it was felt that they had not treated 
them rightlyo • The Anglo-American Governments had immediately re-opened 
the question and had made a new arrangement in order to satisfy the claims 
of France, who naturally had great fears in that matter0



Dealing with BastHfest traie9 Beyin declared himself against end
ing its given proper safeguards against exporting potential war materials 
to satellite countries% and suggested that Britain would not help herself 
with the common people of these satellite nations if she set about try
ing to starve them*. The Foreign Secretary also pointed out (using the 
typical Labor argument) that it was often quite difficult to determine 
what was potentially war material and what was not while other things 
such as ships and aircraft could serve either war or peacetime useso 
He admitted that the Government had erred by including jet engines in
the list of items for trade at the end of the war, but they had. made the

, . ' 82 ■ . necessary correctionso
Bevin concluded his speech with the general claim, in answer to ah

charge that Britain and the West were losing the cold war, that on the
contrary, they had every reason to be satisfied with the cheek to Soviet
designs in Europe and partieularily to Communist attempts to disrupt

83France and Italy and thus bring chaos on the Continent0
Members on both sides of the House were more concerned with the 

developments in west Germany and the general state of East^West relations 
than with the subject of the blockade itselfo Many of the Conservatives# 
exemplified by Higel Birch,,delivered speeches which followed the lines 
of Maemillan$s address and agreed that the recent communist offers for a
Gorman settlement were part of a Soviet plan to enslave all of Germany

" ■ • '............' :: , . "84and harness the German war potential with that of the soviet Unione



Some members of the opposition sueh as .BoAo Butler, a prominent figure in
the Conservatire partyfl took up M s  Party»s oriticism of the Government

: 85for shipping “potential war material^ to Eastern bloc countriese
Most of the Laborite speakerss sueh as John Hynd (in charge of 

the administration of the British 2 one of Germany as Chancellor of the 

Duohy of Lancaster from 1945=1947) also spoke on such broad topics as 

Allied policy in Germany (and the need to revise it in order effectively
osto integrate German industries with those of Europe)o The only except

tion to this trend was Mr = Evans who, though a L9.boritefl followed a line
similar to that of Macmillan and deplored “the nonsensical Berlin arrange*”
ment" whereby the Western Allies could not sustain either their occupying
forces or 2,500^000 Berliners "without traversing an X20=mile corridor

dominated on both sides by<,*^potentially hostile forces0" He declared
that the only possible explanation for the'acceptance of that state of

affairs by the Anglo=American leaders was that they "were determined to
lean over backwards in order to convince the Russians that there was
nothing to be feared from them," and that they had deliberately placed

8 7their Governments "in the position of hostages®"
The British press made little comment on the debate# The Man

chester Guardian Weekly thought that Macmillan had given both sides of 
Commons "an unfortunate start" with the "tart party polemics" in the
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■' 8 S 'opening portion of his speech while the other newspapers merely recorded 

the happenings of the debatee
By mid«Aprila many rumors were circulating in Berlin that the Sov

iets were contemplating the early raising of the blockade0 The Western 
capitals did not comment on .these reports and the Western authorities in 
Berlin were not inclined to heed such rumors to the extent of slowing down 
the development of plans for the better provisioning of Berlin and its in* 
dustrieso In fact* there was every intention to increase the scale of sup* 
plies during the summero

The British moderate press saw little tangible evidence to support 
such rumors but offered some possible reasons for a soviet move to end the 
blockadeo The Times noted that the Russians were as impressed as the Ger
mans themselves by the success of the airlift, and would like to have end
ed a situation which the longer it lasted seemed only lrto demonstrate the

89resolution and resourcefulness of the Western democraciesolf The Specta
tor thought that the nearly completed plans for a west German government, 
coupled with the economic distress of east Germany, and the formation of
Western defense might possibly have caused the soviets to seek an end to

90 ' \ , 'the blockadeo •
" The Manchester Guardian Weekly thought that the only evidence to 

support talk of lifting the blockade was the unofficial appeals by the 
last German Economic commission for a resumption of normal East-West 
trade within Germany<, The Guardian pointed out, however, that those

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, March 51, 1949, p, 14®
^The Times, April 18, 1949, pP 4,
90Spectator, April 22, 1949, pp, 4*6e
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appeals were in line with recent Communist policy and there was no sign 

that the Soviets meant to make any concessions0 The newspaper also noted, 

however, that even though Clay had denied any such knowledge of a Russian 

move to raise the blockade, some Western Allied officials in Berlin ex

pected the Soviets to relax the traffic, restrictionsfl and that neither 
the State Department nor the Soviet delegate to the United nations had 
denied outright the rumor that the Russians were making an approach to 

the United states government, and that they were sending a special mission 

to washingtonoThe Times reported a few days later that General Robert™ 

son, in consultation with his Berlin advisers on April 19th* had noted 

that rumors of the imminent lifting of the blockade had grown in strength

with the increase of Communist propaganda in connection with the opening
92of the Paris'’’peace” conference (again indicating a connection between 

the Communist peace campaign and the evident desire of the Soviets to 

terminate the increasingly unprofitable blockade)e

On April 26th, two days after the Bonn Convention had agreed to 

accept most of the demands of the Social Democrats for the west German 

constitution and approximately three weeks after secretary of gtate 
Aoheson had informed Bevin and gohuman (who were in Washington for the 
signing.of the Horth'Atlantic pact) of the informal jessup^Malik negotia

tions, the Soviet Rews Agency (TASS), with the supposed purpose of refut
ing ’Incorrect rumors” in the Western newspapers, published an account of 

the hitherto secret talks on Berlin to date0 The statement reiterated the

^Manchester Guardian Weekly, April 21, 1949, po 1 =
92 v1'' ■ "The Times, April 20a 1949, pc 4=



tentative proposal that the Soviets would ;lift the blockade of Berlin, 

the Western Powers, would lift the eounter^bloekade of the Russian zone, 

and the four poster’s would, fix a date for the. meeting of the council of 

Foreign Ministers to discuss all questions relating to Germanye That 

same day, the American State Department issued an official statement say™ 
ing that the Department had informed the British and French foreign, mini™ 

sters of the negotiations and of the soviet attitude in.them* The three■ 

Western foreign'ministers, the statement continued, had reached an "agreed 

position,K' and if the present position of the soviet Government was as 

stated in the T&SS agency' release published in the American press that 

morning, the way appeared to-be clear for the lifting of the blockade and 

a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers o The statement ended by 

saying that the Western Governments could reach no final conclusion upon
' : " ’ - ' . 9 4that proposal until there were further exchanges of views with Malikp 

. The British Government expressed far more caution and skepticism 

than did the united Stateso, A leading British delegate to the United 

nations remarked that he could see no reason why the West should reject 

the Soviet offer as long as the Soviets lifted the blockade before the 
foreign ministers met again and provided that they made no conditions 

about the separate west German state. There was no point, he added, in 

having another ntea«party!t with the Russianso The Western powers "must
98make certain that the agenda of the Big Four meeting would be specifico"

95Ibid*,/April 27, 1949$. p» 4.,
94• Ibid,,-April 28, 1949, p= 2o
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isother British spokesman said that no Soviet approach had been made 
either to the British or French delegates in the United nationsa but Dr0 
Jessup had kept them fully informed of the discussions.(since early April)o 
H© also expressed the view that the Western powers were interested in evi<= 
dence that the Soviet Government had changed its. mind about its policy in 
Berlih and Germany in general, and they would accept the lifting of the 
transport restrictions as evidence of this* But, he warned, though it 
was obvious that a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers on Germany 
was a possibility, it would be wrong to assume that it was imminento The 
British Government, therefore, regarded that stage of discussions as being 
no more than the putting out of a diplomatic feelere That evening, the 
Foreign Office stated the Government«s formal position on the soviet pro® 
posal to hold another foreign ministers - meeting•

As was clearly understood between the three Foreign Ministers 
during their discussions in Washington, in ho circumstances would 
the holding of any meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers be 
allowed to interfere With or deflect the three Governments from 
their plans to establish a German Government in western Germanyo
While the Soviet- and east German press did little more than publish

97 .the TASS statement and continue to publicize the Paris peace Conference, 
the British press made considerable comment on the statement. The Brit
ish newspapers, in general, expressed a cautious optimism over a possible 
agreement to lift the blockadeo Most of them agreed that the Soviet fail
ure to prevent the development of the Marshall plan, Atlantic pact. Western

Pravda, April 30, 1949, p0 3j and Isvestia, April 30, 1949, p 0 4®} 
Current Digest of the Soviet press, I, Part I, lo® 18, May 31, 1949, p® 39$ 
and Daily Report Foreign Radio Broadcasts, CHI, April 27, 1949, PPl=70
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plans to go ahead with the formation of a west German state (and the
recent accord reached at Bonn on "be.sic differences), and the success of
the airlift were likely reasons for a possible desire of the Russians to
lift the blockade and call for new talksa The Economist added to these
the desire of the Soviets to create their own east German state, the ef«
fectiveness of the counter^blockade and the possibility that Stalin and
his advisers believed that the Western world had ahead of it a period of
what Marxist jargon calledetemporary stabilization*, which called for
"a less revolutionary and strenuous foreign policy in Moscowo” The
Economist added, however, that the Atlantic pact, nations needed a good

98deal more evidence before they could make any such assumption0
The Hew- Statesman and nation thought that the Communists had 

definitely suffered a setback in Germany and Europe and that from Stalin’s 
point of view, a resumption of negotiations was "clearly desirable if at
tainable without too much loss of prestige^but added that the West, 
"despite the airlift and the superficial success of Western Union,"also 
had reasons for wanting to postpone a final break with Russia (which the 
installment of a west German government in, the autumn of 1949 would en
tail )0 Recovery in western Edrope under the Marshall plan, claimed the 
Hew Statesman and Hation, had not been matched either by an;r real econo
mic integration or by the expansion of Bast-West trade which alone could 
have given it permanence, and that recovery was "threatened by the world 
effects of the growing American depression*."®^ Both The Times and spec— 
tator urged the Western powers to continue with their arrangements in

' 98 . ' ' '' - ' -Economist, April 23, 1949, pG 1»
99  . "Hew Statesman and Hation, April 30, 1949, p@ 4=
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Germany and western Europe and not to allow new Soviet peace offers to 

entice them0̂ ^  The limes, however, did feel that since the Western 

Powers had repeatedly declared themselves ceady for talks as soon as the 
Russians had lifted the blockade and since they had stated that the ulti“ 
mate objective of building up the Western economy and defense was to bring 

regional arrangements with soviet Russia, within reach, if at all possible, 

they had a duty to test Russian intentions® If the Soviets were really
prepared for'\% businesslike meeting, with' a clear agenda, 11 said The

Times, then the Western Governments would not want to hold back from it#®^

The Spectator saw nothing unacceptable in the Russian conditions 

as stated in TASS# but thought that the Soviets had to clarify various 

points® They had to give assurances, for instance, and, if possible, 

guarantees, that once they had lifted the blockade, they would never 

re^impose it® There had to be progress from where the West was, not from 

where it had been and the Western Governments must not overlook the pos<=* 

sibility that the Soviet Union.might be preparing to retreat in Europe 

in order to advance in Asia® But at the.moment, concluded the Spectator, 

optimism was better justified than the reverseo'*'̂  "The mere desire to 

avoid total re^amament" warned the lew gtatesman and Ration, (still us

ing its typical neutralist argument), was not sufficient to produce peace* 

What was needed on both sides was an atmosphere in which strategic planm

ning took second place.to policy and in which the chiefs of staff were

3*00The Times, April 27, 1949, p* 5$ and spectator, April 29, 1949, 
p® lo. ' .

1 0 1 The Times, April 27, 1949a p® 5a

’’Spectator, April 29, 1949, p* 1®
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subordinated to Civilian Ministers® It was possible that the shuffle in 
the Kremlin* as Truman had hinted on occasion* had produced that effect# 

The ®ew Statesman and Hation hoped that Bevin would hot %ashe time chew* 
ing over his old disagreements with the Russians about Germany* R but had 

already prepared $fnew and constructive proposals for .an agreement to 

disagreee'*^®
During the last week of April, and the first few days of May*

Jessup and Malik, had several meetings which resulted in the eventual 

lifting of the blockade# The Manchester Guardian Weekly* in late April* 

noted that Malik had repeatedly refused to bring British and French re

presentatives into the discussions and that soviet tactics in Germany 

appeared to be unchanged® On April 29th* the Soviets seized several 

canal locks inside the British sector of Berlin and attempted to direct 

traffic# They also arrested that same week several British military per« 

sonnel who had .mistakenly wandered into the eastern zone®^^ The Russians 
executed an abrupt change a few days later* however* when they returned 

the detained soldiers and.withdrew their own troops from the looks with a 

promise not to interfere in the future with waterways under British juris** 

diction# Opinion in Londdn at that time was apparently still more suspi
cious than optimistic about developments over Germany# Government of

ficials considered the likely disappearance of the blockade to be a wel

come dividend from the Western power's firm stand in Berlin but did not 

suppose that the soviet Government’s motives were conciliatorye They

^ % e w  Statesman and Pat ion* May 7# 1949* p® 1# ,
3.04 ■Manchester Guardian Weekly* May 6 * 1949* p» 1®
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suspected tbats whatever .its method, that SoverBmentss objective remained 

the same ■= to prevent the establishment in western Germany of a government 

that would stand between the Kremlin and a unified Commuhist Germanye 

These officials feared that the Soviets would use the Council of Foreign 
Ministers exclusively for that purpose and the principal card in their 
hand would be the proposal that all four Powers withdraw their military 

forces from Germany

Gn May 4th, Malik finally conceded to Jessup*s urgiags and in** 

vited the British and French representatives in the Security Council 

(Sir Alexander Oadogan and jean Ohauvel) to join in the discussions at 

Lake Successo The four Powers reached a final agreement that same day 

and published the text on May 5th@ The four^power statement read as 

follows*

The Governments of France, the Union of the soviet Socialist 
Eepublics, the united Kingdom and the United states have reached 
the following agreement.

lo All the restrictions imposed since March 1 , 1948, by the 
Government of the Union of soviet Socialist Republics on communi
cations, transportation and trade between Berlin and the Western 
Bones of Germany and between the Eastern zone and the Western 
zones will be removed on May 12th, 1949a

20 All the restrictions imposed since March 1, 1948, by the 
Governments of France, the United Kingdom and the United States, 
or any one of them, on communications, transportation and trade 
between Berlin and the Eastern zone and between the Western and 
Eastern zones of Germany will also be removed on May 12th, 1949e 

So Eleven days subsequent to the removal of the restrictions 
referred to in paragraphs one and two, namely, on May 23, 1949, 
a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers will be convened 
in paris to consider questions relating to Germany and problems 
arising out of the situation in Berlin, including also the ques
tion of currency in Berlin,^®®

105The Times, May 2 ,  1 9 4 9 ,  p 0 4 ,

yon per Gablentz, Documents on the Status O f  Berlin, 1944*1959, 
pe 9 5 $  see also izvestia. May 6 , i 9 4 9 , ~ p V  2 ,  Current-Digest of the Soviet 
press, Yolo I, Part I, go* 19, June 7, 1 9 4 9 ,  p ,  4,
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, BeTin explained the terns of the agreement in Commons and praised 

the Berliners for their ’'courage and restraintoK- He thanked the House 

for the support which the Government had received throughput, and felt 

sure that the agreement which the Allies had made illustrated that nthe 
firm yet reasonable policy” which the Government had pursued had, in 

fact "been fully justified by the results®**, His Majesty9s Governments 

furthermoreg would approach the new meeting of the Council of Foreign 

Ministers “in the same spirit of firmness and reasonableness^’* The 
Foreign Secretary was hopeful that the four powers would find "the basis 

for an enduring settlement of the. German problem” at the forthcoming meet™ 
ing and; promised that the Government would not abandon in that settlement 

the principles for which it had always stood in regard to Germanyc Bevin. 

then declared that Britain and her Allies had succeeded in standing firm 

in Berlin because of the airlift and again paid tribute to the "skill and 

devotion" of those involved in that "gigantic operation®" Finally, Bevin 

informed the House that he intended to Visit Berlin on Saturday (Bay 7th|

to inspect the airlift and thank those who had taken part in it on behalf
■ .107 . ' rof the Governments

Winston Churchill declared that the country would receive the 

Foreign Secretary’s statement with "general rejoicing and.relief” and 

congratulated Bevin on behalf of the Opposition "upon the successful is™ 

sue" of that "difficult and, as at one time it seemed, almost superhuman 

exercise of the airlift,” which had shown %  method of solving a deadlock

'^^Hans&rd, parliamentary Debates (Commons), CCCCLXIY, 1220=2,
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and difficulty far preferable to some others which might have been con
sidered at one time or another*" The Opposition Reader felt that the 
firmness "which the Western Allies had shown and "the powerful aid and 
consistent policy,r of the United States$ with whom Britain had worked 
hand and hand* had considerably lessoned the war tension which had hung 
over them as each day had revealed "difficult incidents11 in Berlin* He 
also paid tribute to the House, especially the Opposition side, for 
steadfastly supporting the Government and the Foreign Secretary through
out that "anxious businesson It only illustrated how important national 
unity was in those matters and how desirable it was to exclude party 
fights as far as possible from those large and important fields# Qhurchill 
cautioned, howevers that even though the Soviets' had removed the blockade, 
the Western Powers were now approaching the problems of Germany1 s future 
and it by no means followed that difficulties might not arise there,
Beven more embarrassing and puzzling" than those that they had encountered 
in the Berlin blockade® "In that case," he concluded, "unity of action 
by the British nation and by all parties in the British parliament, in 
combination with our friends, associates and Allies all over the world"
gave "by far the best chance of a good, solution and by far the best chance

' - ' ■ - ' 108 ' \ ' ?for the maintenance of peaeeo'1-
Hr® Glement Davies, Leader of the Liberal Party, also expressed 

the belief that those who desired peace would welcome the Agreement and 
joined with the Foreign Secretary in congratulating all of those who

108Ibid», 1222-3®
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took part la %the tremendous enterprise” of the airlift for their courage^

■ * 1 - ; ' skill and devotion# The Literal. party Leader hopeds and m s  sure that it
m s  possible, now that the Powers had come together once more, that peace
would at last "̂supervene” and that there would be and end to that ^period

of turmoil and stress*” Davies also joined the Leader of the opposition

in congratulating the Foreign Secretary in his "firmness, patience and

steadfastness” and for the manner in which he had taken action on behalf
109of the country throughout that ”very trying period*”

The gonn parliamentary •Council finally ratified the Basic Law on 

May 8 th by a vote of 53 to 12 and submitted it to the three Western Mill” 
tary governors y who approved it that same month * Western leaders expected 

the west Germans to form a government by mid« July * Some British news** 

papers had attributed the rapid change in Bonn from deadlock to agreement 

to. the news of an imminent Berlin settlements^^ The Soviet and soviet« 

licensed press naturally deplored the agreement as another deliberate 

step to obstruct efforts for German unity and, pravda and Investla claimed 

that the Bozin parliamentary Council*s "unprecedented haste” was due to 

direct orders. from the Western occupation authorities who had wished to 

present the Council of Foreign Ministers with the fait accompli of a 

divided Germany*"^

1 0 9 Ibido,12230

^°The Times, April 26, 1949, p* 3| and Manchester Guardian 
Weekly, ApHT '2B7~T949, p* 3* ..

-̂pravda,May 10, 1949, p* 4j and Izvestia, May 10, 1949, p* 4*, 
Current Digest of the Soviet press, yol* I, Part II, Ho* 10, June 7, 1949,

^ \  '
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Bevin* after eonferring with west German leaders in Berlin on the

same day of the ratification of the Basie Law* again landed the efforts

of those involved in the airlift and spoke optimistically of the future

in a press conference held at Gatow airfield0 Meeting some airlift crews

as they left the canteen, he declared» ■

Since the end of 1945g, I have never felt more hopeful,, more 
optimistic, or more inclined to the view that having done this 
great work, we can really begin to plan the peace» We are not 
out of the wood yeto We must not give up this works But with 
what you have accomplished we shall go to the conference with 
greater confidence, greater strength, and with the feeling that 
what you have done will help us to bring about success <»

Whatever our differences may have been in the past, (he con
tinued) when this difference arose we all came to the conclusion 
that we must use every resource to save the Berlin people from 
the aggressive tactics which were being applied0 What we want 
now is peace between the countries, and the fact that you have 
all worked together to feed the people of Berlin will no doubt 
help to bring about a final solutioho We shall be meeting in 
Paris soon and we really want to put an end to the quarrels 
there have been between Germany and the rest of Europe*, ^
At the Lord Mayor8 s reception that afternoon, Bevin told leading

members of the west Berlin Magistrat that he would not agree to anything

on behalf of Britain which would destroy the freedom of the German people

or prevent them from establishing a sound, free and unfettered democratic

government, and also spoke again of his desire to put an end to the age-
115old feud between prance and Germany®

The Soviet authorities lifted the blockade on gay llth at midnight 
thus ending almost eleven months of seige* A few hours before this cele
brated event. General Bourne, the British Sector Commandant and Arthur

112Manchester Guardian Weekly, May 12, 1949, pa Z& 
:U 3 Ibid,
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Henderson, Secretary of State for Air, delivered addresses paying tribute 
to the achievements of the combined airlift#

Communist officials in Berlin, meanwhile, reiterated earlier praise 
for the latest Soviet effort to promote peace by lifting the traffic re
strictions and affected pained surprise at the cold reception which their 

reeent offers to restore the Berlin city government had had0 Secretary 

of State Aoheson, speaking in Washington’ on May 11th, also paid tribute 
to the men at work on the airlift but warned that the lifting of the block*- 

ade was not a solution to the German problem* The blockade's raising had . 

put the .Western,Allies back in the very position they were in before the

Bussi&ns had imposed it and whether it would be possible to find a solu-
114tion in Paris depended on themo

. In the belated Commons debate on the Atlantic pact on May 12th,

Bevin boldy affirmed that it was that Treaty which had ihdueed the Soviets 
to change their tactics and raise the blockade of Berlin# did not 

hesitate to say that Husslan policy, if it had continued on those lines, 

would inevitably have led to war, because a moment would have come when 
the rest of the world would have reacted violently to the tactics which 

Hussia was pursuing® - The "Foreign Secretary even hinted at tta very danger# 

ous situation1* existing some months before, but added, "those of us who 

had a good deal of responsibility kept our counsel and tried to keep 

steady in most provocative, conditions o’* Bevin then treated the Atlantic 

pact as a: counter to all of that and as the only way of attempting to halt

114Ibido
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that ^totalitarian method of preaehing peace and at the same time promote 

ing disturbance and war#1* :Churchill noted the Foreign Secretary’s justi* 
fic&tion of the Atlantic Pact as a counter to the aggressive foreign 

policy of the Soviet Union, and regarded this as a saving scepticism on 
his part concerning the lifting of the blockade and the possibilities of 
a satisfactory German settlement at the approaching Foreign Minister’s 

conferencee The opposition header admitted that.he was glad that B@vin 

had not treated the lifting of the blockade as an "Important peace gest
ure, adding that bitter experience had taught them to be wary of “pre
mature rejoicing over mere words and .gestures*" Deeds not words or maneu
vers were wanted, Churchill insisted, “deeds making for friendly inter- 

eourse0n These would meet with an instant response0 And with this went 

the repetition of an earlier Churehillian dictumg “There will be no per

manent .peace while Asia is on the Elbeo“H 5  Churchill gave sen unrestrain

ed welcome to the Atlantic pact, but warned the democracies against fail

ing to persevere in the project<$ Churchill also regretted that there, was 

still no close integration of military plans on khe Continent, and again 

criticized the Covernment’s inadequate managing of the country’s defenses 

and said once again that it. was only the growing power of the atomic bomb 

in the hands of the United States that provided time in which to develop 
the pact® He made one .reference to the four-power conference, expressing 

the hope that the negotiations might produce a German peace treatyj and 

deprecated any words which might compromise its successo Clement Davies,

11*5 ;Ibidoj, May 1.9, 1949, p» 3»



like Churchills warmly congratulated Beyto bh the result of his labors* 

The Liberal Leader hoped for an extension of the Pact and even the in* 

elusion of Russia in it if she would accept the principles of the pre

amble « Critics of the Pact found their first voice in Warbeyy who saw 

it leading to the complete subordination of Great Britain to jmeric&n 

policy and as a provocation and threat to Russia* This led him to plead 

with Bevin to pursue an independent British foreign policy at the coming 

conference of poreigh Ministers* Hoel Baker (Home Secretary) replying 

for the Government,, persuasively championed the pact and answered some
of its criticso The motion to approve the pact was carried by 333 votes

116 ' 'to six with five Labor abstentions *

During the week of May 5*129 the groviet and east German press at*

tempted to show the Lake success agreement and the lifting of the Berlin
blockade itself as proof of the Soviet Union8s peaceful intentions and

117as a sound defeat for the Western* imperialist aggressors* The soviet 

Government restated its formal position on the Berlin and German ques

tions in the official newspaper Izvestia on May 14th and said that the 

agreement on the mutual lifting of restrictions and on the calling of a 

session of the Council of Foreign Ministers could be na first step on 

the path to further agreementsBut* the newspaper warned* it would be 

"absurd and naive" to assume that "those political circles in the Tr0S*A* 9 

England and France*" whoiwere "violently opposed to any agreement with

•L3,6Ibide •
11TDaily Report* • Foreign .Radio Broadcasts* CSX?* May 5* 1949* ppl*2e
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the Soviet Uniona!t could implement their planned "dictatorial method" 
at the approaching discussions

The1British press had m#ch to say on the Lake Success agreement, 

the lifting of the "blockade, and the impending foreign Minister*s meet

ing® Most of the British newspapers viewed the agreement and the lift# 

lag of the blockade as a clear victory for the Western Powers, who had 

refused to allow the Soviets to coerce them into halting their plans for 

a west Germany and Western Union in exchange for concessions within Ber

lin® Bevln, said The Tiifes, who alone of the four foreign Ministers had. 

shared all of the dealings between East and west since the Potsdam- meet
ing, had special reason to be satisfied at the "vindication of western 

determination©" The lifting of the blockade, declared The Times, had 

been "the reward of steady nerves, insistence on established rights, and 

great technical power without which the airlift would have failed®

The Economist said virtually the same thing when it called the lifting of 
the blockade "both a political and. technical victory©©©won by inflexible 

firmness combined with great material ajchieveiaent®" The newspaper praised 

General Clay especially for his consistent steadfastness and those eon#

neeted with the airlift for having created'an operation which had defeated
120' - .the Eussian blockade® The Spectator called the agreement to end the

1X8izvestia. May 14, 19496:'p#.4B# Current Digest of the Soviet 
press, Yolo I, part II, lo® 20, June 14,.- 19#, .pp, #"4© '•

119'.The Times, May 5, 1949, p© 5©

^^Economist, May 14.$ 1949̂ , p® 1*
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121blockade "a contribution to the cause of sanity**1 Other newspapers

expressed similar opinions as to the agreement and the lifting of the 

blockade a ' ■ , .

Hone of the British newspapers^/ on the other hand, was especially 

optimistic about the possible outcome of the conference and all admitted 

that there, were formidable obstructions lying in the path to agreement 

oh the German question the most significant; one being the question of 

Berlin itself* Most of the British press, however, did feel that the 

meeting of the four Foreign Ministers, was. worth attempting*: The spec
tator said, that the conference did indeed present an opportunity for the 
Western Allies to reach an accord with their Eastern cold^war antagon- 

ists, while The Times and the Hew statesman and nation thought that a 

partial or modified agreement on Berlin and the German question was, in 
fact, far better than no agreement at alio

"̂Spectator, May 6 , 1949, p* 4®

lg2Ibid* ' .. \  .
^^SThe Times, May. 12, 1949, p* 5j and Hew statesman and nation. 

May 7, 194'57p® La ‘ ~



CHAPTER Y 
' . ■ , (summary)

: . ■ intrbdnetion

This chapter relates the significant events in Germany in the 

summer and fall of 1949 and summarises B r i t a i n ^  role in the Berlin 

blockade as well as British policy and opinion towards the soviet 

Union during that t i m e B



CHiPTBR Y
The lifting of the Berlin blockade on the morning of May 12th#

1949 did not end the cold umr and its resulting tensions but only oon= 

eluded a chapter in its short but significant history0 The Foreign Mini*- 
ters * conference, held in Paris from May 23rd to June 20th, 1949, was vir

tually a complete failures The representatives of the four Powers were 

only able to reach agreement on one of the four points on the Council 

agenda » that of the Austrian frontiers and the projected conclusion of 

an Austrian Peace Treaty0 The other questions ;£jl) German unity - eco

nomic and political principles and Allied eontrol$ (2) Berlin - including 

the currency question̂  and (3) preparation of a German peace treaty]; re

mained unresolyedo The Lake Success Agreement, therefore, had resulted

in little more than the lifting of the blockade and a return to the status
Xquo in Berlin and Germany o Meanwhile, tensions in the German capital 

abated but did not disappeare Shortly after the end of the blockade, a 

dispute arose between the city*s railway workers and the soviet Military 
Government over the latter8s insistence that railroad employees who lived 

in west Berlin be paid in Gstmarkso This dispute led to a strike, which 
delayed economic recovery by another six weeks.. %n addition, the Soviet 

and east German authorities continued to impose periodic restrictions on 

Berlin«s commerce, thereby further hindering economic reconstruction and

^Calvocoressi (ed@), survey of international Affairs, 1949-1950,
p« 6 6 s ~ ' 1 ~

2 ■ .Davison, The Berlin Blockade, pp. 275, 278.



causing a rise in unemployment (the "semi■̂ ’blockade!! of July 9=*14th> 1949 

was one of the first instances of periodic, post-blockade restrictions)® 

The Western Allies continued the airlift after the blockade until the

flow of land and water traffic had returned to n o r m a l e The last aircraft
■ . ■ ; . , ■. ■ ; • 3 
of that operation touched down at Gatow on Qctober 6th, 1949o -

The two German!eg achieved their final development in 19490 The 
three Western Military Governors approved the Bonn Parliamentary Council * s 

draft of the Basic yaw on the same day that the Soviets lifted the block™ 

ade and the West German Federal Republic came into being on Hay 23rd (on 

the opening day of the Foreign Ministers« meeting), after the Bavarian 

band had finally approved the agreemento • The west Germans held their 

General Elections on August 14th and the west German parliament met at 

Bonn for the first time on September 7th® The Parliament then elected 

Dr® Adenauer (whose Christian Democratic party had headed the polls in 

the August elections) as Chancellor eight days later, and he formed his 

cabinet on September 20tho The parliament also chose Bonn as the west 

German capital on October 8 th* Five days;after the Russian protest 

against the formation ,of the West German Government (October 2nd), the 

Executive Committee of the Socialist Unity Party proclaimed a ^Democratic 
German Republic'1 in east Germany and elected Wilhelm pieek as President 

on October 11th*' Although each' of the two German Governments denounced 

the formation of the other, they apparently did not allow political

5 ■'The Times, Calender of Events for 1949, January 5, 1950, p® 50
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differences to enter into economic matterss since they managed to conclude 

a trade agreement in Frankfurt on October 8tho The Allied High Commission 

succeeded the Western Military Government in West Germany on September 21st

and General Roberts on 5 who had been appointed as British High Commissioner
' ■ . . 4on June 1st, officially began his duties at that time® Despite economic

and political progress in West Germany during this time, German leaders

continued to complain of the Allied reparations and dismantling policies

and occupation costs (until their termination in 1951 and 1952 respectively)®

Some of them also continued to oppose the Belgian and Dutch frontier annex®

ations throughout the summer months of 19496 despite a considerable modi®
. > ' ' ' g. ■ ' • :fieatioh of claims by the Belgiansa

The Soviet decision to lift the Berlin blockade has usually been 

ascribed to a combination of .factors© One of the most widely held views 

was that the Russians, had been motivated mainly by economic pressures©

The American Ambassador to Moscow, Walter Bedell Smith, for instance, had 

written that the counter^blockade was an important factor since it had

hurt the Hast far more than, the blockade had hurt the West© J0P0 jjettl,
' ■ ■ , . . ■ :

a student of the Russian zone economy, also maintained that east Germany 

had suffered more severely from the economic effects of the Berlin crisis. , •
7

than did west Germany® - General Olay thought that it was not only pressure

4 "Ibid#
jr - - .InteryAllied Reparations Agency, Report of the Secretary General 

for the year 1949 (Brussels, 1950), pe 3>

Smith, My Three Years in Moscow, p* 257®
... .. - . .. ' . ' ' . *; ' jeR® Hettl, The Eastern Zone and soviet policy in" Germany, (1945-

50), (London, 1951), pp% WB%?T"
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on the east German economy bub also economic revival in west Germany that

i ; "" '' ■: . vS • ; 'led the Kremlin leaders to alter their plans» other individualss in

seeking to explain the Soviet action, had placed the emphasis elsewhere.

The Secretary General of the United nationss Trygve Lies "believed that

the propaganda effects of the suocessfnl airlift^ possibly combined with
the pressure of world public opinion,, had played a large role in the Rus»

siaa decision,; in addition to the coTmter^blbekades He also noted that

the blockade had led to a considerable increase of Allied air power in

western -Europee** Ernest Bevin, in his address before Commons on May 12th*
1949, flatly declared that it was the conclusion of the Forth Atlantic

.. - . - . 1 0  pact which had finally caused the Soviets to lift the blockade. Brit**

ish and American diplomatic officials have added the theory that the pLus= 

sians, feeling themselves excluded from all means by which they might have 

been able to influence developments in western Europe, had wanted to re** 

join the ‘‘diplomatic club" and had therefore proposed another meeting of 

the Council of foreign Ministers» gome individuals thought that another 

factor which had prompted the Soviet decision had been the loss of pres** 

tige to Communist parties throughout Europe, caused In part by the drama

tic success of the airlift (Major-General Bourne, Commandant of the - Brit* 

ish sector in Berlin, had informed Air Marshal Williams, Commander^in-Ghief 

of the Royal Air force in Germany, on May 11th that the airlift had broken

®General lucius Clay, Decision in Geraaany (lew York, 1950), p. 389©

Lie, In the cause of peace, pp# 217^8o
10 • 'Manchester Guardian Tfeekly, May 19, 1949, p* 3«.



the blockade^ and The Times had reported on April 18th, at the time of 
the Easter airlift recorda that the Russians were every bit as impressed 

by the achievements of the airlift as the west Berliners and west Germans)/

Although all of those considerations had probably entered into the 

Soviet deeisiond Moscow?s reasons for ending the crisis when it did, in 

the light of broader Soviet policies, appeared in a somewhat different 

perspectives The Russians had apparently imposed the blockade as one 

phase of an effort to ensure the continuance of a European balance of 

power favorable to the goviet union* At first* the Soviets had demanded 

that the Western powers either give up their sectors in Berlin (and con
sequently lose much of.their prestige in Europe)* or else give up their 

plans for a west German state* -When the airlift had shown them that the 

Western Allies would do neither* they decided to consolidate their posi

tion in east Berlin# After having completed that process* the Soviets 

found that what advantages they could then derive from the continuation 

of the blockade were relatively modest* one advantage was that the air

lift had wrought a heavy financial drain on Germany and the Western powersj 

another* that it had effectively tied up the bulk of Western military 

transport in Berlin and west Germany (some observers of international ref

lations had advanced the thesis that one purpose of the blockade had been 

to occupy the attention of the Western Allies in Europe while Chinese Com* 

mumist armies were advancing in Asia* The communist conquest of china had 

proceeded during much of the blockade period and the ttpeople*s Liberation

'̂ fhe Times* May 12* 1949* p# 4*
1 2 Ibid** April 18* 1949* p* 4e
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Armyn had oseupied Shanghai on Hay 25th» 1949o By insuring that diffi

culties in Germany had fully occupied Western air transport, Stalin could 
have guarded against the possibility that the Allies might have extended

last minute logistic aid to chiang K#i”shek)o
• ©b the other hand, the disadvantages of continuing the blockade 

were substantial# Far from shifting the balance of power, in favor of the 

Soviets, it was producing the opposite effect: fhe Westerm powers and 

west German hander were united on their stand over Berlin and as long as , 

the Soviets were cast in the aggressive role of beseigers of over two 

million civilians, they and their Communist allies in west Germany and 

western Europe were in a poor position, diplomatically speaking, to inter-* 

fere with the development of the Worth Atlantic Treaty Organization, the 

operation of the Marshall plan and the establishment of a west German 

state# The blockade was thus furthering the very developments in those 

areas that it was supposed to obstruct0 in looking about for some other 

instrument with which to oppose Western consolidation, it appeared that 

the Soviets had decided to promote the growth of a t,peace,t or “neutralist’*

sentiment in western Europe# By this tactic, they had hoped to cause dis

sension among the Western Governments that would have prevented the form

ation of an effective military defense against Soviet power® The French, 

in particular, had shown themselves to be extremely suspicious of Anglo- 

American plans for a west German government, and the Russians might have 

been able to separate than from the Western alliance, once they had eased

pavison. The Berlin Blockade, pp». 275-6#



the tension in Berlin® Through the campaign for German unity and the 
withdrawal of occupation troops, the Soviets also had hoped to promote 
divisions of opinion within west Germany itself® Even if such maneuvers 
would not have been sufficient to halt the creation of a west German 
government,/ perhaps they would at least have prevented the new govern* 
ment from cooperating in Western defense® Viewed in this "broader per
spective, then, the Soviets could have withdrawn the blockade in order to 
clear the way for other tactics* a peace offensive and a campaign for 
Geman; "unity» The end of the blockade, therefore, had signified a change - 
in Soviet, strategy, but not in soviet aims#?1'* .

Western tactics during the negotiations, which had led to the lift*# 
ing of the blockade, might- have had some effect on/Russian behavior# W®
P$ Davison pointed out that Western behavior at the time of these aego** 

tiations was quite different from what it had been during the previous, 

unrewarding discussions® Whereas, in 1948, the Western Governments had 

been willing to bargain, and had been careful not to provoke the Soviets 

and.thus lessen the possibility of agreement, they later (in early 1949) 

adopted a stake it or leave it * attitude® gome diplomatic officials had 

ascribed this to the .Western Powers* complete disillusionment as a result 

of the previous negotiations, which had made them inclined to sit back 

and wait for the Soviets to show some evidence of good faith® although 
this might have been part of it, there were probably additional reasons 

for, the Western attitude® British and American officials in Germany and • 

in their respective capitals had apparently believed that the blockade
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wets working in favor of the West* They had felt that they should under^ 

take new negotiations with the Bussians only after the ratification of 
the Atlantic Pact and the establishment of a west German government had 

strengthened the position of the Western Powersg and had feared that & 
softening in the soviet attitude might delay these plans» Gnee it was 

fairly certain that the Russians were seriousa however^ Western officials 

had pushed ahead with negotiations to end the blockade# but even then 
they had done so without any sense of urgency or anxiety® There was also 

no way of determining whether the changed Western attitude had hastened 

or hindered the negotiations® Davison noted that it was;during the period 
of those final discussions that the Allied policy in Germany was becoming 
noticeably firmer* evidenced by the intensified airlift and counter^bloek- 

ade# as well as the second currency reform, and concluded that the Soviets 

must have Assumed that this position had been taken in full knowledge of 

the jessup»Malik talks, since they could not have known that the Western 

military authorities were, in reality, completely unaware of those dis

cussions o It might have been significant, therefore, that negotiations,
15nevertheless,: did not break down*

Britain s's diplomatic role during the Berlin blockade, with one ex® 

ception, had. been a significant one® General Robertson, the British Mill* 

tary Governor, had made strenuous efforts to prevent the imposition of 

Soviet traffic restrictions in June of 1948, and had arranged a meeting 

between the four Military Governors the following month in an attempt to 

settle the currency dispute (the ostensible reason for the blockade) at

1 5 Ibideji ppc 278*9»
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the local levels I,ater that summer ia. $$osoows prank Eohertss the Brit

ish representative^ had insisted upon drawing up the quadripartite tii” 

rective,:for # Berlin settlement^ while steadfastly refusing (along with 

his American and prench colleagues) to grant concessions to the Soviets 

in west Germany<, In Paris that autumn, the British representative in 

the Security Council, sir Alexander Gadogan, ably defended the right of 
the Council to mediate the Berlin dispute and supported on behalf of his 

Government, the draft resolution of the neutral committee 0

The only exception to thiSj, was during the last stage of the 

negotiations (February"May, 1949). when the United States assumed the 

sole initiative for the West in working out a settlement of the block® 

ade issue in the secret, informal conversations between Jessup and Malik* 
The British Government had also declared just prior to, and throughout 

the blockade that it would agree to no new meeting of the Foreign Mini* 

sters to discuss the entire German problem before the soviet authorities 

had lifted their traffic restrictions„ and had firmly maintained that 

position (as did the American and French Governments), for the duration 

of that dispute#

By 1949, Great Britain had assumed new commitments in Europe, 
Germany, and Berlin, and had become a major Western antagonist of the 
Soviet uni on in the so called l?cold"war0 M In Europe, she had become the 
key European Power in two Western defense agreements ». the Brussels "De
fense Treaty and the Horth Atlantic Pact# in Germany, she had become a 
joint occupier with the United states and France and a first-line defender 
with the United States against soviet and soviet^bloe ambitions# in Ber-=* 
lin, BritainSs position had come to be similar to her role in west Germany
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except that Berlins as a tiny enclave behind the iron curtain* has, as 

"was mentioned previously, remained a source of almost constant East=West 

tension and potential conflicts Anglo-Soviet relations, never on an even 

keel during the immediate postwar years, grew worse during the blockade 

of Berlin and brought the great Powers to the brink of direct military 

conflicte In the British view; the Berlin blockade had presented another 

example of the Soviet Union$s aggressive political and military policy 

in eastern Europe and further evidence of her unwillingness to particle 

pate in German and west European economic reconstruction,, In addition, 

the Soviet action of imposing a blockade on a city of several million 
people indicated to the British Government and press just how far the 

Kremlin leaders were willing to go, short of open conflict, in order to 

attain their political objectives*
The British- view, and for that matter, the Anglo^goviet conflict 

of interest, was especially noteworthy in light of the fact that the 

labor Party had won a decisive victory over their Conservative opponents 

in the General Elections of July, 1945, on the premise that a Socialist 

Government in London would be better able to deal with a Oommuhist Govern* 

ment in Moscow (or "Left understands Left" as the popular slogan went)*

As was stated earlier, those elements in the Labor Party who had envisaged 

a joint Anglo^goviet effort to reconstruct a new Socialist Europe free 

from the evils of Fascism, capitalism, and power politics had overlooked 

the fact that their own party’s prime Minister and Foreign secretary had 

not only participated in the formation of the policies of the Wartime 

Coalition Government but had also openly and frequently endorsed them in 

public addresses both before and after taking office.® Furthermore, many
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of these individuals had overlooked or underestimated the Soviet and Com-’ 
munist efforts in Europe to gain power by fair means or foul# The rapid 
revelation of the Labor Governments? efforts to pursue the old "continuity 
of British Foreign policy" and the apparent desire of the gremlin leaders 
to play power politics as wells if not bettera than their Tsarist pre- 
dessessors and capitalist opponents soon dispelled such fanciful visions 
of an international Socialist utopia and eventually drove the majority of 
the Labor Party closer to the political right in regard to their nation?s 
foreign policy#
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